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ABSTRACT

The squatter problem is one of complexity and diversity, and lasting
solutions to the problem have been elusive, despite the numerous techniques
and approaches that have been tried out.
This is primarily because the
squatter problem has. not been comprehensively understood or defined.
The objective of this study is therefore to find a comprehensive
definition of the squatter problem, with specific reference to Bangkok,
in Thailand, and to recommend workable principles as a basis for their
control and p~ogressive elimination.
Proper reorganization of squatter control mechanisms can contribute
to the orderly spatial growth in the city; and will promote the general
well being of low" income people, \vhile preserving "the legal rights of
private property ownership.
The major contributions of this study are in its providing:
1.

a rationale for the proper identification of, and distinction
between slums and squatter settlements;

2.

an identification of the squatter problem in Bangkok with its
entire ramifications;

3.

guidelines for the comprehensive policy for the control of
squatter settlements in Bangkok; and

4.

recorrnnendation of outline programs for the successful
implementation of such policy.
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I

E'1TRODDCTION

An ever present phenomenon of the rc..pidly developing cities of Africa,
South America and Asi2, Sout1-1 Ar:1erics. 2r..d .i~... si2., are the extensive
communities of squatter and sh2nty-tm-m d\'721L~:rs, that have sprung up
and abound, in and around them.
~stisates were made of the nu~ber of
squatters iIl various countries in 1962.
I~l _A:'1kara, they made up !.;.5
percent of the population; in Manila, 20 p2rcent; in Caracas, 38 percent;
in Santiago, 25 perce~t; in Singapor2, 15 ?2rcent and in Delhi 7 percent.*
In Thailand, Bangkok is faced with a similar problem, and most recent
figures cite the existence of 39 sett~~ments, constituting 162,000 people.**
Until recently, a squatter settle~ent was regarded as a temporary
problem involving marginal sections of the population and limitted to the
interstices and margins of the city.
Thus comprehensive policies to
ceal \vith causes and S)l1Ttptoms of theprob2..e::n are rarely formulated.
This
is primarily because the squatter pro'olee in its entire co:nplexity and
diversity has rarely been comprehensively d2fined or understood.
This
study is therefore aimed at the compreheusive definition of the squatter
problem, with specific reference to Bangkok, Thailand, and at the
recommendation of workable principles towards their control and progressive
elimination.
The term 'squatting' is often misunders~ood and confused with the
term 'slum'.
One of the fundamental pur-poses of this study, therefore
is to furnish a rational definition of the terms 'squatter settlement'
and' slum', and to establish the clear distinction bet\veen them.
Squatter settlements and slums exist in different forms within the
scope of such definition.
A qualitative dimension could provide a
clearer perspect~~e of the settlemen~ type, &nd characteristics.
This
calls for a classification of squatter settlements and slums.
The
under standing inher ent in such a c 1288 :~f =.ca. t :"OI"l sys t em is iffiportant i £
programs are to be tailored to the so:'utio::, of special types of squatter
and/or slum conditio:1.s.
Such a cla;:;si.ficc~tion. of squatter settlements
and slums is an added highlight of this study.
These definitions and classific&tions are useful for the proper
identification of each category of se:tle~en[ in Bangkok.
Squatting is considered as a problem of housing which directly
affects low income groups.
The GOV2~nment of Thailand has focussed some
attention on providir.g ac;commodatioI"L for 10\-1 L1come families in Bangkok
Metropolis, since 1964, and has most recently established a National

CLINARD (1966)
YA\1KLINFLJ~'JG

(1973)

- 2 Housing Aut:1ority C';~Lll.), in 1973.
1)-:':2 of t~lC: priority projects of the
~\;PJi. is to resettle tI:e squatter slum reside_-:ts at Klcng Toey, 1;vhich is
the biggest of its ki~d in Bangkok (pop~lation: 35,002: 1973*).
evalua[io~:

of the policies or t:i.2 =:l.ai Government and of the
programs of the ~'~E.A, together \Jith &:1 appraisal of one of the implemented
projects can provide a clearer insight into the prospects and practical
limitations,
in copi;:,2; \vith the squatter problem in Thailand.
An

A political overview could provid8 a val~able insight of the
structure, institutions and ideas that consti.tute Government attitudes
and characterise policy.

An economic perspective of t"he operation of the housing market can
illuminate the adequacy of housing programs a::.d projects, put rorvJard by
the Governme-:lt and could suggest ave:1l.12S alo=-~g ",vhicn Goverrunent policy
should preferrably be aligned.
This ,·:ou]_d take the form of recommendations for the co~servation and distribution of public funds, by seeking
means to exploit the potential capaciries of the squatters, in respect
of house building> a~d performing ttoS2 fu~ctions which the squatters are
incapable of, such as provision of se~viced land, and financial assistance.
Numerous approacl-;.es have been d(~vic2d In different situations, to
solve the squa~ter problem in various cities of the Developing World.
Each approach tas at~ributes and affi~ities t~at suit certain situations,
but they also display weaknesses that li~it their universal applicability.
By studying the characteristics of each approach and appraising their
performances, ir is possible to identify Wh2ther any of the ready made
approaches, either iTIdividually or in conbination, offer prospects for
successful application to the squatter problem in Bangkok.
Such an
evaluation assists ill comprehensive: definition of the squatter problem
in Bangkok.
The defi~ition of the squatter problem in 3angkok is the pre-requisite
for deriving principles for the control of ssuatter settlements, and
formulating policy.

Scope of the Study
This research is mainly restricted to a qualitative study and analysis
of squatting as a phe20senon, and proceeds towards evolving a set of
rational principles for its control a~d progressive elimination.

" HONGLADP3CX? (1973)
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Whereas considera~le information h&s been generated about individual
squatter sett12~ents in Bangkok, precious litLle has been done on the
gener al per sp ec t ive a f squat t ing.
As suc~-:, av ai lab Ie quant i.fied inforr:lation of squatEer population gro~th, effects of migration on squatting, and
other demographic information on the total sq~atter population in Bangkok
is grossly inadequate to conduct a qU2r'..tiT3.cive study, involving squatter
population grO\.\7th in the citYj etc.
AVL~ilable quantified information
warrants the possibility of formulating detailed' development programs for
each squatter settlement.
But this study is restricted to the derivation
of generalized principles for the control of the overall squatter problem
in the city, and programs and projects ar2 extensions of this study, which
are beyond the scope of this research, and have not been attempted.

-

II

HISTO?IC PEP.SPI:CTIVES OF

The Global

I

L1-

-

S1L,)~S A~~D

SQUATTER SE':!:'TLEHENTS

Per~pective

Though 'cities' have existed i~ one :O~8 or ~nother close on 3000
years, the past two centuries, 1750-1950, have witnessed an unprecedented
urbanization of people and economic activity in ireas affected by the
Industrial Revolution.
During this ~ri2~ p2riod in history, many towns
2.nd villages L1 Europe aud North America cl'C:c::,:ed to be mere regional
markets for craftsmen end cultivators; tr.ey became vibrant centers for
almost all the mcnufacturing servicing and distributive functions developed
in 2.n expanding economy.
Those ne,v centers of employment attr.c:.cted large numbers of people
from the rural areas tm'Jards them, iIi 3carcn of industrial err:.ployment.
The effects of high speed urbanization tro~ght about by the advent of
the factory aud the railroad were manifested in the formation of slums
in the urban complexes.
MU11FORD (1961),': puts it, the factory~ the
railroad and the slum were the direct results of the Industrial Revolution.
But the trend Has not confined to \7 es ter::-:. Europe and North Anerica.
During the first half of the prese:lt c2ntu:cy} urban grovJth became more
marked in form in the underdeveloped count~~2s as Hell.
Cities mushroomed
in parts of the world which had previous
felt little urban or industrial
development, and expanded in areas of both high and low population density
in the various countries of Asia, Africa and Latin P~erica.
The development of shanty towns and slums was n2~ur21 in following in the wake of
rapid urbanization.
No nation has ever been able t'J prevc:r. -c =h2 emergence of slums and
squatter settlecents under the pressu~e of m&ss mOV2...'11.ents of people ana
these settlem2~ts h£ve punctuated almost 2ve~y city of the world.
They
vary by type, location and character, and t2ey are a dyna~ic phenomenon
that ~ends to grow at such a pace that large portions of the city areas
are occupied by t~em.
Slums ane: sq'..latt2r sett12fi:.eu.ts ar-<=: tl:e consequence of mCtn' s struggle
for shelter and the baffling problems [h2t &re faced by (he city planners
of today is how to hold them down to a minicut:l, limit their effects, or
plan to rationalise the inevitable formatioD and growth of such settlements .

.', NUIv1FORD, L. (1961» ~f:e City in Histc)ry : Its Origins, Its Transformations
and its Propsects, Harcourt, Brace and ~crld, New York.
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Though sl'v1.T:s did exist e'Jen in .7.:-1.:i2[1"( Gye.ece,. sl"llms 2.S are kno\·/!l
today are crac~d back to those of ~ngland i~ tie 18th century, as the
Industrial RC'jolution bro:..lght greate::r cpporc'-".-""1.ities for employ:aent in
Liverpool, Ma~ch2st0r, Birmingha~, London a~d Sheffield.
CLINARD (1966)
attributes th2 e.s.rlics~ ~.lums in Gr22.C :)ri~[,iI'.. to the issue of (3, proclc:.8ation by the El1g1151: Cover~-::ment during ehc. 17ch Century \\1hich had a lasting
effect on sluIT: d0velc=),T~c:nt during the Incusc::,-Lll ~{evolution.
The
Proclamatior. pro:.ioite2 the cor:str'Jcti;)D oE ~""S'~'l dvlellings in L.ondon, except
those Ii fit for· i!. :::-_,::~")it:J.r:.ts of t:-Le better SCI.cC.
The stated j"llstification
for this liTJ.iLltion OT'.. construction '>Jas a fed;: tbat large numbers of people
would give rise to all kinds of disorders an~ that the plague would spread
more easily if growth were allowed to 2onti~ue.
The result of the
proclamation '\-las, hO';v2ver, not a cess2.'Lio:1 of housing construction for the
poorer classes, ~ut ra'Lher, overcrowdiLS i~ t~e arec:.s where the edict was
not effective
enforced, viz. subdivisio~ i~to smaller units of existing
buildings, co~version of stables and warchous2S into dwellings, and
patching up of tu~~ledown buildings 2~d cellar additions.
Violations of
the Proclamation were buildings hidde~ in alleys arid courts and built of
the cheapest material possible, for fear of fi~ancial loss, lest they be
removed at any time.
As industrialization progressed, in the 19th century, the factories
began to claim the best sites, mainly ~ear the cities, near the waterfronts
or near the rc:.ilroads and commt.:nicatio::.-:. cha::-i.nels.
Free competition or
laissez faire i .:'.. 10:12 deter:rained t:12 locat ior. of factories.
(I

The advent of the factory brought ir. its \10'ake a 'dave of ilT:igration
from the rural are2.S around cities, towards them in search of better
employment and higher \vages.
':-lhere2.s thc factories attracted the rural
folk towards the cities, the rural areas themselves induced the departure
of the farmers consequent to the virtual stagnation of the agricultural
produc t i vi ty, the: forced unerr:p loyn:2n t Cl::-~d l1~derer..1p loyrr!ent and the high
incidence of ~overty that existed in the rural areas at that time.
The inflt;z c£ popu.lation. to the L~Jc.~~·,:r-icl cities in England vJ2s
unchecked .::mc sd::tle:-:;.e:;.ts took root \;r:;cl-~~cve:c land \1aS available around
the factories ~~d th2 railroads.
Di2r~S?2ct f0r property right and
violations of le~~al 12.;:;.d occul~ati.o':1 .:..r(" .:'rdJt!ent and lmhamp2red.
Buildings wcr~ ~~ected with any iTJ.?rovisci ~~[erial that was available,
cheap and di l:J.pLd:.lt2d juildiDgs af'.cl :~,;;2"',-!,~:;ts \Vere overloaded ';vith people
in need of s:rei:::er.
"?ree cor:. ?2citio;-.' ;ilc;,-:.e determined loca~io~"1 of
factories and reside~ces, and there was li~tle possibility of functional
planning, resLiltin; in the ;;ju...-ncli:-:Z toget~. . c:r of industrial, commercial
and domestic functions in industrial cities::.
(lv1UMFORD (1961).
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The hcusing stock and the urbe:_ll. i;:}f:cas-cructure \\72re o\Terloaded and
Ul12ble to meet [he de.ma~ds of the total ci"Cy popl:lace.
This compelled
the poorer sections of the population to icp~cvise their own ~ccomodation or
live in a state of inexhorably low level livi~g co~ditions, in deteriorated
housing, in sta~e of c02tinuous deprivation -- it was these housing areas
occupied by tr. e 1m·] income earners, p2rticularly the rural irr.migrants that
became termed as 1; SlurEs li
>

Slur.'~s

in the L"nitec1 SteeLes

The developme:lt of slums in the United 2tates again was closely related
to the successive \'vaves of i.I:'.rnigration that s\vept the cities in the country_
HO\vever, these slums h:lV8 largely an ethnic connotation.
The vast majority
of Negroes in urban America have been from the very beginning living in
slums.
The earliest mention of poor housing in s~ch cities as New York and
Boston made note of the fact that recently arrived foreign groups were
forced to live in the worst neighbourhoods.
T~roughout the 19th century,
lack of housirig and consequently high rents even at the early date, were
responsible for t:12 increasing number of i:;:':[.igrant families that had to find
accomodation in stables, attics and damp cellars, all small and congested
with poor water supply and inadequate toilet and ~ashing facilities.
The influx of low income people also witnessed the exodus of middle
and upper classes to the suburbs.
Low incoffie people displayed a tendency
to congregate around the city centres where the older sections of buildings
,"vere located so as to reduce cost of travel c<~ld avail of cheaper dVclellings
and lower rents.
The resultant overcrow~i~g and dilapidation of building
without proper or timely maintenance, linked ~ith the neglect of these areas
by the authorities delegated WiEh the r2spollsi~ility of providing the
necessary services and infrastructure for l:c&lthy living, led to the blighting
of these areas and their eventual classific&t:i~~: .:lS slums.

Slums in Asian Countries
Slums and squatter: settlements in ::::1.e cou:-ltries of the Developing Horld
are the direct result from the increased concentration of population in the
cities caused by both natural increase and the influx of irrn1igrants from the
rural areas.
The developj.:1g co~ntries displc:.y .::~ exceptional rate of increase in
absolute numbers of -urban population as \'Jel~ as rural populatio:1.
The
urban population is currently grmving abo'..2t 2.29 percent per annu.11l-;" in the
Developing Countries .

.. I ..

l~ORLD

BANI( (1972)

- 7 ThE: gro\!"cL of -populatior: in ci·cies of Asia) both by natural increase
and in-migration from rural are2S is enormous in absolute numbers.
This
,.
'
d 'nouslng
.
J'
•
f r aby itse 1 r_·'.mp.1.leS
a r
_remenco:.:s
pressure on ,.:.2I'!.',
an .,. . ;ur02.n
In
structure.
Tr:E: ::igh l.:::.nd values, [1:-:2 Go'_~sing shortage, and conseque:ltly
high rents, coupled \lith the. high incidei."oce of poverty, unemployment and
the dire need for shelter and survival cosp~ls the new entrants to seek
The OCCU}) at ion
and set up accomodation in any vacan~ areas they can find.
of such areas led to the formation of most of the squacter settlements in
Asia.
Higration in Asian cities is attribut2tle to various ilpush pull"
factors: the attraction to the city for e:-.lp:Loyment and availing of urban
2.t""TIenities not availal-:le in rural 2redS, ;~i:le apparent attractioCl of
industr ial emp lOYulent, the dr ive to over-CO:T.E: the status of poverty and
deprivation CO::1r.::on to :wany rural &reas i.E A:::ia, and the inducement to
leave the oVL:rloaded rural areas \ViLt its 'deak employment opportunity and
low productivity.
~Iigration in many Asian cicies has also been induced
by War ravage which forced waves of refugees to seek protection, from
enemy attacks, by proceeding to the city.
Modern industrialization in Asia is of recent origin and dates back
to the end of 'dorlddar II.
1,7:'1i1e city aQI'.-.inistrations were struggling
to establish ther;:selves in post Har circUInstances, the opportunity \"as
open for many squatters to occupy large cracts of land, particularly
evacuated areas.
Squatters also occupied vast areas of land near e...l.1ployment centres,
usually publicly ovmed.
Com:nonly, squc:.tter settle.ments tend to be
located around the central areas and at the urban fringes in most Asian
cities.
The high incid:::~:1ce of poverty t£-'.i'lt pr-2vailed in these areas ccrr.pelled
the squatters to erect shelters in the form of shacks and huts with any
cheap material that can be found and eac~ unit accomodates as many residents
as it can hold.
Later sE:ttleme~ts were forced to b~ located on any available lands,
irrespective of topography or physica: conditions and habitability,
provided the location had close proxir:,i:::y to e:;fLployment centres.
The ch&rc:.cte~istic of ffiOst of th2 sqL2tter set~lements reflects
traditional forcs of building const~ucticn, characterised by lack of
urban amenities and infra-structure, thoug~ this is not always necessarily
so.
Such deprivations reflect strong similarities to the slums of the
West and have invariably been labelled as such.
A unique form of squatting is the floating sqcatter.
Lo~ income
fami 1 ies 1 iv e on the "SV'2.ters of river s 3.!'...G c 2.na1.s in junks and boats.

- 8 The unhindered grc"':l!t:h of slums 2.':"ci. sq'J2.tter sett12r:1ents ca~ also be
attributed :::0 the cOITcplaccncy and incLc:::LI,7i;::y of f<overr.ment agencies
consequent O~ ~e2K or i~2dequate authority~ lOK financial resources and
political pressures.
As such, even O~ the ~&sis of very modest standards,
it has been .2sti"r::utea t~J.2'-;: 11from onE' t~iird to t1;";O thirds of the typical
Asi&n. city population must be considered to reside in sl ums l1. ,',

Conclusiocs
The historic -background of the orlg].:-i 2.ric. gl-o';-Jth of slums and squatter
settlements indicate ttc following features:
(1)

Slums and Sct8atter settlements are one :::J:: ti.1e effects of modern
industrialization on urbanization.

(2)

The slum/squatter problems can be traced to the high r2.te of
population growth in the cities.
The G2SS influx of rur2.1
migrants, forms the most irr:portant ele~.-:;erLt of population grm"th
that is responsible for the formation and proliferation of
squatter settlen:ents and slul1:s.

(3)

The migration can be attributed to three Gain factors:
1.

The fpesh' process, from the rur21 areas, of workers to urban
areas caused by the lack of agr i_eu:!' ture emp loyment ,:vhich
prohibits r;1in~'J.:um subsistence cocl.ditions, Imv and uneven
distribution of income in rural areas, the i~capacity of the
rural economy to sustain tte rural ?opulation, with its low
product:::"vity ar:.d lO"\ver degree: of c::~~:r~)loy.Gl.2.n-: potentiaL

2.

The apparent attractions of the u~jac centres as potential areas
of mo~e prodGctive emplo:;T:l2I:t. \:ri,t:~~ §;reater supiJ1y of goods and
services and the prospect of ~cre job opportunities and higher
wages
The L:nprovemen t 0 f 1: r ar~s .~; (j:.:-t.2.t ion favoured ci ty bound
moven:ent.
Life in the city w&s c~aracterised by the progressive
elinimination of physical, cultural 2nd psychological barriers
that l.ised to separate rurdl folk frc.;m urban and suburban inhabitants
rn'
and this also co~tributed to unhi~dered city bound migra~ion.
l.ne
prospects of social and eco~o~ic ~cDility induce IT.otivation for
migratioQ to ~he cities.
J

3.

The ravages of war that have a~vers21y efiec1:ed the rural areas
have cmr.pelled the dese:-tiorl of vc:st l11..:Elbers of l"ural homesteads
by rural inh2Ditants i:-lto flee to t:::e cities for protection and
refuge.

-'. UNITED
United Nations,

Uncon tro 11 ed Set t 1 e.men t s"
N2W

York, pp.27.
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(4)

. (5)

Inco',,12 earr;ed. by the migra:::ts a"'1d reS012rces available, on arrival
are iaadequate for anything more ~han subsistence living in most
instances .
The high degl-ee of l..mer.lplc:yr;1211t and i:-regular e:G:~ploJ'r.1ent reduce the
viability of the low incone ear2er to provide independent accomodation
-For h':"'S~-l'
F
::le is '--'o"""'oD"l',::.d
+-0 s",.-,,,-~~ "'c'--'·orrod"'·~-;on
reSU-l.'t;ng-i
...
e..l-.;t
c
1._
-L!.
over crowding of dwellings.
.L

....

11..:.. 1.1.

1._ ...................

U:'l

L

~.;.Cl!...t"":;

U.

V

... :"4,

...... ~.L,

..L_J.

(6)

In spite of unfulfilled expectati8:~Sj ':!~lich have led to frustration
and eX21usion fro2 social and eccco8ic activities, the magnitude
of migraricn is ~ot deterred and most ~igrants prefer to remain lD
the urban areas rather than rct12rn to ~hcir r~ral habitats.

(7)

The lack of maintenance due (0 i~ade~uate resources is primarily
responsible for the deterioration:;i buildings.
Poverty compelled
the residents to forego the more cO:Ci."Vei."';.tional and costlier urban
infrastructure and community facilities, and contributed to the
occupants being subjected to deprivations and ~ealth problems which
characterised the slum.

Squatting and Slum Dwelling in the

Deve~opi~g Cou~tries

In addition to the general concl~sions cited above, the following
conclusions may be ad(~ed which are uni.;ue tc the Developing Countries:
(1)

The phenomenon of mass squatting appe&rs to be unique to Asia and
other countries of the Developing World.

(2)

Squatting varies in form from furiti~e trespass on property by
individu&ls, to \·.;holesale i::-1\.7.3.sio;:13:' of. large areas by "laves of
irnrai~r an t

s.

(3)

The Asian situation strongly re£12cts that the growth of population
in absolute nU~Ders is itself la~ e 2~d ~here is a high incidence
of indigent poverty in the urban areJS a2 well.

(4)

Inadequacy of housing stock 2!lG ur~a:1 l.and J 3.t 10vl or resoH2ble
prices b':::CKOd up l)Y the pr2ssurc ( ) f 1.:::-2.~: nurr:.ber of migrants makes
squatting on any vacant land, pu~lic or privately owned, the main
solution for the migrants, desperc:tely in need of shelter.

(5)

Inaction, complacency and lack Gf conslstent action by landlords
and government are also responsible for (he unchecked growth and
formation of illegel squatter coioni2s.
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This

chap~er

deals with the overall

~erspective

of urbanization in

~hai1and

and makes specific reference to :Ss.::gkck.
The rr.ajor problems
of urbanization and the factors u~ique ~o the country and the metropolis
have been 2"fr:-.::-aerated ar:d discuSS2C!\r
;~['~i2 st~cl~l r€:\re&ls the relatio!lships

that have concributed to the formation of slums and squatter settlements
in the city.

Urbanization in Thailand
Demogr2.'Jhic Per~~pectives
ThaiLlnds population ~Jhich rl.umbered only
about 6 million persons in 1900 was en~~erated at 26.3 million in 1960 and
is estimated at 2bout 35 million in 1970.
This six fold increase in
seventy yea:::-s re£lec:s an average an-::u.ialgrmv-·:::h rate of about two percent
for the thirty ye2.rs £ollO\ving Horld Fc:.r :!: end an increase to 3.2 percent
per annum in the years between 1947 and 1960) and continuation at this or
a slightly higher level.
GOLDSTEIN (1972) consideres Thailand l s g:co':Jth rate as among the

highest in the world.
It stems fro~ a sharp drop in mortality b~t a continuation of high
fertility.
Thailand's death rate has dropped from about 30 per 1000
at the dawn of the century to about 11 p2r lOCO by the mid sixties.
The
consequent increase in life expectancy froD about 35 in 1937 to between
55 years for men and 62 years for worn2~ is no~eworthy.
Fert::'lity has not experie~J.ced coy de,--:lircc 2nd number of birth in
Thailand has been esti:G2ted by the "G::-.it::ed ~~ations experts to average
45 per 1000 as late as 1960-65.

Economic bas;:,::
Thailand lar2cl,' re~ains a r~ral agric~lrura1 country.
Accordin£
to the 1960 C2~SUS only 12.5 percent of t~2 ?opulation lived in places
classified as ~ilnicipal areas, and four o~c of every five persons resided
in agricultural households.
Over 80 percent of the econouically active
population were e~?loY2d in farEing.
The population increase has been
so rapid that per capita area under agricul~ure has declined from 2.7 acres
of arable land per person in 1930 to only 0.9 in 1970.
A further
reduction to only 0.5 by 1990 tas bee~ pr2dicted*.

~ All figures quoted in this chapter ar2 f~0m GOLCSTEIN (1972)
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The Level of Urbanization
The level of-urbanization in 1960 was 12.5 percent of the total
population, which is low when compared with 22.9 percent for the
Developing World as a whole and 17.8 ,percent for South East Asia.
This
is attributable to the high rate of r~ral population growth in Thailand.
Thailand's urban growth rate, however, is high averaging about 5 percent
a year, compared to the growth of rur~l population,by 3 percent annually.
Larger pla'ces clearly occupy a more important role in the overall
growth of Thailand's urban population'-.
Of the total urban increase
between 1947 and 1960, 68 percent is attributable to the largest ten of
the total 116 urban places, with Great 'Bangkok alone accounting for 61
percent of the increase.
Between 1?60-and 1967 virtually the same
pattern existed.
Of the total urban'increase, 71 percent was due to
the ten largest places with Greater Bangkok alone accounting for 63 percent.
Bangkok may be considered to be the p~imate city in the country, as its
population of 2.61 Million is more t~~n Thirty Times bigger than the next
biggest city, Chiang Mai with only 8l,?79 population*.
Industrialization
The existence of the primate city, Bangkok-Thonburi has tended to
encourage further industrial, commercial and service activities to
locate within them.
Of the 2177 new industries established in Thailand
during 1968, 1127 or more than 50 percent were in the Metropolitan
Bangkok area.
This pattern increases' the attractiveness of the primate
city to potential migration from other parts of the country, and in turn
detracts the positive effects which even greater decentralized urban
growth might have on economic and soc,ia1 development in other regions of
the country.
Bangkok
Historic Perspectives*
At tbe time Ayuthaya was founded in B.E.
1893 (1350 A.D.) Bangkok was nothing more than a collection of mudbanks)
inhabited by a few scattered fishermen.
The area attained some importance during the reign of King Narai ,in B.E. 2218 (A.D. 1675) when it
was decided to strengthen the walls of the existing fort, Fort Wichayen,
located on the West Bank of the Chao Praya River at the mouth of the
Klong Bangkok Yai. Bangkok Assumed the role of the Capital City in B.E.
2310 (A.D. 1767) after the fall of Ayuthaya, when King Taksin drove the
Burmese from Bangkok and established_his capital.
The capital was first
founded on tqe v.7est Bank which was on-higher ground and not liable to
inundation.
In B.E. 2325 (A.D. 1782) General Chakri who assumed the
kingship moved his capital to the Ea~~ ,Bank of the Chao Praya River for
political and military reasons.
The early city was enclosed by a wall
encompassing 3.76 sq. kms.

- 13 The growth.of the city was very
and B.E. 2194 (A.D. 1809 to 1851).
been nothing more·~hari the.buildings
and temples c;md nlQ.tley ass.emblage of
wattling began to improve during the
(A.D.185l-l8~4) and the city reached

slow between the years B.E. 2352
The city which up till then had
in t~e citadel comprising the palaces
poor wooden houses of wood and bamboo
reign of King Rama IV (B.E. 2394-2397)
an estimated population of 400,000.

Growth of Popula ti 9u
The grow~h'of population. and the increase in area of Bangkok from
then on is gi~en in' the following table:
Table i - Growth.of Population 1854-1967

A.D.
1854
1900
1936
1953
1958
1960
1967

Population
400,000
600,000
650,000
963,.626
1,622,462
1,800,678
2,614,356

Urba,n Area in Rai
8,430
..8,430
26,920
41,735
60,230

The rapid'grow~h of population after the Fifties has been responsible
for the city to develop into a metropolis during the last two decades.
The annual rate qf growth of population during the sixties is 5.2 percent
as against only 3.2 percent,for the Nation as a whole.
It is relevant at this stage to reiterate that Bangkok-Thonburi area
has predominated in. the growth of population and elevated itself to the
statuse of a primate city.
This is ver.y evident from the fact that the
populations of. th~ next three largest cities namely Chieng Mai, Korat and
Hadd Yai are only 8~,579, 73,030, and 49,327.
Migration to and from Bangkok
The primacy of Bangkok in Thailand urban structure calls for more
detailed examination of the role of migration in fts growth.
The data
on lifetime migrants indicate that over.one third of all persons living
in Bangkok were born' in a different province (37.7 percent for males and
35.9 percent for females).
But the c~pital area has also lost people

- 14 to other parts of the country.
It has be.en estimated by GOLDSTEIN (1972)
that for every two persons moving into Greater Bangkok, one person moved
out.
Yet thi~ has resulted in a substantial net gain, with the flow in
of 486,500 persons being over three times ~s great as the out-movement of
144,500 (1960)..
The reversible process of'migration is discernible,
though not of any remarkable extent.
population prowth" by Natural Increase
The most recent data for Bangkok shows a crude birth rate of 46 and
Population growth by nationa1.increase accounts for
a death rate of 7.
3.0 percent of the total increase of population is the unofficial conjecture.
Industrialization
Industrialization in Thailand began after World War II, when a
transition in the economic system from the concentration on primary
products set in.
In Thailand, the metropolitan area of Bangkok-Thonburi is the main
center of secondary and tertiary industry according to the data from the
Ministry of Industry for 1947 to 1965.
The total number of factories in
the country was 39,394, 9,004 of which are in the metropolitan area.
If
rice milling is excluded, the factories within the metropolitan area amount
to more than half of the to'ta1 factories in the country.
Service
industries (26.4 percent) and connnerce (24.1 percent) occupy one half of
the economically active population of the metropolitan area.
Housing Shortage
The Unit~d Nations IlWor1d Housing. Report" (1965) estimated that in
the following years the world must produce 10 housing units per year per
1000 head of population to keep abreast of housing needs.
It means that
the twin cities must provide 28,000 dwelling per year.
The U.N. estimates assumed a popu~ation increase of 1.7 percent and
an average of 5 persons per household.
The population increase of
Bangkok-Thonburi area being 5.2 percent and the average household size
being 6, it has been worked out that 23,800 units per year are required
to be constructed over a period of 10 years.
A replacement of existing
stock (380,000 houses) over the next 40 years amou.nts to 9500 per year ..
In addition there exists at present a backlog of 92,000 units which in
turn represents another 9,200 units per year#.
This accounts for a
colossal figure of 42,500 units to be cons"tructed anew, per year*.
# GOLDSTEIN (1972)
* YAMKLINFUNG (1973)

- 15 The Division of City Planning, Bangkok Municipality has forecasted
that 17,000 dwelling units per year are required in.Bangkok area alone,
of which only 15,000 are being constructed and not precisely for the low
income earners, who are the most adversely affected by the housing
shortage.
Between 1952 and 1969 the Government built only 7000 housing units
for low income families.
Assuming that at least one third of the
households of Bangkok qualifies as low income group, (earning less than
1 , 500 Baht per month), then 14,166 such household·s will require accomodation each year.
At a cost of 50,000 Baht per unit~,it would require
708 million Baht each year for the next ten years to build the units needed.
This is 35 times more than the present annual Government budget of 20
million Baht, for the purpose*.
These figures bring us to the conclusion that the pressing demands
for shelter of the ever expanding number of low income people can only be
satiated by their being accomodated in slums and squatter settlements.
It is hence no wonder that the Department of Social Welfare has. listed
39 such settlements within the limits of the Bangkok Municipality alone,
accounting for some 162,000 people.
Observations in Urban Land Development
Urban land development problems in Thailand are diverse in nature,
varied in magnitude and extensive in number.
The following are among
the more important ones:
(1)

The pattern of growth for Bangkok can be described as natural,
unplanned and uncontrolled.
City planni~g is still facing serious
difficulties:- technical, organizational, legal and administrative.
The lack of city planning laws and inabilities to enforce the laws
are probably the most important obstac"les to an orderly urban
development program.
An Act is in the drafting and approval stage
which will enpower the authorities concerned, particularly in
respect of Town and Country Planning Department and the Municipalities,
to enforce the already prepared town plans.

(2)

Land acquisition for public purposes is also very complicated.
Land
expropriation is a long drawn out .and cumbersome process.
Law has
to be promulgated for each particular exprop~iation for public purposes,
and compensation depends on direct negotiations.

* YAMKLINFUNG

(1973)
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Land taxes are very low and
capital gains taxes are almost non-existent.
.In the central areas
of Bangkok, land costs are extremely high (between Baht 5000 to
10,000 per square meter.)
(4)

Land values are highest immidiate1y adjacent to. roads and canals,
decreasing to the lowest values in the interio~ of blocks and
relatively inaccessible areas.
Value of land on road frontages
varies from 12 to 14 times the value of interior portions.
Selling
prices for any property depend on negotiation and usually vary
considerably.
Speculative interests and high·prices dictate the
operation of the land market and these constric·t the acquisition of
land for public. purpose.

(5)

The Building Control Act only deals with safety and structural
strength but not the location, type nor the use of such buildings.
The general pattern of development of these urban centres therefore
takes the form of strip development along the highways leading to
these urban centres.

(6)

Within the urban areas· themselves, the lack of building and
construction control has created disorders in the types of buildings
and the creation of squatter settlements and slums.

(7)

Land can be classified into the following categories:
a) Crown property
b) Government land (national and local)
c) Government sponsored organizations
d) Military

These four categories constitute about 19 percent of the land area of
Bangkok Metropolitan area.. In the instance of government requiring
additional land, the government is authorised by the Constitution to
expropriate land for only three major purposes, i.e. National defence,
public utilities and llcity planning". ~'(
If it is not used for the purpose
intended, the original owner has the right to buy it back at it's original
value.
·However, the Land Expropriation Act entitle.s the Government to
freeze land prices for a period up to 5 years, which is renewable for
another 5 years, for land t'o be used for public purposes.
This procedure
however does not prevent the sale of land or the transfer of ownership.
Speedy expropriation of land is possible only for highway construction,
both by law and custom.
(8)

Administrative coordination among Government agencies is also lacking.
There are numerous Government agencies dealing·with urban problems,
and urban services.
It has proved to be extremely difficult to
coordinate the plans and programs of these agencies.

It is understood that city planning refers to development of roads,
and non residential public uses only.
As such public housing falls
beyond the purview of this purpose.

- 17 It is clear from th~ "above that problems of land acquisition for
public purposes is faced with numerous hurdles and .can be surmounted only
by keen and purposeful interest by the Government officials in charge.
Government has the option" to distribute land under it's custody for
various purposes.
But this too is hampered for want of adequate legislation.
Conclusions
(1)

Historic evidence cites Industrialization as one of the key factors
that attracts rural migrants to cities.
Industrialization in Thailand
is still in its infancy, but appears to be concentrated in the Bangkok
Metropolitan area.
With industrialization gaining impetus to National
development, the possibilities of increased immigration into the cities
appears to be a distinct prospect.

(2)

Even though migration appears to be a two-way process, in the instance
of Bangkok City, the net figure of immigrants is still large.

(3)

Bangkok exhibits a very high rate of population growth that has
established the "primacy of the city in the Kingdom.
Population
estimates indicate that the city will exceed 19 millions by 1993
A.D. and 15 millions by 2000 A.D..
It is also estimated that projections for land requirements are expected to be around 1000 square kms.
in 1993 A.D. and 1600 square kms. in 2000 A.D..
(Figures are from
unofficial sources from the German Team dealing with Transportation
Planning for Bangkok).
It is beyond any doubt that at this rate, the pressure of population
on land, services and housing is going to be a major burden on the
city, in years to come.
And it is only too obvious that low income
groups are going to be thrust into more serious hardships and
deprivations, with public agencies resources being unable to cope
with the 'demand for "land, housing and infrastructure.

(4)

The need for City Planning and controls on land utilization,
subdivision and value are inevitable.
A rational distribution of
land for various "uses and among the different income groups is an"
urgent necessity.
Large areas of land in the metropolitan city are
still vacant and capable of intensive use.
Their optimum utilization
and distribution" may be instrumental to more economic utilization of
services and facilities in the city.

(5)

The Expropriation Act appears to be cumbersome and unwieldly.
It
displays a prejudice towards acquisition of land for housing which
is not among the stipulated purposes.
Unless this is remedied,
government agencies authorised to undertake and execute housing
programs can be exp'ected to make little headway in solving the housing
shortage problems. "
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(6)

Land values in the city are fixed on a "Laissez Faire" basis and
this strongly influences the formation and growth of squatter
settlements and slums in the city.
Since land values even for Public
acquisition are based on negotiation with landlords, it involves a
long and cumbersome process which can hold. up development programs
indefinitely.
The controls on land value in the form of taxation
appear to l~ck utility, function or purpose.
They must be reviewed
and overhauled.

(7)

The control df land value is the logical first step towards reducing
the uneven dIstribution of land among the different income groups.
This too has strong National Connotations involving various other
factors and variables with a strong political s~gnificance.
It
requires careful comprehensive analysis and planning to arrive at an
optimum solution, which appears to be a dire necessity.

(8)

The housing demand projections exhibit a very bleak picture of the
housing situation in the city and strongly suggest concerted public
involvement.
Particular attention is required to be focussed on
housing needs of low income people.
This requires an immense
investment which government agencies can ill afford.
Government will
have to rationalise between investments for economic development and
those for social welfare so as to face up to the challenge in a
realistic manner.
The housing problem in Bangkok however has more consequences of
national importance and will require decisions on Decentralization
Policy, Rural development, Urbanization and Population Control that
require car·eful analysis and forethought before a Housing Policy can
be formulated and implemented.
The availability of land is the central factor that plays a crucial
role in squatting and slum formation.

In sum, the problems of urbanization in Bangkok are integral part
of the problems of national development of the whole Kingdom and cannot
be viewed, discussed or solved in an isolated vacuum.
Among the numerous
problems of urbanization, is the glaring problem of squatter settlements
and slums which has become one of the most publicised and most critical
issues of urban planning, housing and urban development in the past few
years.
The problems of slums and squatter settlements in Bangkok are tied
up with the problem of mass immigration into the city, and any remedy of
the twin problems will require an examination of the migration process
and its effects on urbanization, urban growth and urban development.
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DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE TERMS

This chapter is concerned with the d~finition of slums and squatter
settlements.
The need for adequate definition is felt because there is
much confusion in making the distinction that actually exists between the
two conditions.
The elements of each form of settlement are here disaggregated with
a view to provide the terms of reference to help in identification of each
type of settlement..
This disaggregation reveals the emphasis on the
correlation between elements as more deterministic to settlement identification, than the elements themselves.
Qualitative dimension is added to the. definition by introducing a
classification of squatter settlements and slums.
The clear cut distinction
between the two concepts having fundamental differences in definition, scope
and characteristics is itself evidence to justify tnat consistent approaches
adopted to solve these two urban problems are inadequate and i~efficacious.
Slums and Squatter Settlements Defined
Opinions differ on the definition of a "slum'" and that of a "squatter
settlement".
It -is more often than not, that the terms have been used
loosely and synonymous with one another.
While· soine consider blighted
areas and slums as. one, others treat these. separately.
Furthermore, their
descriptions are many and biased according to the backgrounds and disciplines of the observer.
This is exemplified in the following excerpt
from THE NATION (1972)
To the landlord, it (the slum) is an investment,
a waiting game, played for property values.
To
the Government, it is an administratIve and legal
nightmare to be hopefully ended by clearance of
offending areas and relocation of the slum dwellers
into more easily controlled and externally impressive
public housing projects.
To the social worker, it
is people in need and file folders documenting scores
of causes urgently requiring support.
To the public
health doctor, it is an island of hunger in an urban
sea of plenty.
To the urban planner, it is often an
enigma of wrong things done at a wrong time for the
wrong reasons.

THE NATION (1972), The Slum-People, Bangkek, Nov~ber 19, Pg. 11
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To the dwellers, inhabitants not only ofa
"deprived area" but the rent collectors' ledger
book (if he pays rent), the Government's public
housing waiting list, the social workers' case
book, the'public health doctors' lecture notes,
the urban planners' research report - the slum
is first and last - HOME.
With such a variegated understanding and perception of two entities,
it is essential that a comprehensive definition of the terms deserves to
be coined to effectively and completely describe the two terms, "squatter
settlement" and "slum".
In addition, as identifying characteristics of
each entity deserves to be distinguished as a prerequisiste for appropriate
identification of each distinctive type.
As an extension to the
identification, a categorisation of settlements will be made to provide
the qualitative profile of each variation that ~8 possible within the
broad scope of term definition.
'
Definition of Terms
'i'<

The Squatter Settlement
The "squatter" refers to a person who
settles on the rural or urban land of another'without title or right.
Allied terms are "squattage" and "squatment",meaning the holding
occupied by the squatter; "squatterismll or the practice of acquiring
land by squatting; "squatterdom" or the collective body of squatters;
and" squatter's rights", a verbal contradiction iJnpl1yi,ng that some
legal or moral colour of right has been acquired by the squatter*
A
squatter has no rights except what he'may acquire by preseur~ or by
statute.
Equivalent terms for squatters are "favelos" (Brazil), "rancheros"
or "conqueros" (Venezuala), "paracaidistas" (Mexico) and "gecekondu"
(Turkey).
Squatter communities are sometimes referred to in colourful
and more often in contemptuous terms: "witch towns", "barrios piratas",
"calampas", "bidonvilles" and" arrabates".
The term II squatting" is therefore primarily a legal concept, and.
as a violation of property rights is a punishable offence.
Two
elements are involved in legal tenure - land and building.
Violation
could be in either the land or in the building. : In respect to
squatting, the central element that defines the term is the violation of
legal tenure on land, irrespective of the tenure'of the building.
The
following matrix illustrates in greater detail the real meaning of
squatting.

*

The definitions of the squatter settlement are c:oined by ABRAMS (1971)
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Table 2,- Definition of

~

,Sq~atting

Unauthorized
Occupation
Without Rent

Lease
Terminated

Owned

Rented

Owned

-

-

First degree
Squatting

Second degree
Squatting

Rented

-

-

First degre'e
Squatting"

Second degree
Squatting

Lease
Terminated

-

-

First'd~gree

Second degree
Squatting

Building

-

Squat"tiilg

It may be observed from the above that irrespective of the, tenure
of the building, squatting is primarily defined here by the tenure of
the land only.
There are two classes of squatting:
(1) First degree squatting or primary squatting where the land
has been illegally occupied by the squatter from the very beginning.

(2) Second degree squatting or secondary squatting where the
tenant is relegated to the status of a squatter by termination of lease,
and by virtue of his continued occupation of the land, is committed to
illegal occupation of the land w,ithout rent.

The Slum
Opinions ,'are many on the definition of the "sium" e
As there are
varieties of slums, definitions too are numerous.
Further, while some
consider blighted areas and slums as one, others treat them distinctly.
In order to coin a comprehensive definition of the term the various
definitions that currently exist are enumerated be~~w; and examined for
total coverage of the phenomenon.
ABRAMS (1971):
Slum

A building or area that is deteriorated, hazardous,
unsanitary or lacking in standard conveniences; also
the squalid,crowded, or unsanitary condition, under
which people live, irrespective of the physical
state of the building or the area;
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BERGEL (1955):
Slum

Slums may be characterized as areas of substandard housing
conditions within a city.
A slum .is always an area.
A
single neglected building, even in the worst stage of
deterioration, does not make a slum.
Furthermore, the term
"housing conditions" refers to actual . living conditions
rather than to the mere physical appearance of a building •••
AlsO, the term "substandard" is to be taken not in an
objective or technological but rather in a relative social
sense, i.e. compared with the recognized standards at a given
time in a specific country ••••• The slum is a complex product
of many factors, as is true of manY'other social phenomena.

CLINARD (1966):
Slums -

The word 'slum' has long had a negative connotation, has
been almost an epithet, implying something evil, strange
to be shunned and avoided •••••• A slum may be an area.
overcrowded with buildings, buildings overcrowded with
people, or both.

FORD (1936)+
Slum

When we speak of a slum, the picture that comes to mind
is a mass of more or less nondescript individual houses,
tenements, stables, dilapidated shops; an absence of
paint, accumulation of dirt, tin cans and rubbish •••••
We think of the slum as the abode of half-starved, filthily clothed children, of diseased and crippled individuals; a place of poverty, wretchedness, ignorance,
and vice.
We think of it as a recession from the normal standards of a sound society ••• The slum is a dis~tinctive area of disintegration and disorganization.
It
is, however, not merely the decaying .and dilapidated
houses, the filthy alleys and streets, nor the number of
uncared for children and poverty stricken adults which
make up the.slum.
The slum is more than an economic
condition.
It is a social phenomenon in which the
att.itudes, ideas, arid'practices play an important part.

FORD (1936)
Slum

A residential area in which the housing is so
deteriorated, so substandard, or so unwholesome
as to be a menace to the health, safety, morality
or welfare of the occupant.

+ Conference on House Building and House Ownership, .Washington, D.C. 1931
(quoted in FORD (1963), Ibid., pp. 8)
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community.
There is a general absence of social services and
welfare agencies 'to deal with the major social problems of
persons and f~ilies in respect of, substandard health, inadequate
income and 'low standard of living, who are the victims of
biological, psychological and social consequences of the physical
and social environment.
The previous definition clearly illustrates the physical,
social and econ9~ic' conditions of a settlement which constitutes
the slum.
The various fact~rs that have been cited in t·he definition mentioned
are more clearly illustrated in the matrix diagram. given below:
Table 3 - Matrix Diagram for Slums

Physical
Social
Economic

Absence or
Inadequacy
of Services
/Foacilities

Land Unfit·
for Human
OverHabitation Crowding

Weak
Economic
Base

X',

Inferior
Materials
and \~orkmanship of
Buildings
X

.X

X

Deteriorated
Circulation

X

Low Prospects
of Economic
Mobility

Table 3 - (Continued)

Physical
Social
Economic
Weak
. Economic
Base

Rundown
Housing
,X

Health
.Problems

X

Lack of
Open
Spaces

X

Lack of
Privacy

X

Social 'and
Emotional
Instability

X

Low Prospects
of Economic
Mobility
N.B.

ex)

Marks" indicate the valid correlation to be fulfilled

Low 'Prospeets of
Social
Mobility
X

- 25 The matrix formation. represents a combination of cause and effect
relationships that are req~ired to be fulfilled to satisfy the definition
of a slum.
It is important to recognize here that the individual
criteria or consideration~ do not make the slum·, nor.do their combinations
(considered horizontally or vertically on the matrix, independently), but
the inter-relationships in the combination do.
The social factors a~e strongly reflected on the economic structure
and vice versa, and the economic considerations are translated into
physical manifestations and hence, the combination of physi~al and social
characteristics in relation to the economic attributes.
It is essential to de.s.cribe the considerations that have been
selected as criteria for the above matrix and these are enumerated and
explained below:
Physical Considerations
Land unfit for human habitation: This refers to the physical condition
of the land, which comes under the following categories:
a)
b)
c)

Waterlogged and swampy lands
Undulating and adverse topography
Unhealthy terrains and sites, undevelopable due to poor
soil conditions,· etc.

Overcrowding:

Too many persons in too few rooms or too small an area.

Absence or inadequacy of services/facilities: This refers to the lack
or shortage. of ·water. ·supply, surface drainage, sewage disposal,
and electricity (utilities) and community services such as education,
health, recreation and social infrastructur~ facilities (services).
It may b~ noted here that the lack or absence pf specific services
or utilitie~ is relative to the surrounding areas and the city or
urban areas ··as a whore, and is not absolute.
Inferior Materials and Workmanship of Buildings: This refers to
the type of materials .and construction that have been adopted
which is responsible for the deterioration of buildings.
Here too, the term "inferior" is relative to the materials
and workmanship of buildings in the immediate environs and
the city, and is not absolute.
Fire hazards are also reflected
in this consideration.
Inadequate Circulation: This refers to the substandard circulation
system in respect of inadequate access, narrow and circuitous
paths and rights of way, level of permanence, level of maintenance
and repair, structural stability of material us~d, high probabilities
of disruption etc.
·Lack of access to fire brlgades and ambulances
are an added consideration.
Th~s is yet another relative term.
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acceptable standards of a particular society.
Since the term
"substandard" and" acceptable" and" acceptable standards" vary
from period ~nq country, it is essent~al that the criteria be
considered telative.
Health Problems: This refers to the high incidence:' of disease, high
infant mortality, hig~ death rate, and other·~nstances of physical
and mental haz~rds.
Lack of Open Sp'ace :,' This, is another relative term which refers to the
inadequacy of. open yards or courts, recreation spaces between
buildings and :' lung spaces" in the sett lement, which reflects the
inadequacy of play spaces for childre~ and the lack of ventilation
spaces between buildings.
Lack of privacy: The ~erm is relative and. self-explanatory.
It is
an added index:of overcrowding, building condition, intrusion of
social space, in respect of cultural traits and'preference~, as
well as behavioural norms.
Social Considet:atio'ns
Social and Emotional Instability: Various factors are taken into
account to constitute the two considerations:Social Instability i~ characterized by any or all of the following:
a) Provincial and local orientation
b) Partial integration into nationa~ institutions
c) People who do not'belong to labour unions
d) People who do not belong to political parties
e) People who do not partake of medical care" old age
benefits, maternity care, and make little use of
the city's hospitals, banks, stores, museums, art
galleries and airports
f) Mother-centered families
g} Emphasis on family solidarity (an' ideal rarely
achieved)
h) Present time emphasis
i) Hatred of the po.1ice
j) Mistrust ,of the Government
k) Cynicism as a potential aimed against existing
social order
1)
m)

Extended family
The central role of the peer

gro~p
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Emotional Instab~lity iS,characterized by any or all of the following:
a) The display and defense of masculinity
b) The search for excitement
c) The subordinate role of children
d) The lack of interest in children as individuals
e) Freedom permitted for boys against a tendency to
keep girls at home
f) The separate social lives of men and women
g) Concrete and anecdotal conversation
h) Detachment from the job and concern with job security
i) Negative views of'white collar workers an~ bosses
j) Lack of trust in the outside world.
k) A personalization 'of Government
1) A1cohri1ism a~d/or'drug addiction
m) Frequent resort to violence and/ or wife b.eating and/ or
violence in the tr.aining of child~en
n) Early sex experience
0) High incidence of desertion of wives and children
p) Free unions and consensual marriages
q) A belief in ~ale superiority
r) Mar t yr c,omp 1 ex among women
s) A high tolerance of psychological' pathology of all kinds
t) Juvenile delinqu~ncy
u) Solitary living
v) Incidence of crime and violence
Low prospects of social mobility: This refers to the incapacity of
movement of individuais or groups from one st,atus to another,
vert ica1ly upwards. ',This may be brought· about by virtue of::
a) Low literacy
,
b) Restrictions of r~ceipt of social sanction~
c) Racial/co1our/caste/social class prejudices
d) An attitude of fatalism in moving·up the social ladder.
It may be mentioned that most of the ,criteria that have constituted
the social considerations ,are extracted from the definition of "low class
people" as put forward by GANS (1962) and that referred to as "The Culture
of Poverty" by LEWIS (1963), 'and rearranged under the respective label~,
with modifications.
Economic Considerations
Weak Economic base: T~is refers to the sum of all activities
that result in the receipt of a relative1y'low income in any form'by
the slum inhabitants.
This may be characterized by:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Low wages
Low/No savings
High degree of indebtedness at usurious ra,tes of interest
Regular incidenc~ of external assistance
Regular pawning of goods
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f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Chronic sho~tage of cash
No food reserves in the house
Irregular employment and high unemployme~t
Supplementar.y occupation and child labor'
Use of second-hand, furniture or clothing

The weakness of the economic base is relative to that of the
conununity at large":and is ,not absolute.
Low prospects for economic mobility: This refers to the ability
or readiness of persons to move vertically upwards from one
economic status to another.
This can be attributed to the
following factors:
a) Poor earning capacity
b) Little prospect of 'salary increase or'job promotion
c) Irregularity of employment or total unempl~yment
d) Permanent indebtedness
e) Lack or inadequacy of savings
f) Predominance of unskilled labour
g) Inadequate, skills to get better employment
h) An attitude of fatalism in moving up the ladder of
financial or economic betterment
Having elabora~ed on the considerations, it is necessary to make
certain general exp~anatory comments.
The factors have been', defined with a view to identify the slum by
assessing its characteristics.
As has been men~ioned, the interrelationships define the slum.
It is not proposed;to allocate weightages
to any of the variabl~s or 'their inter-relationshi~s for fear of being
misjudged as subjet,tive. 'Moreover, a generalized- weighting system appears
to be invalid, since many ,of the considerations are relative to a period,
country and location.
It may be further added tha~ it is not essential
that every single inter-relationship be fulfilled f9r an area to be termed
a 11 slum", especially s'ince there are numerous varia,tions and manifestations
in which slums app'ear.
The definition of the slum -is suggestive of a
unique urban form, and conformity to the qualitative definition will suffic
to deem an area as a "s lum!' ~
The Squatter Slum
The squatter slum refers to those settlements that conform to both
definitions of squ~tter settlements and slums independently and collectively.
The following matrix summarizes the three types of settlements that
have been defined.
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~. .

........-~,

Legq.l
Status

Condition

.~
.

Legal
Occupation

Squatted

.

Non-slum
Conditions

X

Slum
Conditions

Slum

Squatter
Settlement
Squatter
Slum' '-.

The Classification of Squatter Settlements and Slums.
A classificatio'n of squatter settlements and slums has been attempted
with the prime purpose of. providing an added qualita~ive perspective to a
squatter/slum/squatter slum. situation.
It provides an immediate response
of a particular quality or 'characteristic of the s,ettlement.
The Classification of Squatter Settlements
The qualification' of a squatter settlement can be made in respect to
three characteristic qualitative inter-relationships:"
1) In respect of their location and land ownership
'2) In respect of the attitudes of landlor4s and squatters
3) In respett··of their status of occupancy and migrant status
of occup~nts
A fourth classification is possible in respect ·.of Government attitudes,
but this is considered supe~fluous to the second cl~ssification, since the
landlord in the cited instance, refers to the Government.
The following three diagrammati~ representation$ demonstrate the
classifications attempted above.
They may be applied individually or
in combinat ion •.
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The Classification of ,Squatter Settlement by loca'tion and ownership
Table 5 - Classification of ' Squatter Settlements by'Location and
Ownership

~

Public

Private

. ~ublic Core
.. Squatter

Private Core
Squatter,

Public
Suburban
Squatter

Private
Suqurban
Squ.atter

Location

Central Area
"

Suburban Area

Classification in Respect of the Attitudes of Landlords and
Squatters
Table 6 - Classification in Respect of the Attitu'des of Landlords
and Squatters

Landlord
Attitude
Squatter
Attitude

Intent on
Eviction
Without
Negotiation

Willing
to Ignore

Willing to

Permanent

Antagonistic

'Deadlocked

Negotiable

Pressured

Negotia~e

"

Unwilling
to Move
Willing
to Move

'.

Static·
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of Occupants
Table 7 - Classification in . Respect of the Status of. Occupancy and
Mig~a~~.Status of Occupants

~M~~:~::
...
Occupancy ~.,
Single stage
Transitional
Multi stage transitional
(Evicted from
other Squat-..
ter Settlement)

Big City
(Primate City)

Rural

Small ToWn

Rural
Transient

Inter-Urban
t~an~ient

Intra-Urban
Transient

Rural
Mobile

lriter-·Urbari·
Mobile

Intra-Urban
Mobile

ABRAMS (1965). has made':a categorisation of sqllatter settlements
in his book "Man's Struggle for Shelter In An 'Urbanizing World"
as owner squatter'; squatter tenant, squatter hold-ove~, squatter
landlord, speculator squatter, squatter co-operator and mobile squatter
(vide Appendix B).
TAYLo'R (1973) also attempted ~,locational classification of squatte'r settlements' as inner' city ,tenements, . fringe squatters and
floating squatters - terms which are se1.f-e'xplanatory.
These classifications are fully represented"· in the classification made above.
Classification of Slums
The classification of s'lums is attempted in respect of three
qualitative int,er-relationships which are predominant' in the slum.
The
classification has the prime purpose of emphasizing a· typical characteristic
<;>f the slum within the scope of the definit.i"on.
Tllis is distinct from"
the adoption o.f a :veighting system.
The three inter-relationships that are
1)
2)
3)

emphasi~ed

are as follows:

Locationarrd dura~ion of deterioration
Development possibility of land and building
Psychological attit'udes of the slum dweller and
socio-economic mobility

These are fUFther illustrated in the table given below.
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Classification by Location' and Duration of Deterioration
Table 8 - Classif~cation b~ Location and Duration of Deterioration

C:s::

. CentralCi ty

Urban Fringe

..

Duratlon

Squatter

From the
Start

X

. Non-Squatter

Squ'atter

Non-Squatter

..

X

x·

X
~

Over a
Period of
Time

X

X

X

X

N.B. (X) marks indicate all the variations
Classification ,by Development Possibility of Land and Building
Table 9 - Classification hy Development Possibility of land and Building
Land
~.
Building

Developable

Undevelopable
.,

Developable

Terminable

Undevelopable

'.

Replaceable

Unfavourable
Perpetual

;.

Classification of Psychological Attitudes of the Slum Dweller and
Socio-Economic Mobility
Table 10 - Classification.by·Attitudes and Mobility.

-~
Mobility

'Hope

De'ppair

Escalator

Aggressive

Fatalistic

Non-Escalator

OP:timistic

Committed
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This nc1assification has been adapted fr.om STOKES (1962).
Slums
;f hope and despair are distinguished horizontally, whereas escalator
and non-escalator classes are distinguishable vertically.
"Hope" and
. "despair" are intuitive. .By hope, it is me~rif that quality of
pscyho1ogica1 response by ~~e inhabitant of the slum which indicates
both his intention to "better" himself and h~s estimate of the probable
outcome of such an effort ~ ... "Despair" by the, same token, denotes either
a lack of such intention or a negative estimate' of the probable outcome
of any attempt to change o~e's status.
An escalator class is a group of people who can be expected, barring
unusual circumstances, to ~ove up through theclas~ structure.
A nonescalator class is one whi~h is denied in some ~ay the privilege of
escalation.
Other classifications have been attempted by GANS (1962) as "urban
villages" and "ur?an jungles" in his book, meanings .~£ which are as
follows: The "urban villages" represents entry areas or the area populated
by new comers to the city.' The "urban jungle" is the area populated by
social rejects.
In real Ii-fe, these types overlap' and the distinction
are never crystal clear.
In his paper "The Slum: Its Nature, Use and Users" SEELEY (1959)
has utilized two 'differences, as criteria for'making~a distinction viz
the difference between necessity and opportunity, and the difference
between permanence and change'.
They are sch~atically represented as
follows:
Table 11 - Seeley's Classification of Slums

Relation
"

Time

Neces~ity

Opportunity

Permanent

Permanent
Necessitarians

Permanent
Opportunists

Temporary.

Temporary
Necessitarians

Opportunis~s

~emporary

.'

For many, the slum constitutes a set of opporturi-ities for behavior,
which they want to indulge· in or to be permitted.
For others, the
slum constitutes a set of .necessities, to which despite their wants, they
have been reduced.
Similarly, though changes are possible, some are in
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are there and feel they ar~ there to stay. . It is these distinctions that
establish the four types.
Hunter has identified an underlying harmony between the views of
stokes and Seeley, with each having a somewhat different perspective.
However, Seeley's distinctions between "necessity" and "opportunity" and
"permanent" and "temporary" tends to be largely subjective.
A necessity
welcomed with joy is often regarded as an opportunity; an opportunity
accepted with necessity may' be construed as a necessity.
Even "permanent"
and "temporary'~ refer' largely subjectively to expectations and intentions,
though they also partly refer objectively to probabilities of later
behaviour.
The time connotation in the definition of the two terms makes
the distinction line hard to delineate.
There are inumerable· ~ays of classifying ·a. population so diverse as
that of a slum.
It is sup~rficial if the classifications are only of
pedagogical interest, and the dichotomy exhibits. a tendency to overlap,
and in the process, makes t~e categorisation controversial.
The
classification of Gans and S.eeley display the' weaknesses mentioned, and
are not considered valid ci:~ssifications.
General Conclusions
The identification of,.and distinction between squatter settlements
and slums has provided important insights into the very need for such
distinction.
The definitions have clearly illustrated that whereas squatter
settlements involve legal problems, slums pertain to a socio-economic physical
condition.
In view of thi~ difference, it requires no further emphasis
to state that control measures for one type of settlement are not synonymous
with those for the other.
The definition has further proved that slums and squatter settlements
are not necessarily complem·entary.
Slums and squatter settlements may
occur together, and are termed as squatter slums, when they do.
The following schematic diagrams can illustrate' the
(Ref. Figs. 1 and 2 overl~f)

distinction~

The two abutting semicircles represent the total urban area, independently.
Each expanding sector represents the percentage. area of slums in the anticlockwise direction, and squatted areas in the clockwise direction
To illustrate, in Fig.· 1., 'a' percent of the urban area is a slum,
and 'b' percent of the urban area represents the squatted area.
At some point in time"'some of the squatte:.; settlements deteriorate
into slums or qualify as slums at the time of.. their ·inception.
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Joo%

Fig.

1 -

J)iagrar::

r~presentir:g

slurits· and squatted areas

Fig. 2 - jiagro.n .r~pre3enting slums". equatted areas and
squatter" ~lums
,.' .

- 36 In Fig. 2 the slums have increased to Ie' percent and squatted areas
to 'd' percent. ·Of these,. .. 'c' percent repre.sents the squatter slums.
Finally, slums and squatter settlements occur in various forms within
the scope of the definitions.
It is the classificat~on however which
provides the qualitative d~ension by which the sigri~ficant differentiating
characteristics can be identified.
The recognition of such differences in each general type of settlements
is evidence to justify that· consistent approa'ches for the squatter settlements as well as for the control of slums is inadequate.
Each settlement
is unique in itself and it fs these factors which will decide the type of
approach that is' most likely to succeed in dealing ~~th the specific
settlement.
:
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This.chapter gets into'the specific prob~~ of those areas which
have been termed as slums .and squatter settlements in the Bangkok
Metropolis.
The evolution of the settlements, the~r current status and
sizes, are explored to identify the magnitude of the problems.
Typical settlements for which data is readily available have then
been evaluated to identify their real status accor~ing to the definition
adopted, and qualified according to the classification derived to verify
their real characteristics and structure.'
The identification and qualifications go to illustrate the assertion
that consistent development ,programs for different settlements in the same
city are unjustifiable and, inadequate.
It alsb' illustrates that a
consistent program for solving slum and squat.ter probiems of the same
settlement collectively, requires comprehensive ~overage of both statuses
to be valid and effective.'
The Slums and Squatter Settlements in Bangkok
Historical Perspectives
During World War II, many farmers in
Bangkok (or what at that t·lme was the outskirts of Bangkok) sold their
land to speculators and moved away from the city which was endangered by
Allied bombing.
A few who did not sell their lands became landlords,
while others who sold their lands, but continued to live there, eventually
found themselves paying rent ,for their neighbours •. ' People began to
return to the area in greB;t' numbers after the· War and the farmers were
forced to take jobs in the $urrounding areas of the city.
The Early Settlements
Among the early settlements that got located w~s the one referred to
as Klong Prempracha or thePrempracha Market slum, at the northern outskirts of the c-ity.
The area was sparsely populated and primarily used
for fruit gardening by Chinese tenants.
The construction of the Siam
Cement Company before World War II witnessed the ~rea gain~ng some impetus
for house construction.
The nearness to'the city attracted more migrants
into the settlement which today accounts fora popuJation of 2700 people
as per MORELL and MORELL (1972).
The settlement at Klong Toey, Soi 22 Sukhumvit Road and Makkasan
near Pratumwan Market are .three other settlements which were founded
immediately after the War. . Klong Toey developed as- a result of the
development of the Bangkok port which provided numer'Qus jobs and attracted
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a large number of rural migrants who':settied ·:i,mmediately around the harbour.
Soi 22 Sukhumvit Roa'd was also firs·t :occupi~d., by set·tlers desirous of
staying close to th~~Harbour, but it:is mainly 'constituted of those former
land owners who had sold their land' before the War. and returned only to
re-occupy the land as tenah·ts.
Employment opportunities in the railway yard and workshop, and the
Pratumwan Market brought large numbers of people into the Makkassan area.
The land was originally a swamp of lit·tle value and located far from what
was then the centre of the ~ity, unowned and untended until claimed by
a high ranking Government official. ·.Rural migrants from the Eastern
Provinces, and later followed by evicted settlers from other settlements,
now constitute the population in the area.
.
,

Later Settlements
The settlement at Wat Lad Bua Kad lane off Charoen Krung Road dates
back to 1951, when it was first a fruit garden.
By 1954, a mass influx
of rural migrants together with people from other ar.eas in Bangkok whose
houses were destroyed by fire or were· evicted from previous houses, filled
up the area.
" ,
'
The Din Daeng settlement is located on a publicly owned property
around the Bangkok Metropolitan Authority and to a great extent,
accomodates rural migrants a,nd evicted settlers from other settlements.
In 1966, the Department of Soci~l Welfare listed 39 of these such
areas in the limits of the· municipality of'Bangkok.
Most of them are
hidden from the casual ob~erver by commercial buildings, shop houses or
new hotels.
No attempt has been m'ade to follow 'a definiti~n of slums for Bangkok
and the concept has been rather looseiy ~sed.
The derived definition is
proposed to be used here t·o. define some of the settlements.
The Current Situation
Din Daeng settlement is located on land owned by the Bangkok
Municipality, Manangkasilaon land owned by the Treasury Department,
and Klong Toey is located on land owned by the Port Authority.
The
other four set t lements are occupying p,rivate lands co
The Municipality proposes to locate a stadium on the site occupied
by the Din Daeng settlement, and issued eviction notices to the settlers
organized themselves and after much pressurising, elicited an assuranc'e
from the Goverriment in early 1973 to the, effect that they would be
permitted to stay on in the 'area until alternative recommodation is
provided.
Source:

MORELL and MORELL (1972)

- 39 The Port Authority was granted a loan of 2.5 million Baht in 1972
to expand the harbour facilities in the Port.
The scheme would require
part of the area occupied by the settlements.
But the efforts for
eviction were strongly repelled by the settlers, bac.ked by a sympathetic
Press, and thus, the Port A~thority was compelled to adopt a negotiable
stand to resettle the settlers rather than eyict them.
The newly formed
National Housing Authority is now entrusted·with the authority to resettle
the settlers on a priority' project.
Managkasila, however, c.ontinues to remain on its present site with
almost total complacency by. the Treasury Department to evict them.
Unofficial
The othe~ four s~ttlem~.nts are all on 'private land.
\rep?rts from recent and reliable sources 'reveal that the settlers are
negotiating wi.th th~:lr resp.ective landlords and accepting a cash
compensation in return for vacating the land . . The same sources also
revealed that the vacating .settlers are moving out to other settlements
or forming new squatter colonies in other'parts of the town.
It is relevant to mention here that all the> settlers have developed
a new sense of self-assurance and security in continuing to remain in
their existing habitats aft.er the fall of the Government in the "October
Revolution" of 1973.
The current figures of population and ar'ea of three settlements are
given below:
Table 12·- Population and Area of Settlements

.Population

Settlement

Number of
Households'

Number of
Houses

Area in
Acres

o'

1/

Klong Toey
Din Daeng

2/

Managkasila
Source:

3/

..

:37 ,002

6,027

5,026

320

4,539

986'

838

30

1,695

485

224

4

l/HONGLADAROMP (1973)
3/RAJATANON (1971)

2/ NATIONAL HOUSING AUTHORITY (1973)

- 40 Identification of Squatter/Slum Status According to the Definition
The definit ions that 'have been derived in C~a:pt~r IV are to be used
for purposes of status id~ri~~fication.
Equal weightings are given for all inter-relationships to avoid
subjectivity and controversy.
A specific w,eightijlg system, however,
does have some merit and it,may be possible to arrive at a rational
weighting system which, however, is not being attempted in theses..
Qualifying standards have' be~n adopted o~'m~rits, and it is liable to some
subjectivity which cannot. be avoided.
Squatter Status
The following table gives the details'of squatter status of the
three settlements studied:
·Table'13

~
Building

Squatter Status

Unauthorized
Oc'c~pation'

. Owned

.

.

Rented

,

Owned

Without Rent
Din Daeng'
Klong Toey

Lease
Terminated
Managkasila

Rented
Lease
Termi.nated

I
I

I

Din Daeng, Klong To~y', and Manangkasi 1a are all squatter sett lements.
Din Daeng and Klong Toey are first degree squatter settlements, and
Manangkasila is a second ~egree squatter· settlement~
Classification of Squatter. Settlements
The three squatter settlements ~re classified according to the
classification system worke~ out earlier, and are tabulated as follows:

- 41 Table 14 - Classification by· Location and Land Owner.ship

~
Location

•.

~

Public

Private
..

Din Daeng
Klong· Toey
Manahgkasila

Central Area

;

Suburban Area

All three settlements are Public Core squatter

settl~ents

Table 15 - Classification 1:>y Attitudes of Landlords:.and Squatters

Landlord·
Attitude
lvilling
to Ignore

Squatter
Attitude
Unwilling to

Klong Toey (I)
Din Daeng (I)

Willing to
Negotiate
Klong Toey ..(III)

Intent on
Eviction
Without
Negotiation
Din Daeng (II)
Klong Toey (II)

Manan~kasila

Willing to
Move
N.B. I, II, and

Din Daeng (III)

I~I

i.ndicate phases of development .of attitude

The above table indicates some unique features.
Klong Toey began
its existence as a Permane~t settlement, like Din Daeng and Manangkasila.
The situation was transferr.ed to a deadlock when the Port Authority decided
to move them when they proposed to implement harbour improvements.
Currently, however', it may be termed as an antagonistic squatter settlement
according to the ·classification.
Din Daeng follows more or less the same
pattern in its first two stages.
But following ~he assurances given by
the Government to provide alternative ac~omodation, the settlement now
exhibits a negotiable stat~s, as per the classification.
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Table 16 - Classifiriation by OccupanGY and Migrent Status
Migrant
~~.
Occupancy

Status
.. -~

Transitional

.
Rural

"Small Town

Big City
(Primate City)

Din Daeng
Klong Toey
Man.angkasila

Evicted from
Other Squatter
Settlements

All the three s:ettlem~,nts are rura~ transition4l squatter settlements,
even though all of them have a fair percentage of evicted squatter dwellers.
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Weak Economic Base

Table 17 - Identi~~ing Characteristics for Weak Economic Base
I

Klong
To'ey

Characteristic (Weightage)

I

1. Low wages

2. No savings

I

Managkasi1a

I

3. High degree, of indebtedness
at usurious rates

-

'X

X

-

-

-

-

.-

4. Regular incidence of externa1 assistance

-

X

N.A.

,

Din
Daeng

"

":"

,

'

5. Regular pawning of goods

...

"'!'

6. Chronic shortage of cash

X

X

X

7. No food reserves in home

X'

X

X

-

.-

-

N~A.

N.A.

N.A.

-

X

X

3/8'

4/9

4/9

8. Irregular employment and
high unemployment

9. Use of second-hand clothing
and furniture

10.

Supplement,ary,' occupation and
child labour
Score

Adopting a qua1ific~ti6n cutoff line at"40 percent * , for determining
the weakness of the economic base, it can be' observed that Manangkasila
and Din Daeng possess a we~k economic base.

*

4ft

This evaluation is an exercise in factor analysis.
Different
attributes in ~he table deserve different weights as some factors
such as "low wages!! and "No savings" have more bearing on economic
base than do "Regular pa:wning of goods" a~d "Use of second-hand
clothing and furniture"'"
Uneven weightings can distort the qualification cutoff line, and ac~epting a qua~ifying mark.of 40 percent"may be
justifiable.
'
Vide Appendix C .
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Low Prospects

0

. b'l'
f Economic ~o
1 1tyif

Table 18 - Low Economic Mobility

Characteristic

Klong
Toey

Manangkasila

Din
Daeng

-

X

1.

Due to poor earning cB:pacity

X

2.

Due to little' prospect of
salary increase

X

3.

Due to irregulari~y of employment/unemployment

-

-

4.

Due to permanent indebtedness

-

-

-

5.

Due to lack of or inadequacy
of savings
..

N~·A.

-

X

6.

Predominance of unskilled labor

7.

Fatalistic attitude
Score

-

X

-

X

·X

-

X

3/6

0/7

5/7

Equal weightings have heen applied for this, and the cutoff line
adopted is proposed at 50 p.ercent."/(
It is revealed :that Klong Toey and
Din Daeng have low prospec.~s· of economic mobility.

The above list· appears to suggest equal ·weightage,. for each element and
a 50 percent qualifying ~'aik appears tQ be reasori·able.
Vide Appendix D
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Social and

Emotio~al

Instability

Statistical data 'on instability is not available for any of the three
settlements under investigation.
The observations :are based on interviews
with residents which reve~~ed that only Klang Toey d~splayed any signs of
bonafide social and emotional instability .considering the criteria enumerated
for consideration.'

. 1 M
~·l·lty#
Low Prospects' f
0
.'S OCla
illul
Table 19 - Low Social Mobility

I

I

Klong
Toey

Mana,ngkasila

Din
Daeng

Low literacy

X

X

X

Restriction on thereceipt o~
social sanctions·

-

Prejudices

-

'-

-

Fatalism

X

'x

-

2/4

1/4

"

Characteristic

, '.

..

"

Score

2/4

I
,

Assuming a qualifying score of 50 percent,
exhibit lo~ prospects of social mobility~

'1(

Klong Toey and Manangkasila

The above list appears :to suggest equal TNeightage·, for each element, and
a 50 percent qualifying marks appears to be justif~ble.
Vide Appendix E

- 46 The Slum Condition·of each settlements is identif:led'" with reference to
the definition made out earlier.
Table 20 - Identification of· Slum Condition in Klong' Toey Settlement

I

I Land

Physical
Social

I

Unfit Over- . Absence or
for human
crowd- Inadequacy
habitation ling
Service/
Utilities

.

Economic
Weak Economic
Base

X'.'

. I
I
I

of

' ..'
I

X

Inferior
Materials
&: Workmanship of
Buildings

X

X

Deteriorated
circulation

X

'.

Low Prospects
of Economic
mobility
,

I

Table - 20 - (Cont'd)

~.
Social

Rundown· Health
r Lack of
housing. Problems open
Space

Lack of
Privacy

Economic

Weak Economic
Base
Low Prospects
of Economic
mobility
\

.I

X

X

Low prospect of
social
mobility

X

I
f

Social &:
Emotional
Instability

X
...

X

Klong Toey almost completely conforms to t.he ·.definition of slum as
the matrix given on the previous.

per

Table 21 - Identification of· Slum Conditions at Manangkasi1a Settlement

I

Physical" i Land Unfit
Social I·for human

~abitation·

over- .
crowding

I

Absence or
Inadequacy of
Services/ .
Utilities

I

I
I

I

Economic

II

Inferior
materials
& Workmanship of
Buildings

Deteriorated
circu1ation

I

I

Weak Economic
Base

X

·1I

X

I

..

X

..

X

X

I
j

Low Prospects
of Economic
mobility

.j
I

Table 21 - (Cont'd)

~PhYSiCal

Social

I

Rundown

housing

Economi~l·

Health
Problems

Lack of
open
space

Lack of
privacy

.

Social &
emotional
instabi1ity

Low prospect
of Social
mobility
r

I \-Jeak Eco-

I nomic

I

!

Base
Low prospects of
Economic
Mobility

:

X

X

I

I

I
1

Manangkasila also complies to the definition of the slum to a very
great extent and may be termed so.
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Table 22 - Identification of Slum Conditions in Din Daeng Settlement

Physical
Social

i

Land Unfit 'Over-

for Human

I Hab~tation

l~roWd1ng

II

!

Absence- or

,Inadequacy
of .Service
or'Utilities

I

I

Inferior
Materials
& Workmanship of
Building

Deteriorated
Circulation

Economic
Weak Economic
Base

X

X

X
'.

Low Prospects
of Economic
Mobility

I

I

I
I

Table 22 - (Cont'd)

~:

Physical

Social

Econom~

Rundown Health
Housing. Problems

Lack of
open'

Lack of
Privacy

Spac~

Weak Economic
Base

X

Social &
Emotional
Instability

Low pros-I
pect of I
Social
Mobility

X

Low Prospects
of Economic
Mobility

1
The above matrix reveals that Din Daeng cannot be considered a slum,
on socio-economic ·factors but does reveal slum characteristics based on
the physical/economic characteristics.
But the socio-economic relationships only reveal the need for further dimensioning ~f the settlement
identification (which follows).
This is essential' since the settlement
does display a '''weak economic base" in absolute terms.
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Classification of Slums
Each Slum has'been classified according to the cl?ssification system
derived.
Table 23 - Classification of Klong
Deteriortion

~. Locatio~' "

~

'

T~ey

Slum by Location and Duration of

Central City
Squatter

......

Suburbs

Non Squatter

S,qua't,t er

~
t

Non Squatter

~

Durat10n

"

Over a period
of time

"

-,

From the start

I

I

X'

!

,

,

Table 24 - Classificat'ion of Klong toey by Development Possibilities

~I
Duration

,.'

Develop'able

Undevelopable

I',"

Developable
Undevelopable

X
:

f

Table 25 - Classification df Klong Toey by Attitudes and Mobility

Hopeful

Fatalistic

Escalator
Non-Escalator

x

Conclusion
Klong Toey can be calssified as a Central City Squatter slum.
It
was a slum from, inception and is rep~acable.
Further, it is a nonescalator slum 0 f' despair.,'
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Table 26 - Classification of.Manangkasila Slum by Location and Duration
of Deterioration

~

Suburbs

Central City
Squatter

I

Non Squatter

I

Duration

Over a perio~
of time

"

X

Squatter

Non Squatter

.

From the start

Tabl~ 27 - Classi~i~ation of Manangkasila ~y Development Possibilities

~
Building

I

Developable

",

Developable.
Undevelopable

X

I

i

I

L

Table 28 - Classification
Mobi t'i ty

~
Mobility

Undevelopable

'~f

Manangkasila bY,Attitudes and

Hopeful
.

I

.'

Escalator
Non Escalator·

Fatalistic

'

X

I

Conclusion
Manangkasila is a central city squatter slum which deteriorated
over a period of time.
It is a developable slum of despair.

- 51 Table 29 - C1ass:Lfi'cation of Din Daeng by 'Location and Duration of
Deterioration

~I

.C'entra1 City

I

Locat1Oo

,

. Squatte.r

Suburbs
..

Non-Squ?-tter

Sq~atter

Non-Squatter

I

Duration
Over a period
of time

..

From the start

X

N.B. Only physicaJ consideration are considered.
Table 30 - Classification of Din Daeng

~1I
Building

b~

Development Possibilities

Developable

Undev.elopabl e

'.

Developable

X

I·

Undevelopable

Table 31 - Classification .of Din Daeng by Attitudes and
Mobility

~I

Hopeful

Fatalistic

Mobility

Escalator

I

Non-Escalator

I

I

r

t
X

r'
1

Conclusion
Din Daeng is a Central City squatter settlement which has deteriorated
from the start.
The settlement is deve.lopable.
'I~ respect of slum
conditions the most pessimistic level to vlhich the settlement may be
relegated, is to that of a non-escalator slum of .hope (optimistic slum)

- 52 General Conclusions
The identification and classifications of.the three settlements Klong
Toey, Din Daeng-, and Manangkasila have confirmed certain assumptions and
blown open cert?-in myths that have tended to. be assoc'iated with these
settlements.
The differences in character t4at have. conclusively surfaced,
between the three settlements is sound evidence to confirm the conclusion
made in the previous chapter· that a COt"Ls:Lstent program to solve the squatter/
slum problem that exists at pin Daeng, Klong Toey.and Manangkasila is
incomprehensive in scope and unjustifiable.
This is so because the development prospects of 'each of the settlements studied are quite different and
are not uniform in'the first place.
It can be further concluded that the squatter s.tatus and the slum
situation in the same settlement may exhibit development prospects that
are not in conformity with one another.
Hence the choice of any development approach to s~lve the problems collectively hai to be made with due
caution after confirming the conprehensive cov'erage of the chosen development approach to solve both the problems independently.

- S3 .....: '.'
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VI

REVlm~

OF· HOUSING POLICY AND PROGRAMS IN, THAILAND

This chapter nlakes an 'evaluation of housing policy in Thailand.
A
short history 'of housing and, town planni.ng in Thailand is first revie\ved
to evaluate the past performances of Goverr..mer:tt in these fields.
The
Dolicies, prograrns and proj ects of the Th;ird National .and Social Development Plan 1972~1976 are then discuss~d to provide an overview of the
proposed trends for development in the two fields, with specific reference
to Bangkok.
A study of the National Housing Authority (N.H.A~) and its policies,
programs and proj ects follows; the performance of one 'of the rehabilitation
projects in Bangkok is also appraise9.
The study culminates in a critical evaluation of the policies and
programs envisaged in the Third Plan and by the N.H-.A.
The Policy in respect of housing as put 'forward 'by the Govermnent of
Thailand is reflected by the National Economic and Social Development
Plans, and the policy statement;,s of the Age'ncies in charge of housing in
Thailand.
Economic D~velopment in Thailand is now ,passing through the
third phase of Five Year Plans 1972-i976 is evaluated for purposes of
this study.
Past Performances in Housing and Town,Planning in Thailand up to 1972
Since the beginning of the First Plan, the Government had built
twenty housing projects for low income fmnilies in the Bangkok Metropolitan
Area increased by 2736 units'.
The Government alsoh~s built houses for
middle income families amounting to 621 units,.
The administration of Governmerit::housing programs was divided among
a large number of Government agencies and has lacked eo-ordination and
efficiency of operations. '
Even at the end of the Second Plan period, there was still no
officially accepted toWn plan for the Bangkok Metropolitan Area.
The
Town Plan prepared and revised by the Bangkok Municipality and the Town
and Country planning Office of the Ministry of Interior, Government of
Thailand, for Bangkok, in 1970 and 1971 differ in a number of important
respects, such as the size of the Metropolitan Area, size of population
and land use.
The lack of an accept~d town plan has led to a number
of difficulties in respect of plannin~ for' water supply, drainage,

Reference Source:

NATIONAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT BOP~D,
GOVERNMENT OF THAILAND (1972), ,The Third National
and So.cial Development Plan 1972-1976, NESDB,
Bangkok.
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electricity, roads, .telephones etc., and future growth of the city.
Apart
from this, there is at present, no authoriz'ation to implement any plan even
if it were accepted.
Abs'ence of city plan and la\\Ts to enforce such plans
presents a major obs,tacle to the orderly expansion of public utilities in
the future.

Policy for Urban 4nd Local Government D~velopment Du~ing the Third Plan
"During the ,period, it is suggested that priority be given to the
alleviation of the ,Bangkok ,t1etropolitan Are'a problems and the problems
of some important urban and local ar~as so as to redu~e to the extent
possible the burden borne, b:y the '>\Thole pbpuiation".'
(The Third National
Economic and Social Development Plan 1972-1976; Government of Thailand)

Estimate for Housing Demand
It has been estimated jn the Plan, that at the end of the Second
Plan period, (1971)" ther-ewas a housing shortage of 100,000 units.
If the present trends of public and private housing' construction programs
were to continue, this shortage was expec,ted to increase to 170,000 units
in ten years time~'
In t6e Plan, it has ,been estimated that the shortage
of houses for the' low income families (tho,se earning below :51500/ - per
month) will alone amount to' 60,000 units.

Programs Envisaged in ':Vletropolitan Planning and Housing During the
Third Plan
1.
As a basLs f~r effect,ive implementation of 'fown Planning activities,
the City Planning Law was proposed to be promulgated during the early
period of the Third Plan. . The City Planning Act fs to be a basic guideline for an orderly and efficient growth of cities, establishing basic
principles of land use contr'ol and utilities expansion.
2.
A Metropolitan Government. is to be set up covering the area of four
provinces: Bangkok, Thonburi, NO.::lthabl..~ri and Samut Prakarn, for closer
co-ordination"among relati~e administrative' units.
:Agencies for
.
Electricity and Hater Sl1PP~y had already been set up at Metropolitan
Area level.
This agency, known as the Bangkok Metropolitan Authority
has since been formed.
3.
The implementation of the measures ,proposed in the Metropolitan
Bangkok City Plan prepared by the Town and Country Planning Office of
the Ministry of Interior'during the Second Plan 'is proposed to be
initiated.
T.he revised city plan had set up basic principles for the
growth of the Bangkok Hetropolitan Ar-ea.
t-Ieasures have been proposed
to keep the size of population within manageable limits.
These include
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both control of th.'e natural growth rate through family planning and
reduction in the rate of migration from the provinces into Bangkok.
The measures recOtmnended in the Plan also include the' development of
other towns in the Bangkok'M~tropolitan region and in other regions.
4.
In the field of housing, it is observe,d that the rate of population
increase exceeded the rate 'of increase in the nUmber of housing units
built during the last ten years.
During the period 150,000 housing units
were built while ~he population increased by about 1.1 million.
Litchfield, Whiting BOvme and Associates had reconunended that public
housing facilities to the tune of 17,000 ~nits annually should be built
to satiate the demand for housing, according ,to the "Greater Bangkok
Plan 1990 11 •
Whereas th'e Third Plan' accepted that construction of Public Housing
particularly for low income families was ,the Governmept's responsibility,
it conceded that no long range program for 'housing was possible so long
as there was no Hdusing Policy accepted by the Government.
Policy Guidelines

Reco~~ended

by the Government

A definite Policy on Housing, has been reconunended by the Government,
which is to serve as gui~eline for operating agencies.
This, however,
has still not been accepted officially.
"The Government will build and promote the construction of housing
facilities to b'alance '''ith the demand of the people, income level and
also Government ,resources.
The Government shall provide land and a
Town Plan and shall ,promote, investment in construction materials man~fac
turing.
This will be d'one by an efficient agen'cy".
Measures for Impleme:ltation of General Policy
Of sixteen measures that have been proposed to guide the implementation of the general policies, those relevant to low income group housing
are listed below:
1.

A National I-Jousing progr-am covering a period of 'thirty years (19722002 A. D.) i~ to be fo'rmulated, with provision' for revision and updating from time to time.

2.

The greater part of the Government Housing Program 'will be for low
income fcimilies.

3.

The private sector is to be encouraged to

inv~st

in housing.
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4.

Government is to assis:t and promote the es·tablishment of financial
institutioti~. to extend. housing credit at low rates of interest.

5.

Fundings will be both domestic and

6.

Housing problems in the densely populated urban areas will receive
high prio.rity ..

7.

Quality control on housing is to be enforced, with consideration for
health, social and environmental aspects of housing programs.

8.

The Government \-1i11 provide and assist in the provision of land for
housing construction particularly in·the larger urban areas by first
using public land.

9.

Housing policies and their implementation· shall be in accordance
with gen~ral town p1a~ning principles.·

~xternally ~ooted.

..

-'~

The Housing Agency'~

The National Housing Authority (NHA). ·was esta1?lished on February
12th., 1973 by the Executive Council Degree "-to recognize agencies
concerning with housing or welfare housing by combining the agencies
concerning with housing or welfare housirig~ which are dispersed in various
forms into an agency so that efficiency \-1il1 become increased ••.•.• ".
The NF.A was invested ·with power to liprovide housing for the public,
to rent, hire-purchase or ~a1e, to render f~nancial assistance to the
general public who· wishes.· to have his O\-Jn house or who wishes to provide
housing and to conduct business in housing construct~on and land
procurement".
The NHA was to be a state enterprise under the Ministry of Interior.
It was formed by the ~ma1gamation of the Public Welfare Department
<Welfare llollsing), Welfare ·Housing Office, Housing Projects Bank (Land
and Housing business), and' Community Improvement Office.
The Policy and Area of Responsibility of the NHA
The NHA is formed to:-

1.

provide housing for low and middle income groups.

2.

develop long term housing programs for low and middle income families
with direct responsibility for low income groups.

*

NATIONAL HOUSING AUTHORITY (1973)
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3..

to provide 'f].nancial ass is tance to those vlho vlish to have their own
houses, or those who w~sh to prov·ide hOll.sing for the public,
particularly. low income earners.'

4.

evict slum dwellers and build resettlement accomodation.

5.

assist the private sector in
for middle income group.

6.

promote the manufacttire of building materials.

7.

increase the number of" dwellings.

8.

arrange for" their distribution and repayment.

9.

promote the training of skilled manpower for highly technical jobs.

underta~ing

feasible housing schemes

10.

Most of the .buildingsprovided by theNHA are aimed towards complete
ownership.

11.

encourag.e private enterprises to invest on the development of
sattelite towns and s'elf sufficient" c.ommunities.

12.

construct; and improve" the housing situation in some provinces under
Regional Development Plans to stop" the gro"wth of slum areas in
Bangkok Meiropolis to ~educe in-migrants.

Programs of the NHA
1.

The estimC:lted number of housing units to be built over the period
1973-1983 is '170~OOO units.

2.

The NHA proposes to compile and enforce building codes.

3.

Housing and environmental standards are proposed to be set up.

4.

Housing censuses and surveys are proposed to be under-taken
periodically'.

Projects Proposed
The NHA proposes to carryon all spill~over'works shouldered by the
Department of Public Welfaie.
The tbp priority project to be undertaken
by the NHA is that of " the clearance and reaccomodation of slum dwellers
from the Klong Toey settlement.
The· NHA also has proposed to involve
itself in research on social attitudes of people towards low cost housing
and high density living,ev.aluation of architectural function of house
types and desings for houses.
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At this stag'e it is necessary to probe into the NHA programs in
respect of housing provision and ratio of. housing f0r each income group.
The NHA has 'adopted t~e same ratio of income groups in Bangkok to set
up housing policy.'
It proposes to build 40 percent of its houses for the
low income group (ie. below·t1500/- per month); 40 pe~cent for the lowmiddle income group and 20' percent fqr' the middle income group.
As such
the targets proposed for the period 1973~1983.are as follows:

Table 32 - Division of Income Groups

Lowest Income group
Low income group'
Low middle income
group
Middle income group

Number of houses
proposed

Income Range
(per mon.th)

Income Group

II

Less than tlOOO/-

10,000

Bl,OOO/-to 1,500/"':

58,000

I

B.l,500/-to 2,500/ .:...

I
i
I

B2,500/- to 4,000/-

I

I

I

68,000
34,000

,Total number of houses to be built by 1983 : 170,000
Source:

NATIONAL HOUSING AUTHORITY (1973)'

It is relevant to state here that 4,000 houses are to be provided
for reaccomodating the Klong Toey residents, and the NHA proposes to
clear and reaccomodate the slum dwellers by 1976.
Funds of the NHA
The NHA derived its initial capital (figure not available) from th~
State Budget, funds transferred from the· budgets of t~e Public Welfare
Department's Welfa~e Housing Division - transferred to the NHA - and
properties from the Welfare H~using office, Housing Project Bank and
Community Improvement Office of the Metropolitan City Municipality.
The NHA is also entitled to raise loans from commercial banks and
international financial institutions charging low interests, or by
issuing bonds.
The supplementary income .after deducting expenses is to
come from the allotted budget to the NfI.A by the Government.
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Detailed Target of
(within ten years)

Number~f

Housing to be Built in Bangkok Metropolis

From the 170,000 units target in ten years and the ratio of various
housing types, the target 0.£ each year is classified as fo110ws:Table 33 - Housing Targets'1974 to 1983
I

I Number

Lmv
Income

Low middle
Income'

2,200

2,400

1,200

400

3,600

4,000-

2,000

600

5,000

5,600

2,800

5,600

6,400

3,200

I 6,200

7,200

3,600

25,600

12,800

8,000

4,000

8, 000'

4,000

(Total)

Lowest
Income

1974

6,000

200

1975

10,000

1976

14,000

1977

16,000

Construction
Year

I

I

64,000

5 years

20,000

1979
I

1980

i,ooo

I

1982

22',000

I

1983

I

Second
5 y ears

"1

I

3,000
.

1

1 ,200

20,000 1 1 ;200
20,000 I 1,200

Ii

1981

.800

I

18,000

1978

24,000

106 , 000

,

I!

I

I

f

II 22,600

I
I
!

Middle
Income

6,8006) 800·
6,800

!
I

I

I

i

II·
I

8,000

I

4,000

1,400

I

7,~00

8,800- .

4,400

2,000

I

7,600'

9,600

4,800

I

!

i

I 7,000

i
I

!
I

35,400

!

42,400

i
I

21,200

I

I

I

110,000
J

Source:

.'

NATIONAL-HOUSING AUTHORITY (1973)

This target is subject to change aft~r NHA has been in operation for a
period of time; the changes will be based on the num1;>er of public
application.
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The Framework for Analysis in Respect"of Slums and Squatter Settlements
Policy on the squatter/slum probl~m deals with two "systems" or
li
s tructure of the human condition : the "first is represented by the
overall national frame\l7ork
institutions and relati~nships - economic,
social, cultural and political; the s"econd is repr"esented by the complex
of slum life) the nature of its people and their livelihood.
The two
are fundamentally interrelated, but each has a coherance, an identifiable
organic structure, "in "tvhich social, economic, cultur"al and political
realities are integrated in~o a working system.

lI

of

However, these two systems of human life are ~ach of a quite
different order and magniCud~ and are characterised at two quite
different levels of analysis.
If two systems can be" identified, two systems "of policy can be
inferred - at "the national 'level and at the" squatter/slum level; with
elements of the former tying in with those of" the "latter.
It is therefore essential to define "the objectives of policy in
respect of slums and squatter settlements and them critically evaluate
the efficacy of the nationa"l and local policy.

Objectives of Policy for the Control of Slums and Squatter Settle:nents
The objectives of any" policy for the control of slums and squatter
settlements are~for~ation

1.

to discourage the

2.

to progressively elimin"ate the existing squat~er settlements.

3.

to

4.

to improve or

preve~t

of new squatter colonies.

the deterioration of existing settlements into slums.
replac~

existing slums.

Evaluation of the Third Plan
The problem of slums and squatter settlements in Bangkok has been
misconstrued as a" problem of the housing shortage alone.
This is
evident from the housing programs proposed, viz. the ,construction of
68,000 dwelling units for the low income groups, 6ver the period 19731983 - of which 4,000 unit~" are proposed for Klong T~ey squatter slum as the ready made solution of the problem.
'

1.

Statistics have proved that imrnigration more than any other factor
has contributed to the growth 'o"f squatter settlements and slums
in the city.
It is heartenirig to note that National Policy has
recognized tl:le necessity to control 'such influx.
But v;rhereas
mention has bee~ made of counte~ing migration b~ regional development,
and deve lopment of other tovJns, 'n,o concr,ete proposals have been made.

2.

The National Plan does not recognize the priority for agricultural
development and uplift of ruralare~s.
The continued backwardness
of rural 'areas can only relieve .itself by further migration of low
income migrants into the city; and the Government will be forced to
cope with a squatter/solum problem of immensedimensions in the city,
in years to come, as a direct outcome of this neglect.

3.

Poverty and unemployment are the prime movers motivating the exodus
of rural .. migrants fro~ backward areas'to flow into the city.
Yet
scarcely any ment ion ':has been made of ,the measures proposed to
combat the significant'phenomena'in any material.way.

4.

It is curious to note that the keynote of the Third Plan is on the
"alleviatioIi,of the Bangkok Metropol~tq.n area problems and the
problems of$ome important urban and local areas".
The policy to
continue to concentrate developlI!-ent investment in Bangkok, however,
is in itself' an indirect incentive for further in-migration and
this is contradictory' to the propos'al. to reduce in-migration.

5.

High land values are a menace to,.the·poor in-migrant in acquiring
a piece of land to put 'up his sheiter..
Whereas the Government
accepts the commitment to their welfare and surVival, there is no
mention whatso~ver of controlling spiralling l~nd values and land
speculation w~th the continuance of this trend, low income earners
have no other alternative but to seek refuge on public lands by
illegally occupying them.
In the process, the Government is
actually sponsoring squatting inadvertantly, while favouring the
wealthy landlords in their speculative designs on the land market.

6.

Government pr,oposes to distribut:e l.s.ndfor ,house' construction by
using public lands in conformity with planning principles.
Such.
distribution provides .leverage for squatters already on public
lands to press for their I: quota": of land, and also moot other
potential squatters to 'stake claims for the same.
The magnitude
of the squatter problem alone could result in quickly exhausting the
supply of public land.'
No co~trol measures exist for subsequent
control of land speculation on these,lands.

7.

There is no Building Code at pr~sen,t; but quality control has gained
undue importance in the National. Policies in respect of housing.
The Government tends to sacrifice the need for greater output to
maintain unrealis t ic standards ,of hous ing and environment.
l.Jhereas,
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the prime need for the low incom2 earner is shelter and space,
this preoccupation iIi standards can .gr·eatly aggravate the shortage
of housing s~ock·by preventing the construction
what may be
classified II··substandard dwelling·s il •

of

8.

Whereas, repeated mention has been m~~e of the city planning law
and its urgent need, the promulgation into law i~ not forthcoming.
In its absence, Government can scarcely ever hope to control the
haphazard uses Df land.

Evaluation of NHA Policy
1.

The NHA is preoccup ied· with res e·t t Lement in publ ic hous ing as the
sole measure of squatter/slum control and rehabilitation.

2.

The NHA has proposed to evict and re~ettle squatters and slum dwellers.
Whereas this· is just one part of slum/squatter control operations,
the fundamental issue of arresting the· formation of new squatter
settlement.s and the sp·read of slums appears to have been ignored.
The
absence of a ?lanningLaw and control measures make any proposal to
this effec t, invalid.

3.

The NHA strongly advocates the Ilcle?rance" of areas classified as
slums without rec~oning the fact that demolition adversely affects
effective housing stock.
Squatter settlements and slums playa
vital role in respect· of accommodating lmv income migrants and provides
a potential take-off place in this regard, towards owner residence.
The problem of slums and squatter settlements is one of legal tenure,
environmental condition, housing and morale.
.The provision of
appropriate housing amenities is certainly an essential step tmvards
improving the outlook ~nd aspirations level of slum/squatter dwellers.
However, the morale problem cannot be cured merely by providing these
physical amenities.
.

4.

Enquiries have revealed that the NHA is· accessible only to its own
lands for any housing project.
It is also understood that NHA is
not entitled or legally equipped to·acquire land:.·without special
laws being enacted.
The NHA is understood to possess no working capital of its own,
as yet and the Government has provided·no budget allocation for the
fiscal year .1974 or 1975.
It has been further estimated by the
Governor of NHA that it would take five to six years to build flats
for the 7,000 families that constitute.the population affected by
the Klong Toey Resettlement Project~
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The NHA \vith its limitation .of funding, manpower, and land
availability cannot be expected to malntain a high vol~~e of new
constructions and adequate maintenance and upgrading of older units
to keep pace vlith the actual demands ..

5.

The NF.A is endowed with the provision of redistributing its own
lands; self-help measures could prov.e to be speedy in terms of
production of output, as well as cheap in respect of reduction of
capital costs.
Summary rejection of these measures in favour of
public housing, by the NHA, is hasty. and unreasonable.

6.

It is essential to draw lessons from' ·the past. performance of public
housing projects in B?ngkok, before plumping execlusively for this
choice of reaccommodation.

Lessons from the Din' Daeng Rehabilitation Project
;':

The Project in Perspective
The Project can be described 'briefly as follows:Total number of units in 1972
2155
Population served (approximately)
.~3 ,000
Period of existence
7.years
Details of buildings
'48 one roomed
units of 40
square meters
each.
Monthly rental.

t

100/- to

E 125/Other features

Play spaces for
children; water
and electricity
provided free;
public maintenance,
garbage collection~
no vehicular entry permitted;
alteration to basic
~tructure forbidden; no
service or household
industry or commercial
activity permitted without
permission from the
Authority; transfer of
right of ownership prohibited.

Appurtenant f ac iIi ties·'

'Day-care center; Youth center;
Public Health center.

110RELL ANT.) I10R2LL (1972)

I': [.-

-
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The Actual Working of the Project and Its Evaluation
1.

The Din Daeng Rehabilitation Proj ect did not reaccorrunodate all the
evicted settlers who occupied its present site, ·despite the fact
that they \-Jere .slum d\vellers.
Most of them moved to, and still
overcrowd other ·squat~er slums or started new. ones on their ow'TI..

2.

Only one percent of slum resicents are eager to change their lot
in favour of a unit in high rise building;'" since the slum is seldom
unpleasant to the slum. dwellers, \vhereas high rise living in flats
is alien to them.

3.

Single room :apartments are inapprop,riate to the need for space, which
is currently constricted.·
Unofficial ~ecords~d~ by a social worker
of the Public Welfare Department ideritified even a record occupancy
of nineteen persons.
Forty square m~tres is a gross underestimation
of space requirement for a median family of eight to eleven persons.

4.

Limitted space with a high rate of occupancy per unit tends to revert
the rehabili"tation unit, to slum conditions.
The Ruay Kwang Public
Housing Proje~~ of 1963 is an example.

5.

The notice of eligibility of occupati,on not only entitles the slum
dweller t~ possession of the unit, but also represents a negotiable
commodity, worth:
(i) ,between B7,OOO/- to IO,OOO/-as npin-moneyrf to let another
family live 1n the allotted unit, paying the normal
monthly rental;
or (ii) a monthly rental of t600/- to 700/-, if the unit is sublet,
implying an unearned windfall. of B500/ - to 600/- per month.
The priorities of low income people in respect of liquid cash
ranks higher than more comfortable liying.
Return to the sllli~ is not
new to him.
As such, there is a high incidence ~f illegal dwelling
unit transfers followed by rightful tenants continuing to occupy slums.
The result is that much of the public housing intended for the
slum dwellers is occupted by the middle class.' ,Unofficial estimates
are as high as seventy percent.

6.

Illegal transfers of ownership can be traced to either inadequacy of
policing ihe tenancy ~nd/or corrupt practices by Authorities.

7•

The dwelling unit allotment system i~ suspect, and offers adequate
avenues for further corrupt practices to hold sway.

MORELL AND MORELL (1972) pp.132
MORELL AND MORELL (1972) pp.133
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The Housing Authority has revealed a ~aternalistic attitude towards
squatter d'l.vellers by pu.tting up flats.
As a result) the slum
dwellers have lost mnch of their initiative and motivation to imnrove
themselves.
This thrusts a heavy burden on the Housing Authority to
build r2acconmlOdacion 'facilities without any active participation by
the beneficiaries themselves.

9.

Public Hoe~ing has tended to at~ract oppurtunists in search of cheap
accommodation without actually deserving it.
'They squat on land for
the sole purpose of convincing the Authority of their eligibility for
obtaining accommodation and only magnify the number of squatters and
squatter communities in the City.

10.

Slum d'l.-.]ellers and squatters are use~ to carry out supplementary
activities in their dwellings, which i~ prohibited in the Rehabilitation
apartments.
This consequently restr~cts such supplementary earning
capacity'of this ~epr~~entative low. income group.

11.

The ground floors are under utilized.or un-utilized.
However, they
are currell:tly used for car parking by. the middle income residents~

12.

Staircases and fire exits are inadequate.

13.

The repet~tiv~ design. all along the road presenta a monotonous street
picture.

14.

Maintenance efforts by the Authority.·are few and far between.
Sum.rning up the observations of the Din Daeng Rehabilitation Flats,
and the analysis of existing PoliCY,' ~he follo~ing lessons are quite
evident:-

(a)

The desirability of living in flats and in high rise does not appear
to be appropriate to the personal choi~es of sl~s and squatter dwellers.

(b)

Eviction policies i:1ust..be revievIed.
Demolition'of slum dwellings should
be restricted to those units beyond the state of I1 re demptionl!, and
should be followed by replacement

(c)

An optimum" mix of conservation, redevelopment and rehabilitation
involving as much co~~unity participation as is possible should be
worked out.
Public Housing may be the recommended approach for
those incapable of physical or financial self improvement while building
potential andil1vestm~nt of squatters should be harnessed for house
building and rehabilitation of dwellings and environment.
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(d)

Relocation' of squ.Jtter· ar;.d slum accommodation s.hould be advocated only
where the land fllegally occupie<;l is required for other public uses
as percieved in the Development Plan for the City.

(e)

A sound rationale for sorting out the'legal i~sues of squatting, its
prevention and control requires to be worked out·, to explore the
possibility or in-site squatter settlement imprQvements ~nd
legislation.

(f)

Any form of reaccommodation must be followed up by registration of
bonafide dwellers and frequent verification and policing of tenancy,
as the lasting me·asure of fulfilling the objectives of reaccommodation.

(g)

Flexibility of design·reflecting the life style of slum dwellers are
important aspects that·should determine the type of reaccommodation of
squatters an4 slum dwellers.
Archite~ture and site planning are to
be made with more emphasis on utility, function· and aesthetics.

(h)

Social welfare activities should permeate into the rehabilitation
areas as well as'into squatter settlements and slums, as a first step
to total social inte~ration of underprivileged classes.
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VII

POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE

A cursive evaluation of the politicaI' problems is attempted in this chapter.

Political Problems
The most importa.nt problem that Thailand faces is the stability of its
political syste:n.
The mili-tary regime under Field Marshall Kittikachorn
fell in October 1973, and ':vas replaced by a caretaker Government under
Mr. Sanya Dharmasakdi.
The present political situation in the Country may
be considered ~o be in a state of flux.
The present Government is currently
preoccupied over its O\VIl security..
The Government is concerned primarily
with National I!Economic 1: development.
Government branches and agencies are
compelled to compete for allocation of resources, whi.ch is determined by the
power that is wielded by each agency.
It is only obvious that new Organizations like the NHA have a hard fight to get resources allocated for their
projects.
Invariably these tend to be far below the required targets (vide
page 24, Chapter III).
Public participatior.. in the running. and management of Goverr0.4'11E:nt affairs
is nominal due to ·the subs'idiary role of the Parliament and the elected body.
Decision making rests in the hands of a·handfull of people who do not
democratically represent t~e interests of the people, and are guided by the
bureaucracy which is greatly influenc~d by external pressures.
It may be
inferred from this analysis that the moral and ethical values of the decision
makers impelled by the pres~ures of non-political groups such as the Press,
alone determine the political roles played in respect of decision making.
At the other end of the scale are the low income group and squatters.
These groups do not have any political. representation at the decision
making level, or in the bureaucracy.
As. such they are in no position to
bargain for the implementation of their interests as they are neither well
organized nor do they figure as a press~re group with any political
representation.
Being mainly of rural origin, the ·.lmV' income migrants in
the city are acquiescent and accustomed to take things as they come, in
.the traditions of the rural Thai.
There is ~ pervading feeling of
helplessness among the squatters, as observed by their fatalistic attitudes,
and it is improbable that these group~ \Vill ever take the initiative of
pressing for their claims or making demands for their welfare.
The best example for this is in Klong Toey \-1here 97.4 percent of the
residents never complained 'about their problems to higher officials;';'.
62 percent of the resident$ ~t Manangkasila reported that they would not
turn to anyon~ for help**~
The only exce~tion so far has been at Din Daeng

HONGLADAROMP (1973)
RAJATANON (1971)

- 69 \vhere, compelled by circums'tances of imminent eviction and houselessness,
the corrnnunity orga~ized itself under the auspices o,f the VOHPOT organization, and exerted pressure on reversing the eviction orders.
But it is
curious to note, that interviews with households in the sa~e area revealed
that the residents wer,e not \villing to com'Tlit themselves to membership in
the conununity organization. '
The VOMPOT organization has hOl.;vever not', been able to make any headway
in Klong Toey.
Manangkasl1a has no record of community organization of
any formal standing.
'
It may be conclu~ed that only Hhere some. decisions immediately
affect the squatter/slum dweller (as in the' case of Din Daeng) that the
settlers tend to organize themselves into a pressure ,group that can
actually impede political decisions.
It ts this level of participation
that will perhaps hold the key for future con?tructive efforts, provided
it is in conce~t and sustained over a peri~d.: Since the opinions of the
Press are in sympathy with the settlers, they have a formidable ally.
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VIII

ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE

The theme of. this ch'apter is an economic analysis of the housing
sector in Thailand, ~vith particular reference to the'low income groups.
This study is crucial in' determining the prospective avenues along which
Government Policy should be formulated. '

General
The shortage of low income housing u~its is one of the most startling
examples of the inability of the modern Thai society to provide "acceptable"
levels of housing' and services to I: all" demand segments.
The system
presently discriminates against a permanent minority of poor, experiencing
increasing relative deprivation, even though av.erage per capita income
and Gross National Product grow steadily.
Public programs are usually directedto.a small minority, but those
who have actually been reached ego through Public Housing, are helped only
meagrely, and exposed to living conditions which are alien to their normal
life styles.
The Shortage of LO\<1 Income' Rous ing
The shortage of· low income u~ban housing units has resulted from the
complex interaction of many factors: multiplication of population,
migration of poor families' into the central city, high land values, demolition, rebuilding and expansion of the CBD, high rentals, absence of
incentives for the private: sector to build, manage and maintain low income
units, and the natural ageing of the housing stock.. The unique nature of
the housing market makes' it difficult to pieci~ely q~antify the magnitude
of the housing shortage, though official sourceS for Thailand cite it for
Bangkok as 92,000 currentlY*.

The Economics of Housing
It is considered by many that the prob~em of the low income group is
due to the malfunctioning ~f the housing market, per~se, but it can be
shown that it really is part of the more general problem of income
distribution in the Nation.
The actual intersection of the supp.1y and demand curves for all types
of housing approximates ~n equilibrium position.
Given existing income
levels, construction technology, operating and management costs, taxes and
alternative investor oppurtunity rates, it is perfectly reasonable to
examine the rent levels, 'tvhich low income fami lies can afford to pay, and
to conclude that the market cannot satisfy the sect~rls demand without
the injection of some form of direct or indirect assistance, or by controlling
speculation.

- 71 To illustrate this, the average cost per unit for a low income group
housing unit similar to the one at Din Daeng Rehabilitation Area is
B50,OOO/- and ·average operating expenses· are approximately Z2,OOO/- per
year per uni t.
Assuming an amort isat.iori· period for capital and operating
cost (without profit) of fifteen years, the minimum rent per month is
E445/-.
An average low· income family pays ten percent of its income for
shelter, and assuining this· percentage as representative of rent paying
capacity, the minimum income. of the family capable of occupying this
average unit is B4,4.50/-per month.
Only seven percent of the settlers
in Manangkasila, two percent in Din Daeng and one pe~cent in Klong Toey
earn this amount.
Squatter .and sturn d;;v~llings are offerred ~or accommodation for rentals
between Z90/- to BI50/- ·per month, which is within the range of low income
earners, (below. Zl ;500/ - per month) .
Af3· su~h, the· low income housing
problem is not caused by·the malfunctiqning of the housing market, but that
the housing, the.market provides for low income earners, is unacceptable
for legal, social~ political and other ~deological reasons.
Further,
society has not created the proper feedback mechanism in the form of profit
for the private market to s~pply socially acceptable .low incom~ housing.
Graphically, this situation may be represented as in Fig. 4
The Housing Market mechanism functions as follows:
The demand curve represents the different quantities of a good that
people will - at any time and with other things held equal - buy at each·
different price.. The supply curve represents the relationship between
the prices and the quantities ~f a good· that. producers will, all other
things being equal, be w~lling to sell.
·Market equilibrium occurs only at
a price higher than the~quilibrium inte~section of the supply and demand
curves, the amount·theproducers will exceed the quantity consumers will
go on demanding; downward pressure on price will result as some sellers
undermine the going price.
At prices lmver than the equilibrium
intersection, the producers·will stop supplying the market (lack of adequate
profit incentive)· and consumer demand pressure will bid up the price of the
good.
Limited supply and relative high.prices have forced the low income
sector to seek alternative.housing solutions; to move in with another
family, seek deteriorated ·housing Ylhich offers affordable rents, squat· on
land and build. shacks, or pay a higher percentage of income for shelter.
The foregoing discussion clearly indicates the need for "external
assistance" for low income earners to be aple to afford housing of
"acceptable" standards as 9ne alternative, or the review and acceptance
of more modest standards· of housing to reduce the gap between demand and
supply.
External assistance may be either by financial aid, control of
prices or low cost housing.
It can be concluded that an optimum mix of
both the alternatives suggested viz. external assistance and review of
standards would ~rovide a more ration~l solution close to reality, for the
ef fic ien t func t ioning 0 f .the hOllS ing market for low:. income group s.
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The Problem of Housing Standards
The WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (196l)'used four criteria for a healthful residential environmen~:adequ~te

1.

Safety and structural .soundness,
self-contained.

maintenance, separate and

2.

Sufficient' number of r.ooms with usable floor area and volume for
social and cultural habits.

3.

Minimum level of privacy both between· family members and outside
factors.

4.

Suitable separation.of rooms within the structure to allow for
seggregation of members of the opposite sex of members of different
ages and of parents from children.

It should ke~p family's livestock separate from the family living
space.
Other factors o~ primary importance are services, water supply,
sewerage, ventilation and illumination.
The standards set up by the WHO suggests that,these are requirements
of all human beings and such. factors as climate, culture and technology
should not provide any difference.
But such differences do exist, and
cast some doubt on the validity of the standards.
'The squatter
settlements and slums hav'e, revealed that in most cases, the requirements
of structural soundness ade~uate floor space, privacy and number of
rooms are all unattainab~e.
The densities in the squatter slums are high
with an average fam.ily numbering six living in one or two rooms.
Yet,
when asked whether their 'housing accommodations were poor or adequate, over
seventy percent of the hous~holds felt satisfied with the adequacy of the
dwelling units (eg. in Manangkasila only 18 percent felt it inadequate.)*
If the physical and service aspects of housing do not mean much to
these low income people oC,cupying squatter ~lums, the factors really
cons idered import"ant by them are:

(a)
(b)
(c)

Security
Location
Ready ava'ilability of housing.

RAJATANON (1971)
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Security implies,an apparent sense of 'needing a predictable future.
studies by TURNER ,(1966), TAYLOR (t~73), and ABAA."1S' (1965) have found that
a sense of security is necessary for.'.peop~e to be motivated into improving
their houses, and 'property.,
Any change the Government wishes to make in
the lives of migrrints,must provide them with a feel{~g of permanence in
their life style 'and residence.
J'ob location is an important factor for
any family in 'choosing its,"housing ar,e,<!l.
'All squatter settlements studied
are readily accessible to job locations or' have been able to provide some
employment internally.
Availabili.ty of h'ousing is e~pecially important, to the newly arrived
migrants.
Initi-al1y the new migrants must move into' the rental housing ..
But their ultimate goal is to own houses 2nd it is t~is that prompts them
to squat and buiid their own houses.
The reasons why low inc,ome migr,ants are not too concerned about the
standards of their dwe~lings may be knowl,edge tha'i: what they can initially
afford is adequate, and tha~ they wii1 be able to improve over time.
TURNER (1968) asserts that ~~nimum 'standards are unimportant, because
housing is a process, not .it product,.,
The ,irrunediat~:prob1em is' shelter,
which he will be able to 'tr:,ansform to suit his own, demands.
As such, a
migrant does not deserve to be forced into 'debt just, to "consume" at a
rate higher than he can afford, merely to 'maintain soine standard.
The
process of building a house and improving on it runs, parallel to the
process of his own' i~p~ovement, and thus his' level of satisfaction.
It has been observed with reference 'to Bangkok that the new migrant
does not come to the city expecting to m?ve into high~rise urban dwellings.
He may do with what is available; sharing accOImIlodation scavenging
materials to build a, house" once a place is found a,nd" gradually i.mproving
it as he gains access to skills, money or materials.
This reflects
ingenuity, skill capacity arid willingness of the new entrant to invest in
housing.
This deserves,special recognition by policy makers in dealing
with the housing situation.
Rather than curbing the construction of such
dwellings for the formality of conforming ,to prescr,ibed minimum standards,.
such initiatives ~nd ene~g~es should be harnessed to clear the way for
safe habitable and comfbrt~ble hOtising areas.

The Problem of Finance
People from low income"groups do not possess sufficient capital or
savings to buy their ho~ses on their own. ',They are also denied the
access to financing institut,ions to r~ise capital loans.
Rentals for
minimum standard private sector housing are more than what they can
readily afford.
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At the same time, Government has not made an)1' serious attempts in
long term investme:lt and p'rovided the necessary capital for housing.
A few reasons .. for such b~nign neglect are:~ . .

1.

Housing is considered,as a service rather ,than. as a "production
goo~l.
The capital "output ratio f~~ hotising has been worked out
by RURNS (1~66)*, to be seven as against 1.8 .for steel.
The benefits of ~ousing, especi~lly that for low income housing,
are usually intangible and are seldom .reflected in the Capital output
ratios. 'As' such, decision makers are bias'ed in favour of investment
in the production sector.

2.

Housing for low 'income people involves a high degree of risk in
respect of loan repayments, and 'Government does not consider itself
equipped to bear losses, on investment beyond a certain limit.

3.

The per iod of 'payback is slow, and return of inves tment takes longer
periods than those f~om investment in 'Production'.

4.

Inflation causes depreciation of loans'which divert finances to more
secure investments.
The ,everitual resul t is, that amounts which finally get provided
for housing', fall far short of actual needs.. An amount of i20
million p~r year h~~ 'only been provid~d for housing in Bangkok,
whereas the actual requirement is i 798 million (vide chapter V).
In addition, there is a dearth of private entrepreneurs
interested in public housing inv~stments for low income earners,
as such investments:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

offer very little profit;
are high risk;
br{ng very lpw returns and
bri~g returns over long t~rms

The resu.tting paradox is that the low income earner cannot do
without financial ass'istance from the Government, and the Government
has neither· the Policy and motivation nor Programs to do so.

*

BURNS L.S. ·AND. TJIOE, B.K. (1966), Housing and Productivity:
Causality and Measurement, Proceadings of the American Statistical
Assoc~ation, 1966 Social Statist!cs .Section~ University of California,
Los Angeles.
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The Problem of Land
The availability,
housing problem.

,~s'e

:and cost of land are central issues to the

In Bangk~k, w~ereas, space is available in the city its management
is yet uncontrolled.'
Real estate is a favourite for.m of investment of
the wealthy, and this' has 'led to large assemblies of. urban land.
Land utilization folto,ws the principles of '''Laissez Faire ll •
This
has resulted in haphazard. urban growth and sprawl.
A city Plan has been
prepared but is ~till in:the process of enactment~ ~~ that no statutory
control is currently pdssible.
Land values are so high, that the low income earner with his meagre
resources is 'unable, to acquire land, for his accommodation.
The Land Expr'opriat!on Law is very limited in ,tts scope and has no
provision for land acqui~ition by Public agencies for. housing p.urposes.
Also the procedur~. is 10.ng and t me consuming.
Any control measur~ proposed, to facilitate th~acquisition of land
by the low income, earner, must justifiably focus on land value.
All
decisions on land forced by private land ,ownersh~p, have to be regulated
as an effective means of equitable land ~istribution.
Moreover, a
rational distribut'ion of 'l~nd uses in the'city will ensure adequate
provision of land for residential purposes.
.

Conclusions and Policy Implications
Recapitulating'the findings from the above analysis, the following
conclusions are ma~e with specific reference to Bangkok:1.

The housing pr,oblem of low income groups is not· due to the malfunctioning
of the housing market~ but is part of the ,more general problem of
income distribution.

2.

The formal housing market cannot satisfy the demand for low income
group housing.

3.

The low income group housing that the m~rket does provide, is
unacceptable for social, political, leg~l, physi6al and other
ideologi~al

4.

reasons~

Exhorbitant and escalating land prices are deterrents to low income
people from acquir.ing urban land, legally, "and is one of the factors
that drives t"hem to seek accomodation in the slums and squatter
settlements. '
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5.

The Goverrunent is not financially equipped to provide housing
accommodat ion for the.· low income group to me~t ;their total demand.

6.

It is also nQtlegally equipped to contr~l the rise and value of
land, and is. hence unable to provide even the land on which low
income peop.1e can build their own houses, if called upon to do so.

7.

The squatter dweller has displayed his readiness and willingness to
invest his resources, time and energy for providing his own shelter,
even under adverse circumstances.
It is, evident that Government
action of house building is an elaborate. duplication of a need of more
fundamental' nature.
:
'

8.

The prim~ry concern of the squatter is security, which he is unable
to provide for himself.
Site location in close proximity to jobs,
and ready availability of land are the prospects that the squatter
seeks in hi$ quest for shelter.
It is more appropriate if
Government focuses i~s: resources and efforts in providing the means
to fulfil only the ardent requirement of the squatter, rather than
launching grandiose programs of housing which duplicate the efforts
of the squatter.

9.

The main consideration for Government should be 'on benefitting the
largest number of needy, low income people, by providing them with
land and finance, while conserving those resources which do not
have to be expended. on ,house constructions.

10.

Supplementary financial assistance for house building may be offerred
to the beneficiaries of land distribution on merits.

11.

Building construction will be done by the b~neficiary himself.
The
process of building and improving the h~use will run paralle~ to his
own impro'vement and. level of satisfaction.

12.

Controls on the use and pricing of land can make the supply of land
for residential purposes, and for housing low income group people,
more amenable'"

In summary, the reoommendation that emerges out"of this analysis is
that Government' should restrict its activity in the field of low income
group housing to the provision of land and finance, and leave house building
to the beneficiaries.
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IX. CURRENT APPROACHES TO SQUATTER CONTROL
Numerous approa'ches have been deviced, adapted and adopted in different
situations to .solve the squatter problem in various cities of the Developed
and Developing World. . Each approach has certain di'stinct attributes and
affinities that suit certain situations.
But they '~lso display some genuine
weaknesses that limit their universal applicability" ... This chapter attempts
a general overview 9feach of the different approac~es.
Problem Perception
The problems' of slums and squatter settlem'ents have been percieved as
mainly physical. in nature, and as primarily a problem.o·f housing, by most
individuals and agencies concerned with thern.
Thus approaches deviced to
remedy the problem have been focussed on issues such as quality of housing,
minimum housing standards, .the additional need for housing stock ar1s1ng
out of the housing shortage, etc.
Much emphasis has been given to the
level of participation by the slum and squatter dwell"ers and the need for
their involvement in housing. programs, and projects.
Much attention has
also been focussed on specific settlements without either considering
squatting as a phenomenon; .or its dynamism.
The different approac'hes that
be evaluated in respec.t of:-

h~ve

been deviced therefore require to

1.

their validity· for a~0ption as a'remedy for the squatter problem in
Bangkok;

2.

to verify their scope .in solving the problem to ascertain whether any
of these approaches could provide a lasting splution;

3.

to provide the background from which a'co~prehensive approach can be
deviced as a lasting r'emedy for ~quatter problem~ in Bangkok.

Classification of Approaches
,The Develo~men~ Approaches can be classifi~d, ~~ different ways based
on d1fferent Crl.ter1a.
Among the more relevant cr~teria for classification
of Development Approaches 'are the fol-lowing:-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prime funct~on Secondary function Location:Degree of public
invo.1veinent
Period

Prevention/Cute
Resettlement/Rehabilitation
In-situ/New sites
Total/Partial
Short Ter.m/Long Term~
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Each classification is not exclusive as .each one ties to another
and have varying levels of generality as shown "in the' following schematic
diagram ~ Fig.' 5.' Moreover the division between ea,~h class in one
classification itself is not dichotomised but.for~s· a continuum with
flexibility i~ fixing diff~rentiating bound~ries.
The key objectives of' all developm'ent approaches ought to be:(a)

to halt the influx of population .spons·orins the growth and
formation of squatter settlements;
.

(b)

to halt ·.the

(c)

to prog,ressively reduce the
the city.

gr~wth

and formation of new

s~ttlements

exist~ng squa.t~er

and

settlements in

The objectives are fixed with the. sole purpose 'of eliminating the
phenomenon of .·squ<jltting from the city.
The Development Appr9aches in Respect of Fulfilment' of Objectives
Different Development Approaches which have been diviced fulfil the
aforementioned:.objectives in different ways .as is illustrated in the
following Diagr~, (Fig. 6).
Further, each Development Approach is tuned
to a different' level of ge~erality ranging from the' National level, which
deals with th~halt of inf~ux of popul~t{on, sponso~{ng the growth and
for.mation of squatter settlements; thr0ugh the city "level which deals with
the halt of grqwth and fortriat~on of new settlements' and, to the squatter
settlement level which deals.with the progressive reduction of existing
squatter settlements in the· city.
The distinctions made in the foreg{)ing:classific~tion are also
incorporated in the following diagram for illustrative purposes.
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X THE DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES IN

~w

PERSPEC~IVE

Towns

Definition 1(
New To~s refer to .;lny new large·.~cale developments
planned to provide ~6using, work places and related facilities within a
The New Towns Principle has
more or less self contained environment.
gained prominence in the .more Developed Nations'as' a.way of achieving the
better life and was being offered as'a remedy for the problems of the
swelling cities of the Developing Wor.ld.
In Thailand, the New Towns
Principle has had some mention, as observed in the ~ird Plan 1972-1976.
Objectives
The prime obje~tives behind the principle of dispersal
of industry and the quilding of New'Towns is to stem.the descent of
migrants from rural areas' to the cr~wded metropolitan areas, to reduce the
burden of employment creation, and cut down the cost~f new transport and
public facilities, in the cities.
Simultaneously, the other objectives
are to provide better accommodation 'and ensure better. living cqnditions
in the new areas, and bring the dynamic problems in the Metropolitan areas
under control.
'
..
The Operation and Mechanics of the New Towns Approach
After a
period of political and legislative interplay, for the acceptance of the
New Towns Principle, a site is selected, usually deep"in the rural areas
or in urban fringes of the.Metropolitan city, with due consideration to
the physical attributes of the site, location in respect of the Metropolitan
City and the region to be ·served.
Following the preparation and acceptance
of a land use plan, based on population estimates and'socio-economic
profiles envisaged for the area, the land area is acq~ited and developed
in stages according to the Plan.
Housing is. provi.ded by types, according
to the expected family sizes and income groups.
La~d development may be
by public or private a~en~~es.
Dispersal of Industry
The dispersal of industry proceeds on the same premise of industrial
decentralization, as that 'of New Towns, with the dif~erence that, self
contained communities, as in New Towns, are'not implied in this project.
Objectives
By the dispersal of industry from the city, it is
proposed to disperse excessive concentration of popuiation around the work
centres, and distribu'te them over a wider area.
The net obj ective of
industrial decentralization is to reduce the pressure on land, services
and infra-structure, .to restore orderly distribution: of population, and
utilization of land.

*

Definition from ABRAMS (1971)
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Operation and Mechanics of Industrial Dispersal
The process of
industrial dispersal is carried out through the advance acquisition and
development of areas for industrial location, and bY,curbing the location
of new industries in other congested areas.
This is 'activated by a
process of industrial lice~sing and develQpment of industrial estates
according to the principles of Zoning.
By establishing the locations of
industry in advance, and establishing measures of control on utilization
and control of adjacent.lands, those areaQ that cons~itute the targets
for squatters to illegally invade the land, can 'be curbed.
By choosing
areas, appropriate for industrial location, the growth of a city can be
reorganized along more rational lines.
.
Registration of All Dwellings and Policing of All Unauthorized Constructions
The two measures discussed previous ly, ,form the two basic approaches
for the diversion of potential squatters in the city..
But despite the
efficiency of each of these measures, some migrants will still filter into
the city, to form new squa~ter settlements or crowd into the e~isting
settlements.
Registration of all, dwellings in the c,ity and policing all unauthorized
construction is the measur:e'by which the growth. of squatters in the city can
be checked.
Objectives

The objective of this approach

~ppears

to be:-

1.

to bring the illegal occupation .of land to a standstill;

2.

to take stock of the existing si~uation, in respect of legal
status of dwellings in order to make an appropriate choice
for progressive elimination of squatter settlements.

Operation and Mechanics of the Approach
The ·approach involves a
process of physical survey of the area, house numbe~ing and registration
of the number of occup·ants.
A socio economic surv~"y of household
profiles may also be conducted.
A separate regist~ation and numbering
of houses may be adopted for squatter dwellings.
Policing of building construction is to be achieved by making
registration of all new constructions mandatory.
Illegal occupants
on land are entitled to be evicted, and illegal constructions are entitled
to be demolished.
Suc.h a' curb on unauthorized oc'cupation on land, and
building construction.can ~alt the growth'and form~tion of squatter
settlements in the city.
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Urban Renewal
Definition
Urban renewal refers to the improvement of urban
environments through public initiatives and assistance in demolishing
slums, rehabilitating and conserving exist.ing structures, providing for
better housing, commercial", industrial and,ptiblic'buiidings, as well as
greater amenities pursuant to comprehensive 'plans and" workable programs.
For purposes of this study however, urban renewai is defined as the
improvement of urban environment's through public initiative and assistance
in demolishing slums, and replacing them by' non-residential uses and
greater amenities pursuant to comprehensive plans and workable programs.
Renewal programs refer more appropriately 'to "slum clearance".
Objectives
The prime objective of this approach is to clear an
area occupied by a squatter/slum, and replace such 'settlement with some
other activity or use.
The' underlying reason for this reason is usually
to recover the land from the illegal occupan'ts, who, by virtue of their
occupation, either mar the city-scape, or hold up the speculative value
of the land, or some development projects 'intended ,to be implemented on
the area, or some more productive use of th~ land, whi,ch assures the
landlord of better returns .for investment.
Operation and Mechanics of the Schemes,
Urban renewal schemes
operate by a process of mass eviction pf settlers from the area with or
without compensation, afte'r classifying the area as fit for urban renewal.
Eviction is followed by demolition of exist~ng structures, and reconstruction of new buildings in conformity with the proposals of the urban renewal
project.
In some ins tances, assembly of L9.nd for an urban renewal scheme is
done by a process of land acquisition, preceding the, eviction of settlers.
Public Housing
Definition
This is' a term used to describe housing built and owned
by a public agency for eligible low income families for whom private
enterprise fails to provide.
"Low rent housing", Low 'cost housing",
"Municipal housing", and "Council Housing" (in England) are other terms
often used synonymously.
Public housing has been the approach most
conunonly used in Thailand, and the current .policy of the N.H.A. is centred
on continuing with public housing 'projects, over the coming years.
Public housing for squatter/slum resettlement is usually heavily subsidized,
either in cost, but more usually in rentals.
Objectives
The objective of public housing is to resettle
squatters and slum dwellers, evicted by u~ban renewal schemes, or to
increase the stock of low income houses in 'the city, and make them

,"
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available to them at rents or prices they.can afford.·
The other objective
of public housing is to provide security of· occupation, legal status to
land or building tenancy, and better living environments of minimum prescribed standards.
Operation ari-d Mechanics of the Approach
Th.e mechanics of a public
housing program usually" takes two forms of·procedure:-

.

(a)

Eviction of squatter/slum dwellers, possession· ~f the land, demolition
and clearanc.e of existing structure~ ,site improvement, site planning
and construction of p·ublic housing units, followed by assignment of
units to evicted settlers from the area.
Transit camps mayor may
not be provided during the intervening period between eviction and
reaccommodation.

(b)

Appropriation of land' for the public housing project, site improvement,
planning and· construction of dwelling units, followed by eviction of
squatter dwellers and ·r·eaccommodatio.n into. the· new units based on
assignments' and allotments.
Transit- camps are not involved in this
method.
This proced~re can also b~ fol10~ed fOT all low"income
earners, in which case eviction of squatters does not figure in the
procedure.
The dwelling units may take the form of high rise apartments, as
in Hong Kong, or Singapore, walk~up apartments as in Din Daeng in
Bangkok,' duplex buildings as in Huay Kwang in 'Bangkok, or independent
bungalow type houses.
The dwellings·may be so~d outright, or on a
condominium "basis (when the land ownership is retained by the housing
agency), or rented out.
The level of subsidisation varies from
project to project.
It is usual that once the' dwelling units are
allotted, the transfer of rights of oc~ppation are usually restricted
or prohibited altogether.
Maintenance of·the dwelling units are the
responsibility of the owner if the unit is soler; and that of the
public agency if the units are rented.
Maintenance and upkeep are
the responsibility of the public agency.

Sites and Services
Definition
"Sites and Services" programs refer to those which
provide urban land on which low income gro~ps can construct their own
dwellings, often with org?nized technical assistanc~.
Considerable variety
exists wi thin the program,. as in s-pace allocated per "family, provision of
utility services, the assi~tance given i~ the type of tenure (sale or rent),
stipulated standards of construction of dwellings,. .and the participation of
private development enterprises.
The schemes may ot may not be subsidised,
though any subsidy is likely to be much less per f~ly than public low
cost housing.
For purposes of this study, 'Sites and Services' refer to
projects on new sites only.
.
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The main objective of sites and services is to mobilise
involvement of the population concerned in taking responsibility for and
working produ:ctively towards their own welfare .and rehabilitation, and
thereby reduce the financial burden and responsibility of the development
agency.
Sites and services approaches were. primarily deviced to reduce
ihe cost of squatter resettlement to the. barest minimum.
The principle
. is based on the premise that squatters will, if provided with serviced
land, provide the initiative and energy t·o. build their own h9uses on the
sites to their own choices and tastes, while. retaining an organized and
more rational form of development, layout, environment and building.
The
squatters will gener~te their own resources and utilize their own skills
in house building and these would lead to.considerable savings to the
public agency_
i-

Operation and Mechanics of the Approach
Sites and Services operates
through a process of extensive land acquisition, followed by developing and
improving the site planning and laying out the network of streets and
infrastructure, and alloting subdivided deyeloped plots to tenants, evicted
from the squa.tter settlements, either on outright sale, hire-purchase or
subsidised rental basis.
Allotment of sites ~re also made to low income
families, other than squatters or ;lum dweilers, in some instances.
The settlers on the sites and servic~s project~ will mobilise their
resources and seek technical assistance from the development agency to
put up shelters' a<;cor'ding to their own req':!ir·emen·ts.
Additions and
modifications to the dwellings can be mad~. as and when resources permit
dwellers to do so!
In some instances, financial assistance for house building is offered
on mortgage or loan s.chemes, but these are discussed later, under
'Instalment Construction'.
Instalment Construction
Definition
Instalment Construction refers to piece-meal,
progressive construction of a dwelling as the resources of the owner
occupant permit.
It is'cornmon where the general income level inhabits
extensive house building, where the climate permits occupancy in an
unfurnished dwelling, where methods of shelter construction can employ
the skills of the average family, and where fina.ncial institutions have
not yet developed mortgages on other forms of time payments for housing.
Where mortgage systems exist, housing is built complete and paid for in
instalments; in less devetoped economies, housing is· built in instalments
as earnings accrue.
When mortgage financing is unavailable and house building is dependent
wholly or partly on money, a house can still be built, serially.
Only a
small loan is required to'get the building work started, and once the basic
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the dwelling while progressively improvi~g hios hou,se, duriD;g occupation
over a period of time, as earnings accrue.
0

0

Instalment construction in some cases functions as an extension of
sites and services projects but is not necessarily oso.
In some
instances, only the sites are provided to the instalment builder and
servicing and dwelling improvements form part" o.f the builder's responsibiliti,
Instalment

constructi~n

normally takes two common adaptations which

are:-

(a)

(a)

Core Housing

(b)

Roof Loans.

Core Housing

Definition
The term core house refers to the central or basic
part of a dwelling to which further improvements can. be added by the owner.
A core house program is a low cost strategy particularly suited to
meeting housing problems in underdeveloped countries.
Core houses are
built either by the Government or the owners and expanded as earnings
permit.
Experience ~as shown that ownership is essential to encourage
extension of the core.
Core houses are of. varying sizes and patterns as for example, the
one room core for small families, a two room core for growing families,
a core that can be added t~,' vertically; the row-house core, the front
and rear of which are expandable, and the core built ,as part of a compound.
Objectives
The prime objective of core housing is to provide an
added incentive for house construction and improvement by actually
starting the work and providing the basic essentials.
In respect of
squatter reaccommodation, the pioneers of core housing, ABRAMS, BODIANSKY
AND KOENIGSBERGER (1956) claim that the provision of :sites alone is
insufficient to induce squatters to move into new project area.
Ther~
is no inducement for them to build houses on these sites, unless at
least a 'core house' is provided for a start.
If this is true, core
housing is definitely endowed with an advantage over sites and services.
By providing an incomplete house to the occupant, he is compelled
to utilize his own energies, resources and efforts to' improve the
house, and this can be done conveniently as his income permits~
This
fulfils the second objective that investment in housing by the occupant
is to be kept to the minimum and should be 'staged according to his
capabi lities, without denyi,ng him the right 'to basic shelter ..
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Operation.and Mechanics of Core Housing
After land is acquired,
developed, and serviced ac~ording to a preset plan, core houses are
built in each 'plot and then each core is assigned to' the squatters,
individually.
Assignment" is usually followed up by a mortgage agreement
for the value of core house and plot.
The owner of the core then moves
into the core and improves the house as resources and time permit.
The
mortgage loan is repayed with low rate of interest over a period of time.
The cores constitute different levels at which c.onstruction is stopped.
In some instances, only the foundation and paved basement are provided;
in some others only the co'iumns and the roof are provided, with walls to be
bui I t in by the occupant.
Sizes, shap·es. and number of rooms depend on the
design.

(b)

The Roof Loan

Definition
This approach refers to loans ma4e to persons putting
up four walls of a house to cover the cost' of their roof.
The roof loan
may be made as cash payment or in the form·of loan of building ·materials.
Exactly as in core housing, roof loans programs are a low cost strategy
suited to meet ing hous ing problems in under develope'Ci countries.
Objectives
The objective of this approach is the same as that of
core housing with the exception that instead of building the core house,
loan amounts, which would. s.uffice to build' the' core, either in the form
of cash or materials would be made available to the future occupants.
The
loan is intended to induce' house constructi"on on the sites with or without
services.
Operation and Mechanics of the Approach
Loans would be made for
roofs, doors and windows, repayable over a fixed period.
Usually the
loan amount would be drawn for about one fourth to one third the cost of
the completed dwelling.
No loans are provided for walls and partitions.
Loans are channelised through a central agency, to the housing agency of
councils which would be responsible for distribution and repayment.
Local societies or councils formed out of squ.atter communities \l7ould in
turn make smaller loans ava'ilable to individual borrowers at interest
rates sufficient to cover expenses and to provide reserves for losses.
The financing agencies may also undertake the responsibilities of
supervisini the construction offerring technical 'assistance and providing
facilities for the purchase' of materials as a safegua.rd against misuse
of loan amounts.
The roof' loans are recovered over a period of time
after the construction is finished.
Improvements to the unit are made
over time by the occupant •.
In some instances, material loans are

prefer~ed

to cash loans.
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Definition
Housing Allowances provide ~onthly cash payments to
needy families who find and rent decent ho~sing units in the private
sector market.
Assistance in this case .is in the form of cash.
Objectives
The prime objective of this scheme is to supplement
the resource allocation of 'a low income household for house rent, so as
to enable him to find and' occupy better accommodation, instead of illegally
occupying land, or living in a slum.
It aims at red~stribution of
available housing stocks and involvement 6f .the private sector in accomodating
low income peop Ie, with lit'tle external assistanc·e •..
Operation and Mechanics of the Approach
This· scheme was first
developed by the United States Department of Housing ~nd Urban Development
in Kansas City.
Low income families who are compelled to live in squatted areas or
slums are identified and are offered a monthly subsidy, towards rent,
payable in cash.
These families may purchase a ren~ certificate (voucher)
for less than its full vaiue and use this certificate to obtain housing
in the private market.
The rent subsidy is fixed· after verifying the
amount which the low income earner can afford to pay, by way of rent for
the improved housing, and' the rent demanded .by the landlord.
The house
selected has to be approved by the subsidising authority prior to the
issue of housing allowances.
The subsidy will operate for a period of two years (usually) during
which time, it is expecte~ that the occupant would have accumulated
savings and resources to p~ovide good accoImnodati-on'for himself on his
own.
Housing allowances:paid, mayor may not be recoverable.
Community Development
Definitions
The term IlConununity Development" has come into
International usage to connote the processes by which the efforts of
the people themselves are united with those of Government Authorities .to
improve the economic, social and cultural conditions of countries, to
integrate these communities into the life of the Nation, and to enable
them to contribute fully to national progress.
This oomplex of processes
is then made up of two essential elements: t'he participation by the
people themselves in efforts to improve their level of living with as
much reliance as possible on their own inftiative and resources; and the
provisions of technicai and other service in ways which encourage
initiative, self help and mutual help and make these more effective.
')('(CLINARD (1966».
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..
Community Development is func t ional and proces's oriented.
ROSS (1955)
states "it initiates a people directed process that is based upon their
own perception of their needs".
Community development therefore exhibits
a strong overs tone of self help and community organization.
The 'community' referred to in this study pertain's to the squatter/
slum community.
Objectives
The four main objectives of urban 'community development,
applicable to slums and squatter settlements are the :development, community
feeling, self help, indegeneous leadership' and co-operation between the
Government and 'the people in the use of senvices, to promote change and self
improvements.
Operation and Mechanics of Community Development
can be briefly enumerated as follows:-

The operations

1.

Creation of a sense of social cohesion on a ne~ghbourhood basis and
strengthening of group inter-relationships.

2.

Encouragement and stimulation of self ,help, thr.ough the initiative of
the individuals in the community.

3.

Stimulation by outside agencies when initiative'·for self help is
lacking.

4.

Reliance upon persuas'ion rather·than upon compulsion to produce change
through the efforts o~ the people.
.

5.

Identification and ,development of local leader~h~p.

6.

Development of C1V1C consciousness and acceptance of civic
responsibility.

7.

Use of professional and technical assistance to support the efforts
of the people involved.·

8.

Co-ordination of city s'ervices' to meet
problems.

9.

Provision of training' in democratic procedures that may result in
decentralization of some Government fvnction.

neig~bourhood

needs and

With reference to squatter settlements, the ce·ntral issue involved
is the illegal occupation of the land by the ~quatt~rsg
This illegal
occupation is brought about, by a host of factors, such as abject poverty,
unemployment, inadequate resources, non-availabilit'y of cheap land, large
tracts of unt~nanted and untended urban l~nd, absentee landlords, a huge
wave of rural migrants in search of shelter, etc.
Under the given
circumstances, they are compelled to occupy land and· commit a legal offence
in the process.
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Nondenial of shelter to one who cannot afford to get it, manifests
itself as a moral issue.
But this is in' direct conflict with the legal
issue of illegally taking. possession of land, and ta~i~ng shelter on it.
The role of community development in r~spect of squatters is to
bring about a revision in Government attitu~e on' .their eviction and
reaccommodation, and to impress the forces .... that-be, .. t~e moral responsibility
of providing shelter ·to the poor and the needy, who 'are unable to provide
for themselves by fo~c~ of circumstance.
In additi~n, the role of
community development is to organize ~he squatters, to mobilise their
resources and energies, and· help them to lte~p thems'elves in the process of
personal and community welfare.
Moreover, ·.community.·.development strives
for popular part icipation by the squatters in' the d.ec·ision making process
which affects them.
Repatriation
Definition
The term refers to the ·process. 'whereby the residents
of squatter settlements in the city are returned to rural areas' and
resettled there.
Repatriation can also b~ conducted to other urban areas.
Objectives
Squatter communities in most countries, by and large
are constituted of rural :i.nmigrants to a very great' extent.
These new
entrants are exposed to a hostile and. alien atmosphere and subjected to
hardships and deprivations, in the process.
The objective of repatriation is to return these new· entrants to an environment or habitat which
is more congenial to their known life 'styles and conducive to the
development of their' skills and personal. attributes.
Repatriation aims
at providing the new entrants in squatter s·ettlement·s, a new start in
an environment more familiar to t h e m . '
.
Operation and Mechanics of the Approach
The process involves a
procedure of adv.ance acquisition of land, in rural areas, subdividing the
area into lots and assigning them to squatter families. resident in the
cities.
The squatter families resident in the city, are then induced
to vacate their urban dwellings and resettle themselves in these plots
in the countryside.
Resettlement may take the form of aided or total
self help measures of reaccomodation.· Subsidies and.external financial
aid will vary according to the terms of inducement for vacating the
urban settlements.
Resettlement is usually followed up by community
welfare programs whereby resettled families are trained in various rural
skills of agriculture and agrobased, or service indu$try, to stabilise
the economic base of the resettled families and make them capable of
looking after. themselves.
Repatriation from the
to other urban areas.

~ity,

may also be conducted on the same lines
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The process of repatriation to rural "areas has'~een adopted, and is
currently in vogu"e in Bangkok.
General Corrnnents of All Approaches
The approaches which have been
mentioned and studied above, form only a ve~y small part of the approaches
actually in practice.
Each approach has numerous va.riations and
different approaches can be combined in various permuatations and combinations.
It is neither possible to enumerate all the permutationa of the
diff.er"ent appr9aches, and the variations possible in each approach
nor to evaluate each one of them as" this would itself involve a lengthy
and elaborate study.
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XI

CRITICAL ApPRAISAL OF DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES

A general review' and critical appraisa1 of the performance of the
Approaches enumerated in Chapter X, is attempted in ·this chapter.
The
appraisal is made in respect of their applicability "in Bangkok, with
their prospects and limitations being exposed.
Possible adaptations
to each approach are also suggested.
The general appraisal· is made by examl.nl.ng the application and
performances of each approach in situations, elsewhere, where they have
been actually tri~d out.' No specific references however, are made
except for illustrative purposes.
Critical Appraisal of the Current Approaches in Respect of Squatter Control
New Towns
The New Towns Principle is focussed on the diversion
of migrants bound for congested metropolitan cities.
If the New Towns
are planned as self contained entities, with their own employment and
services, the town can alleviate the national problem of unemployment,
divert migrants and reduc~. the burden of providing services and community
facilities by the metropolitan city.
Sin~e control of land use is
mandatory, illegal occupation on land can be stemmed. from the very start,
and rational utilization of land can be pr~served.
Provision of utilities and services in the New towns are sometimes
found to be more economical than extending them in a congested city,
where the urban infrastructure has been strained to the peak.
As
such, a more favourable distribution of services and facilities in the
New Town among its inhabi.tants is poss ible:.
The grave limitation of New Towns in respect of squatter settlements
is its total inadequacy to bring about any cOntrol on those that are
already in existence in the cities.
The magnitude of development in
these new urban comp lexes 'does not provide sufficient incentive to
counteract the I pull" of' the metropolis and progressively extract such
dwellers from the city.
As the New Town grows, the Administration g~ts more involved in
administrative matters an4 upkeep of servicesand.infrastructure, and
gradually loosens its control on the maintenance of legal occupation of
land; eg. Faridabad and Bhubaneswar New Towns in India.
In the process,
squatter settlements spring up, sooner or later, and pose a new threat
to urban administration, in a new habitat.
The New Towns Principle works on the premise that provl.sl.on of
employment oppurtunity can divert migrants from the city.
It must be
stated that a sizeable component of migrants do not-go to the city for
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Bangkok for reasons other than for employmertt"(').
',Other attractions'
in the city supercede.'those, offered by the 'New Towns'and will continue
to attract migrants into them.
This problem is further aggrevated by
the fact that New Towns involve a considerable amount of risk.
Potential squatters and low 'income migrants may not necessarily stake
their future in a New Town without any known prospect of self improvement,
and may still prefer to proceed to the city.
This is perhaps the most
glaring weakness of New Towns in solving squatter problems in a city.
New Towns are capital intensive projects with a very huge initial
investment which decision In,akers at national .1eve( ar'e hesi.tant to make.
Even if such huge capital is spent, the prospects of subsidising for
squatter accommodation, further, seems a remote prospect.
New Towns
are extremely' costly projects and Develop~ng Countries seldom or never
have enough resources to dl.:vert such collosal amounts, and even if they
do, would scarcely do so, as a solution for squatter problems.
Many advantages and di'sadvantages exist which support or discount
the efficacy of New Towns, all of which have not been mentioned'.
But
the net effect remains that New Towns have very limit~d prospects, to
be used as a tool to control, squatter settlement formation, by themselves,
and whatever is done, is achieved at a commensurately' high cost.
Industrial Dispersal "
Since Industrial Dispersal more or less
follows the premises on which the New Towns Principle' is based most of
what has been stated earlier is applicable 'in this evaluation as well.
Industrial Dispersal is another preventive method to counter new
squatter settlement formation, but can make little he~dway in contributing to the progressive elimination of exIsting squ~tter settlements.
Industrial decentralization is a much less expensive:.'measure than New
Towns, since self contained entities are not in prospect ..
But the success of Industrial Dispersal in respect of ever
preventing squatter set~lement formation how~ver will depend entirely
on the efficiency of the controlling admini,stration; :and the maintenance
of Zoning Regulations.
Entrepreneurs may be sceptical of the future of 'new locations and
shy away from locating the~r industries in new areas. in difference to
existing known prosp~ctive sites.
Other factors including land
speculation, high cost of providing services, and facilities in the area,
and attitudes of migrants and entrepreneurs ,can determine the efficacy of
this approach in p~oviding,a solution for ~ontrolling'~he formation of
new squatter ~ettlements.
'

HONGLADAROMP (1973)
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Registration of Dwellings and Policing of Unauthorized Construction
This approach is logical as a first step towarQs bringing squatter
settlements growth to a halt and formulating- development programs for
their progressive elimination.
The approach offers the vital data base
for making choic'e of development options. ' This also offers itself for
enforcing the Zoning Regul:ations and Development Plans in force.
By
bringing squatting under control, an intensive program for their
rehabilitatio~ and resettlement can be initiated~.
The limitations in, this approach are mainly in respect of eliciting
an honest response from the dwellers, and voluntary support in identifying
illegal occupants who may infiltrate into the area, and this defeats the
very purpose of registration and keeping count.
Also, it is difficult
and time consuming to register all the houses and keep track of dwellings
in a city of the dimensions of Bangkok.
It will require very high
overhead expenditure, and the scrupulous honesty of ' the officials in
policing the dwellings, for' the success ~f 'the approach.
But, by far the greatest limitation of this approach is that no
restrictive measures can counter the wave of immigrants over-running the
city and defeating the purpose of the scheme.
The approach does not
provide any positive measure of accommodating those in need of housing,
and this boosts up the pressure on the available hOUSing stock, thereby
tending to escalate rents and building costs.
In the process, it
subjects the low income dweller to severe hardships·ip trying to find
housing within his limitted budget.
It can however be stated that the approach offers definite promise
for holding the squatter settlement situation, stati~nery, as a prerequisite to initiate a rehabilitation program.
If this approach can
be substantiated by'a program for new house construction, to keep pace
with the growth of population, the composite program can afford a
lasting solution to',the problem of squatters in metropolitan cities'.
Urban RenevJaI
Urban renewal schemes have t'he potentials of
restoring spatial order, legal status and aesthetic appeal to the city
environment, and literally removes the 'eyesore' of the squatter-slum.,
Moreover, valuable urban property is ensured of more remunerative returns
commensurate to its price.
Urban renewal', brings back the use of land
to the prescribed use as per the Development Plan for the city (where
such plans are in force).
Finally urban renewal integrates a
deteriorated area with its, surrounding environment in an effective manner
in respect of architectura.1 form, land utilization and environmental.
quality, and summarily removes any social stigmas attached to the area by
virtue of its association with squatters and slum dwellers.
By far, its
greatest achievement in respect of slums and squatter settlements is that
legal sanctity of property rights is regained on the renewed sites.
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ANDERSON (1965) enlikens urban renewal to the b~~ldozer with its ruthless
eviction of poor people from their 'dwellings, and demokition of their
houses, thereby rendering them homeless.
The effective housing stock
thus decimated, is replaced by uses which benefit only the select elite
and affluent section,of urbarr society.
Where urban renewal incorporates
the replacement of lo~ inco~e housea b~ high tiseapartments it actually
benefits that section'of society whose housing condiiions were best in the
first place.
Seldom do any of the displaced persons 'ever return to the
renewed site.
ANDERSON (1965) further contends that 'urban renewal
particularly in ~entral areas is iritended to attract the wealthy suburbanities,
who can afford to 'commute, 'back to ,the city, while throwing the poor and
the needy who cannot afford long and expensive commutation, out into the
suburbs.
ANDERSON (1965) 'goes to ~he limit of stressing that areas are
cleared not because th~y were occupied by the worst slums - and squatted
settlements - but because they had th~ best 'sites for ,other luxury uses
and speculative interests.
In sum, however, one cannot sumrnar~ly discard urban renewal as a
prospective approach'for control of squatter settlements.
As ABRAMS
(1965-2) writes - Renewal has virture as vices, and vices exist largely
because the measure is actually only a half measure.
With proper
amplification and' enlargement of its, basic concept in respect of replacing,
rather than clearing squatter dwellings, the approach can display some
positive merit.
In the instance of Bangkok, urban renewal does offer some prospects
for the reclamation of land:from squatters for public purposes, such as
in the Klong T6ey area where squatt~~ land is urgently' required for
pushing through port developments.
But urban renewal will have to consider
,alternative measures for the reacco~odation of evicted settlers.
If this
is not pursued, the port development ,has to encounter ,stiff opposition from
the settlers affected by eV,iction, arid this may scuttle all port improvements.
In those areas, where, no development activity is being held up by squatting,
urban renewal for,the purpos~ of reclamation of land from squatters appears
to be an inappropriate choice, as ther~ is no, logical justification to evict
squatters, othe~ than, the mere leial issue.
In short, any urban renewal
scheme must provide for complete reset,tlement', to be of any worthy meri~.
Public Housing
Public housing implies' the provision of large
quantities of houses 'at relatively ~ow costs (mass ptoduction) and rents
(subsidisation) as ,a measur,"e of imp;-oving the resident~al environment.
By resorting to high rise apartments" it is possible to increase densities
and put expensive land to intensive use.
By building ,bungalow type and
duplex type houses, it, is possible to 'provide housing appropriate to the
tastes and living styles of squatte~s,with plots of land for subsidiary
activity.
Public housing represents spatial order and aesthetic beauty to a
tardy environment.
Squatters are alienated from shabby dwellings and
reaccommodated in sel.f contained dwe,lling units of superior standards,
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Better accommodation
has its effects on the improvement of healtp and moral~ of the resident·s
and the conununity.

..

The advantages of 'public housing are h6wever, discounted by some
serious drawbacks.
Public housing is one of the costliest methods of reaccommodation, and
experiences in Hong Kong* and Tanzania# have revealed that in spite of cost
reductions per unit by adopting advanced technologies the cost of identical
units put up by' private individuals is far less costly.
As a measure to econom~se on costs, living space in the dwelling units
is usually the first item to be sacrific.ed. . By sacrificing space for
economy, the public housing dwelling unit always tends to be over-crowded
and unliveable.
ego The Din Daeng Rehabilitation qpartments have' an
average occupancy of eight 'to ten persons and are provided only 40 square
meters in a single room apartment; the squatter dwellings in Din Daeng, on
the other hand have. an average area of 35 square meters and the public
housing facility, materially does not provide any significant spatial
improvement.
Economy grounds also tend to reduce the number of wall openings
and the eventual result is· that the dwelling unit is in no wayan improvement
over the squatter dwelling.
Even if speedy constructions by improved technologies are adopted, the
pace at which the squatter's can put up their shelters can never be maintained.
Since time is vital in squatter resettlement, this drawback is very significant.
It has been said that public housing can pull people out of the slum,
but cannot pull the 'slum' out of the people.
When the slum dwellers
are moved without any radical improvement in their overall economic
circumstances, neither ten~nt nor household is viable in the new setting,
and considerable social and economic maladjustments reappear in the new
environs.
It is further contended, in respect of squatters, that relocated
tenants are subjected to the discipline of the regulations and the impress
of legislation in its daily life, which clearly and directly clashes with
the spontaneous expression_of socio econo"mic reality of squatterdom.
,The
coherent personality of the squatter settlement/slum is transformed into
something with a "split personality".
This partially explains why
squatters are willing to dispose their rights to tenancy in public housing,
in addition to the lucrative returns, that are attained by such transfer.

MITCHELL (1972)

iF

Lectures by. Professor BENJAMIN S. in Residential 'Area Planning - A.I.T. - 1974.
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Chapter V) to. the squatter~
It must be understood from this that the
quality of the house does I).ot figure as top priority, if compared with
the prospects of liquid· cash.
The performa~ce of the Din Daeng flats in
which most of the tenants currently occupying the units are m~ddle income
families, is evidence to prove that public·ho:using in Bangkok is a failure,
as a method of reacc.onunodating squatters.
MITCHELL (1972) states that if public housing {sto be judged on the
basis of the amount of satisfaction, people obtain from the housing and
the neighbourhood, it is interesting to note that housing by itself does
not rank high on the list of things that are.important to people in South
East Asia.
MITCHELL (1972) gives evidence that onlY·four percent of
squatters indicate their qatisfaction in low cost public housing estates
in Hong Kong.
High densities in high rise public apartments tend to adversely affect
privacy and create emo"tio~al strain, and emotional health problems.
High
rise is said to affect parent-child relationships and discourages interactions
among neighbours. and friends.
(Ref. MITCHELL (1972).
Standards of building:and building services being relatively high in
public housing, the output. of dwelling units ·for a given monetary input
is considerably less.
In Bangk6k, public hou~ing takes the form of walkup apartments in
Din Daeng and two-storeyed duplex and row ·houses a.t Huay Kwang..
These
dwelling types do not reflect the choices of the squatter inmates.
78
percent and 73 percent of· th~ squatters· a~ Klong· Toey and Manangkasila
respectively expressed their preference to live in single detached buildings
as opposed to flats.*
One of the reasons for this is the 'land bound ~eritage' with which
the squatters from rural ex~ract are accu1tured.
High rise living is
neither appealing, nor in ·conformity with a known life style.
The squatters are subjected to considerable hardships by not being
permitted to continue theif subsidiary occupations in the rehabilitation
apartments, as in Din Daeng.
Squatters are also not permitted to add'
rooms to their dwellings when the need arises, as they would normally have
done in the squatter settlement.
All these points clearly indicate that Public housing is not the right
approach to be adopted in Bangkok to resettle squatters.
Past performances
have provided sufficient evidence to support this contention.
The policy
of the NHA to continue with the construction of public housing units, appears
to be hasty and unjustifiable, if inferences can be drawn from what has gone
before.

HONGALADAROM (1973) and RAJATANON (1971) .
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Sites and Services
. The greatest advantage of sites and services
projects lies in the fact that they are much cheaper than the conventional
public housing projects, so far as house bui14ing is concerned.
A sites
and services project i~ Dakar, Senegal was estimated to cost only about
U.S. $3001-(excluding land'costs) as against U.S. $4,0001- for public
hous ing in the same city~'~... It is fair that the beneficiaries of housing
projects deserve to involve themselves in .working out· their own welfare
both physically and financtally, as they are the best .judges of what they
really need.
Sites and Services projects are able to provide serviced land with
legal tenure ~t prices that low income earners and squatters will find
attractive and feasible, an~ thereby eliminates the possibility of
illegally occupying land~
The main contention behind the deterioration of buildings and
environment has been identified as the abs.e'nce of initiative and motivation by the residents, who ·by virtue of their illegal occupation are
aware of immi~ent eviction, and have nothing at stake to promo~e improvement of dwellings and e~vironment, and expend meagre resources under risk
of total loss.
These proJects, by providing the dweller T.,ith the II stake"
of land ownership, or lega.1 occupation rights, equips him with the
motivation for self .improvement.
Sites and services stimulate savings and provide a boost to low cost
building trade.
Location of such projects can be so ~rtanged as to redistribute
population concentrations in urban areas and at the same time keep them
as close to work places as.is reasonably possible.
Since cost of sites and services projects is much lower that that
for public housing, it is p'ossible to b-enefit more people for a given input
of capital.
The fundamental limit?tion of 'this type of projects centres on the
issue of land.
Such projects usually get reconnnended due to the savings
that are possible in house -building costs.
But in Developing Countries,
the cost of la.nd by itself is an expensive .proposition, and developing
agencies have 'to incur heavy capital expenditure on land acquisition alone.
Since these projects imply spread out development and extensive utilization
of land, savings on land cost cannot be effected by 'increasing densities
by resorting to high rise'building.
Another drawback is that whereas squatters
paying for it, sites and service projects offer
(what ever the subsidy maY'be) and the response
something, for which they '~o not pay currently,

WORLD BANK (1972)

are staying on land without
land to them for a price
of squatters to pay for
tends to be marginal.
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place where vacant land is available.
This. feature of land provision
cannot be dupl.icated by the developing agency; land that can be offered
to squatters is either inad~quate to resettle all of them, or are not
locationaly attractive to the squatters.
Sites and services requires efficient policing to ensure that the
rightful tenants do not dispose of their rights and return to squatter
settlements.
Policing is also required t~ maintaIn consistent development
throughout the area.
A sincere and noncorruptible organization mechanism
is required for efficient supervision and control.
.' .
In the Bangkok perspective, the biggest h~rdle.is presented by the
inadequacy of the housing agency to expropriate land ·for housing purposes,
as has been ment ioned in Chapter VII.
Land c·osts ill ·the city require a
large amount of money.
To illustrate; the· total amount of land required to resettle 162,000
squatters, which represents the entire squatter population of Bangkok·
(vide Chapter iv), assuming. an average area of 0.04 acre per family of
six (on an average) will amount to 162)000 x 0.04 .
6

= 1080 acres.
With current prices of land varying from 0.5 to 1.0 million Baht per acre,
in the city, a collosal amo~nt of between B600 million to ilOOO million
may be required at the very· beginning, for land acquisition, alone.
In
addition, additional land has to be provided for the new entrants who will
continue to pour into the city.
The only solution to this can be found
if land values can be brought down to facilitate acquisition, expropriation
laws are revised ~o permit acquisition by the housing authorities for
housing for the public, and· area for acquisition can be kept to the bare
minimum, by attempting to resettle the minimum nUmber of squatters.
Of all the approaches· discussed, this approach appears to possess
some merits which have definite prospects fqr applicability in Bangkok.
Adaptations and modifications may be required, and the applicability may
be restricted to the curative facet of squatter control operations.
In conclusion, it may be stated that rejection of sites and services
by the NHA on the grounds that it is as yet untried in Thai1and* and
successes are not guaranteed appears to be a hasty and unjustifiable
decis ion.
Core Housing
Among the greatest advantages of core housing are
the speed at which houses become ready for occupation for the squatters,
and the flexibility of building desing that is posslbl~ within the core.

Based on a statement by. the Governor of NHA in an interview with
Tammassat University students, reported in THE NATION (1973), Bangkok,
22nd. March .. ·
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Cores and plot sizes are flexible, and will depend upon the purchasing
capacity of the prospective occupant.
The core ~mprovemen't ,provides a source ,of employment for the family
which has little additional work.
Core housing can be mass produced on the site at a considerable
saving to the developing agency, and very little supervision is required.
In spite of core housing having some distinct advantages, ABRAMS
(1965) warns thit unless a ,core housing pr~ject is well planned from the
beginning, the project may' well deteriorate into a slUm.
It is further
contended that a core house,is no substitute for high rise buildings in
dense areas.
I ts greater ,use is linked to the development of transportation and opening up of land areas on the o~tskirts of the cities.
It
faces the hurdless where land costs are high~
Another important insight is to measure the cost of the core and of
the house as ultimately completed as there is little point in building
cores when only a small further outlay would have built the additions as
well.
Conversely, the core requires to be actually designed as to induce
further construction.
I~ tiot, the results could be ludicrous, as in
Quezon City, in the Phillipines where the core consisted only of toilet units
which failed to inspire the. squatter families to invest their time and
effort to add to the land'and toilets given to them*.
In Bangkok, core housing methods do have a distinct advantage, in
that squatter families wit~ varying household composition and sizes are
not compelled to stay in si~gle room dwellings, as in public housing.
Additional space can be enclosed, while the basic shelter is already
available for occupation. 'The 'land boun~edness' of the project is
congenial to the aspirations of squatters, while there are no restrictions
on use or composite use. ,
The major problem in'Bangkok however, arises in'respect of the
shortage of extensive tracts of land, and the absence of mortgaging and
financing institutions, without which such a program ~annot lift off the
ground.
Climatic conditi9'ns, especially during the monsoons, make co;-e
houses inadequate as shelters.
Roof Loans
The a4vantages and disadvantages, of roof loans are
more or less idehtical to'those of core housing, as both schemes operate
on the same principle.
It is difficult to evaluate whether 'cash' or
'material' loans are mor~ advantageous than 'core houses' as methods
of inducement for house construction, as it is relative to the community
served.
Cash loans offer'more flexibility than the core houses, but
carry the risk of misuse, (,and misappropriation.
Roof loans require a

ABRAMS (1965) pp. 179'
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in costs adver~ely affect the cost of construction of the basic unit by
the beneficiary.
As such roof loans cannot be maint.ained constant, even
in the same city.
The ro'of loan cannot effectively guarantee in advance,
the type of construction or the form of building that is to be erected,
unlike the cas'e of core houl:iing, where a minimum quality is ensured.
Yet,
roof loans are more flexible, and modest shelters can be tailored within
the loan amounts, to provide sufficient protection from the elements, and
suit the requirements of t.he eventual ?ccupant.
The same pre-requisit~s as in core housing viz. adequate extents of
urban larid, fi~ancing and mortgaging institutions,' and coverage over risk,
limit the 'applicability of,~oof loans in Bangkok.
Sunnning up the two approaches under instalment c'onstruction, both the
approaches reviewed, sugge~~ cheap remedies for house construction, but
where the fundamental issue centers on land availabil'ity, both these
measures offer prospects secondary to sites and services.
The real benefit of instalment construction in Bangkok, is in its
potential to provide new migrants with a sound start before they find
their way into squatter settlements (assuming that land will be made
available to them, on arrival).
It becomes possible to channelise the
energies and ~fforts of the new migrant to focus on sound construction of
buildings at the start, when his initiative and motivation are at its
peak.
This,however, may'tequire some degree of organization and management.
Housing Allowances
The housing allowance approach is unique in
that it provid~s added impetus to moving out of squatter settlements and
slums, and thereby re-estab.1ishes legal tenure of occupation.
This is
made possible" since squatt~rs themselves, have to find better accomodation,
for themselves, and are a~sisted to occupy ihem.
It exposes squatters ,tb living in better environments, without the
threat of being evicted, instantaneously.
Savings for future self
support are also generated.
Initial capital input 'required by the de'veloping agency is very limited,
which makes this approach ,among the cheapest methods of squatter resettlement.
It utilizes the potential of tapping private sector housing stock,
and indirectly involves private sector participation i'n accommodation low
income people,'and resettling squatters.
'
Over ,a period of time, ~he housing ma~ket would respond to the
increase in demand for providing dwelling units, and this in turn boosts
the construction of houses, and addition of existing stock.
Recurring costs of mai~tenance and upkeep of building and services
can be saved ~y the public agency, as well, as by the occupant.
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adequacy of private sector ,-rental housing', 'at the tinie when resettlement
operations com~ence.
The approach has no built in mechanism for the
addition of housing stock, particularly of the low i 4 come group.
The
operation of the scheme comes to a standst"ill when the existing stock of
rental housing is exhausted.
The purpose of the s'cheme is also defeated
with unco-operative landlords who are unwilling to rent houses to low
income people or persons with a past repute of squatting or slum dwelling.
There is no guarantee that the residen,ts in "approved housing" will
generate adequate savings to be capable of living in' good accommodation,
once their allowances are terminated.
There is high degree of paternalism
implied in the approach, which tends to affect the initiative and
motivation of' the occupant" to provide himself with housing of good
quality, later on.
The probability of his returning to squatter settlements, after his term of re~eiving allowances is therefore quite high.
The issue over 'standards' which determine the acceptability of a
rental dwel1irig unit, by the authority, as eligible for housing allowance
payment, narrows down the field of choice of housing units considerably,
and only a few persons may ultimately benefit from "this scheme.
In Bangk0k, there is a known shortage of 92,000 'houses already.
Housing does not appear to 'figure as a sound investment by private
individuals except for self occupation, or for rent for the high income
groups.
This is evident ~rom the high incidence of owner occupied
dwellings, and apartment,bu~ldings in the city, occupied by upper income
people.
It is unlikely that there will be a change in house construction
trends to favour the low 'income groups, in. the near i'uture, unless
entrepreneurs are offered some incentive f<?r building for low income
people.
The system of housing ,allowances, how~ever, does'offer itself as a
reasonable short-range program particularly as a method of absorbing
evicted squatters during the transit period, preceding resettlement, or
for new migrants immediately on arrival. ' This may 'require the advance
provision of a 'buffer stock' of rental housing to serve the intermediary
role while easing the squatter problem.
Community Development
ABRA~S (1971) states that Community
Development has proved succ'essfu1 in the progressive elimination of
squatter slums in many parts of the Developing World: in Asia, Africa
and Latin America, particularly.
These performances~ themselves, speak
for the efficiency of their applicability.
In Bangkok, community
development is in vogue in', the settlement at Din Daeng, and has scored
a moral victory in gaining amnesty over an eviction'order.
The VOMPOT
organization operating in'Din Daeng successfully stay~d an eviction order
and elicited an assurance,of reaccornmodation before ,eviction was enforced.
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Community development ,presents certain unique and signal advantages:
1.

By making the community aware of' its own problems, unity of purpose,
can be' forged in forged in a heterogeneous community.
Such unity
can be instrumental in achieving solutions to problems by internal
moti~at~on, without depending on external aid and interference to
get things done~

2.

The community is by far the best judge of its own requirements
and priorities.
A more spontaneous effort of self improvement
is therefore very,much in prospect.

3.

The community u~ilizes its own energies and generates its own
leadership, which is respected by the members of the community.
Ther~ is less chance of conflict' in pushing through with
development from, ,within the community.

4.

By depending consi~erably on internal financial resources, of the
community, the approach considerably reduces the financial burden
of the public development agencies.

5.

Subsequent maintenance of public services and infrastructure
together with the policing of the settlement, can be effected
in a more lasting ~anner, in a less informal way, by the local
leadership, and ~nitiative.

6.

Community development, more than any other approach discussed so
far ca~ directly influence social change, in ,ddition to physical
improvemerit of the, settlement.

Community development',: in-situ (as defined), in ,spite of its signal
attributes, ho~ever does display some crucial limitations, in respect of
applicability to squatter control.
1.

The most severe limitation perta~ns to the legal status of the
land occupied by the squatters:
(a) , If the squat,t~rs organize themselves into a
powerful p!essure group, and are capable of
staying all 'eviction orders , this represents
a threat to'social order, legal justice, and
legal sanc~ity of land ownership;
(b)

An

(c)

Continued occupation of land by squatters
could cry hal,t to all development works, for
which the oC,cupied land is requir,ed.',

initial success could serve as precedence
for squattetsto press for th~ir 'rights!,
in other settlements as well~
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2.

The success of community development depends entirely on community
organizati.on and efficient leadership.
Squatter settlements are
composed of heterogeneous communities, and ~epresent multiple
interests, which are difficult to' organize and secure under a
single leadership; 'ego Klong Toey, in Bangkok •
. Total succe'ss requires a sustained and consistent effort of
all squatters.
It is understood, that so~e'members of squatter
communities tend to dissociate themselves from community
participation, once their own ends are achieved.
Effectiveness
of community organization can greatly be reduced by such
redu~tion in strength of the organization.

3.

It is observed that dedication arid purpose are imbibed in the
squatter community only when crisis situations are reached, ego
Din Daeng.
Squatter dweilers are mainly preoccupi~d with their daily
and employment, and other subsidiary income earning
operations, and have little or no time to 'spare on community
organization and' community development.
As such community
response is difficult to mobilise, and energise.
chor~s

Community development in' Bangkok has had differential levels of success
and failure, ego the organi?Ation in Din Daeng met with signal success
while at Klong'Toey, residents can still not be considered to be united under
a single leadership, based on most recent qnofficial reports*.
In sum, however, it ~ay be said that community development has a
significantly lesser role to play in respect of squatters, than in the
rehabilitation of slum dwellers.
The former is restricted to the creation
of an awareness, of the moral responsibility of accommodating the underprivileged, in the attitude'of the Government, and thereafter promoting
community efforts for common welfare, in' terms of solutions to common
problems such 'as provision of services and facilities, etc.
Community deve10pment .. he1ps to integrate the members of an underprivileged cOUununity, induces the realisation of conunon problems and cO,mmon
goals, emphasises the need for a combined and co-ordinated effort, and
promotes internally motiv~ted improvements that are congenial to, and
true reflections of·the aspirations and real needs of the community.
Repatriation
The' evaluation made here, refers to repatriation to
rural areas only, as practiced currently in,Thailand.
The approach
displays some. unique advantages.

This refers to incidents in Klong Toey where land 'distribution by the
Port Authority in December 1973 witnessed differential levels of response
and factionalism - Personal observation by author '.
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By resettling the' squatters in rural ar~as, the site in the city
occupied by'them 'can be restored to the legal owner.

2.

Squa'tter resettlement by repatriation, not only provides them
with land with legal status, but also accommodates them in an
environment which is familiar and favourable to their
estabiished ways o'f life.
Community welfare programs tend to
stabilise and improve their living standards.

3.

Resettlement in the rural areas is a cheaper proposition than that
in urban areas where land prices are exhorbitantly high.

4.

More extensive residential area development and construction of
single detached buildings is made possible in rural areas.
This
is in conformity with the desired choices of the squatters.
(Surveys in Klong Toey have shmvn that 79.2 percent of the settlers
preferred single 'detached buildings - Source: HONGLADAROMP (1973)).
Extensive land holdings permit the residents to perform subsidiary
activities in th~ir own plots and supplement their income.

5.

Repatriation, if effected on a large scale, has numerous other
side effects,. in r~spect of decentralization~ decongestion of a
crowded city, reduction in the pressures on· employment creation,
community facilities and services, and most'of all on urban land;
etc.

However, repatriation has met with very marginal success in Thailand.
Some of the re.asons are enumerated below:1.

The flow of rural migrants to urban area is motivated by a 'push'
factor, as much as by a 'pull' factor mainly reflect the inadequacy
of rural areas t6 absorb the overspill of population, and thereby
induces migration.
On the other hand, the 'pull' factors are
not merely for employment pusposes alone, but also for partaking of
facilities that only the only ~he urban areas can offer.
Further, frustratio~s have failed to dislodge the new entrant from
the city and provoke his voluntary return to his original habitat.
As such, no inducement is adequate to force his return to the
rural areas or retain him, once he does return.

2.

The magnitude of in-migration is far in excess of the 'trickle'
of repatriation that can ever be effected successfully, even
with high levels'of optimism.
As such, any effect on decongestion
and decentralization, that is hop'ed to be achieved by repatriation
is insignificant.'

3.

The possibilities ,of repatriates returning to the city over a
period of time is relatively gr.ea't, according to TAYLOR (1973).
It is further it~rated that this return of repatriates is
directed towards squatter settlements and slums in the city.
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The approach requires an inordinate amount of cajoling and persuasion
together with other incentives (mainly monetary), if squatters are
to find life in rural areas more attractive than cities.
A more
appropriate measure'would be to 'hold them up in the rural areas, before
they embark to the city, rather 'than try to 'repatriate them, once
they ,have arrived.

5.

Areas chosen for resettle>.ment of repatriate's will have to be located
sufficiently, distant from the cities, to hind~r their re-entry, and
eventual desertion of the repatriated settlements.

It deserves mention that repatriation as envisaged in this study, and
practiced in Thailand is biased as a curativ~ measure~
The proceding
discussion has revealed the' practical limitations of t:he approach in
attempting resettlemen~ of squatters.
Retention of migrants in the rural
areas, or diversion of migrants to other urban centres as a preventive
measure to squatter formation in the city appears to'be a more logical start
for squatter control, than attempting to repatriate seasoned squatters to
rural areas
an area~ from where they or,iginated.
Such retention or
diversion, may be possible, only if a forceful strategy of rural development
and regional urbanizat'ion is adopted and imp lemented.

to'

Summing up this evaluation, it has to be stated that many more
positive and negative criticisms can be levelled on each approach, and
all of them have not been 'enUmerated.
The purpose of this evaluation
is, however, not merely to make the detailed cirticism of each approach,
but to reveal the limited applicability of each approach to the squatter
problem as it exists in Bangkok.
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CONSOLIDATED EVALUATION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

The preceding evaluations of the individual development approaches
brings out the-potentials and limitations of each approach for application
to specific situations in Bangkok.
But it is quite ~vident that any
approach lacks comprehensive coverage in dealing with all the elements that
combine to define the squatter problem.
The existence of such missing
links can be inferred to "have arisen but of inadequate definition of the
total problem pf squatting~
The evaluation helps to provide the vital feedback infromation required
to fill in the missing links of the overall problem-perspective, and thereby
assists in comprehensively defining the squatter problem.
This is done by
integrating the conclusions arising out of the appraisal with the inferences
of preceding analyses.
Consolidated Evaluation of-Development Approaches
1.

Almost all the approaches that have been reviewed focus primarily at
one element of the total problem, v.iz. housing._
Squatting has been
perceived primarily as a problem resulting from the housing shortage
alone.
~s a result, the approaches are all aimed at providing,
improving or controlling housing in the ci~ies.
Much attention has
been focussed on the legal violation issue that-defines squatting and
all the approaches have been intent on: preserv"in~ the legal sanctity
of private p~operty ownership.

2.

Squatter problems manifest themselves "in physic"al form in the cities.
But it is relevant to identify the sources from where "pressure" is
built up, rather than to tack,Ie the problems where the pressure is
dissipated.

3.

No single approach ~an be universally successful -even if past performances in some situations have proved to be meritorious.
Whereas,
some approaches have attributes in some situations, they reveal some
gross limitations in others.
Making a consistent policy of public
housing adoption as the curative remedy for the housing problem of
squatters in Bangkok, is unjustifiable as each settlement is unique in
itself, and displays "affinities for different approaches.

4.

The most important missing link in all the approaches is the lack of
recognition of the disparities in income distribution, between
income gro~ps, betw~en cities and rural areas, and between regions,
as one of the contributory factors for squatter formation.

5.

Other contributory factors are poverty, high urban land values, shortage
of housing, etc.
Squatting is virtually the effect of the complex
interaction between tQese various elements on the housing market.
Since
each approach, reviewe_~, concentrates exclusively on the problem of
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settlement, the city and the nation, in d.ifferent levels of
generality, has been.overtly suboptimised.
Suboptimisation.has been inferred from the following
characteristics of squatter control policy:
(a)

strong emphasis 'only on house building or land allocation
to low,income earners;

(b)

undue emphasis on standards of accommodati~n and
environment, whic,h supercede the dire need of shelter,
and' tend to warp the fundamental dimension of squatting;

(c)

debate on the level of participation between public
agencies and community participants, without sufficient
emphasis on land availability, land procur~ment and
legal status;

(d)

a host of short range projects being promot~d withoui
getting to the roots of an explosive situation;

(e)

financial and economic biases superceding social
development and public welfare;

(f)

one sided policies which favour the landlord, without
equal interest 'in,. the welfare of the squatter; whereas
considerable attention is focussed on the' return of the
land to the rightful owner, little attention is paid to
the real needs and aspirations of the squatter, while
attempting to resettle him;

(g)

social development programs do not ~orm part of squatter
control and rehabilitation, but are seggregated from the
the ~verall perspective.
Those social development
programs that are carried on, are only superficial surface
dressing of the pervading problem of poverty and unemployment.

Suboptimisation in understanding and perceiving 'the problem explain
the suboptimised sol.titions.
Such solutions cannot be expected to
cure a problem with much deeper implications and dimensions.
This
assertion can be subst~ntiated by the continued'recurrence of the
squatter problem, despite all the attempts made, in solving them.
~:

The squatter problem,,'by and large requires both preventive and
curative measures.
the former are to be devoted to the control
of causal elements such as poverty, unemployment, high land values,
etc., while the latt~r should concentrat~ on the constructive
elements, such as housing, resettlement, etc.
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7.

The time spectrum of' present, past ~nd 'future-must be considered to
comprehensively cover ~he entire scope of the squatting phenomenon.

Summing up, it may be' concluded that _the reason why none of the
approaches discussed display possibilities of effectively solving the
problems of squatter settlements, is because the problem that has to be
solved is not comprehensively defined.
The squatter- problem is one of complexity and diversity, comprising
many significant problem forces.
It is brought about by the interaction
of these forces, that eventually manifests' itself. physically in the
form of illegal occupation of land in the city.
If a comprehensive strategy for solving squatter problems is to be
deviced, the preliminary step is the identification of the problem
elements in their entire complexity and diversity, a~d identifying the
hierarchial levels at which each of them occurs.
The Definition of the Squatter Problem in Bangkok
The various proble~ elements that interact and collectively translate
themselves in the form of squatter settlements in the Metropolitan City
are outlined below:
.
(1)

Uncontrolled.growth of population in the city by:
(a)

natural incr¢ase

(b). migration from rural areas and other urban centres,
provoked by
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

high incidence of u'ne-mployment ln the
rural areas and other urban centres;
wide income disparities that exist between
people in the city, between the city and
rural areas, and between rural areas;
r~lative

poverty of potential rural

migrants;
(2)

Absolute poverty of the migrant.s· and high incidence of
unemployment in the city;

(3)

High land values, irrational distribution of land among the
different uses or activities, and among the different income
groups
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(4)

The acute shortage of housing i~ the city;

(5)

Inadequate public action in providing land or housing to low
income groups, due to inadequacy of financial resources
and'the adverse market conditiori;'

(6)

Conservative· attitude of public agencies towards low income
groups in providing financial aid for housing.

It is evident from the above enumeration, that ariy control policy
should touch all .the problem areas individually and collectively if any
lasting effect is desired.
The 'lasting effect' .~efers to the attainment of a long term ideal
condition which ·necessitates successful at·tainment of three developments:1.

Control of influx of population into squaiter settlements;

2.

Control of physical expansion of illegal land occupancy in the
city;' .

3.

Restoration of legal status of land tenure to the existing
squatters.

The three developments correspond to three hierarchial levels at
which control policy has to be formulated and implemented.
The first development ·corresponds to t·he National level at which the
various problem elements that contribute to squatter settlement formation
are operative.
These include the pervading forces of population growth,
migration, unemployment, absolute and relative poverty and wide income
disparities, high urban' land values, and irrational distribution among
different income groups.
The second development corresponds to the City· level at which a set
of second order problem ~lements are opera~ive such .as irrational
distribution of land among different land uses, the acute shortage of
housing, and inadequate Government action.
The third development "corresponds to t.he localised level of the
individual squatter settlement at which the process of interaction
between the forces operating at the Nationa,l and the City level takes
place, and emerges in the physical manifestation of .~he squatter settlement.
The recognition of these three hierarchial levels is central to the
formulation of any comprehensive squatter control po~icy.
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PRINCIPLES -FOR THE CONTROL OF SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS IN BANGKOK

The preceeding studie-s have provided the base on .which the principles
for the control of squatt~r 'sett1ements
Bangkok ca~- be formulated.

in

This chapter- outlines the objectivesan~ principles for squatter
control policy formulation together with 'guidelines for devising programs
and projects that may be r-equired to effectively solve the problem of
squatters in the 'Metropolitan city.
The merits -and limitations of the squatter control program recommended
for Bangkok are also discus~ed.
The Objectives of Squatter' Control Policy
Squatter control-policy aims at the prevention of squatter formation
and proliferation, on the ,~~nd, together with the progressive ~limination
of those that already ~xist.
Principles for

Po~icy

Formulation

Squatter Control Policy is required to be formulated and implemented
at the three hie~atchia1 levels, aforementioned*, to attain the desired
objectives.
National Level
No comprehensive program on squatter control can be
formulated at the national level.
Here programs are focussed on the
alleviation of ingependent'prob1ematic elements.
The effects of these
programs are instrumental i~ contributing directly or:indirectly to
squatter control at the city level or settlement le:vel,~
Foremost among the programs is that fO'cussed on the control of
population growth in cities.
Population Programs
growth in citie~:~

Two factors are responsible for

popu1atio~

a)

Natural Increase '

b)

Net migration from rural areas and other urban area into the city.

Vide Chapter XII
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is to reduce the pressure o? urban land, services and infrastructure.
Control on Population Growth by natural inciease can be affected by controlling
fertility.
Fertility Control programs encompass not only the provisions of
family p1annin"g-" services but also includes information and educational
activities research on the determinents of fertility and family size decisions,
adjustments in the social and welfare ·legis1ation affecting the age of
marriage or size of families, improvement o·f vital statistics and training in
demography, nutrition and "related activitie"s·+'.
Four techniques are open to control or" divert migration into the city:(1)

Encourage people to stay where they are

(2)

Dis~ourage p~op1~

(3)

Attract people to move to rural areas

(4)

Attract "people to move to smaller" urban areas.

moving to the city

The programs that. conform to each technique may be briefly described
as fo110ws:Technique (1)
These include increased crop production, social
justice programs such ~s l~nd reforms and c?mmunity development and public
services such as rural credit, rural health," and sanitation, water supply,
education and others to keep people in rural a"reas.
To keep people in towns, such approaches as improved services (health,
education, housing, ~ater, protective services, and welfare) and creation
of better social and economic opportu~ities" in the alternative urban places
is required.
Economic opportunities "in towns are sometimes increased
through schemes such"as ind~stria1 estates, free port zones, housing
estates and encouragem~nt ni manufacturing and service industries.
Technique "( 2)
Direct control measures inc lude those where regulation
prohibit the stay of a non-native urban dweller in a ~etropolitan area for
a period exceeding a specified duration~
L~ss direct control measure~ exist
such as the requirement of resident status for enjoyment of certain urban
services.
Technique (3) & (4)
These measures attempt to steer the flow of
migrants to the cities by redirecting migrant streams away from the large
cities towards rural frontier areas or colonisation sites.
If alternative
job opportunities can be made available in other areas, people would go

+ Recommendations by WORLD· BANK (1972) - Population Planning Sector
Working" Paper, World Bank, Washington
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there rather than to the large cities.
Location of manufacturing and
industrial plants in speci~ic places, the creatio~ of industrial estates,
the setting up·of new towns, the construction of whole cities in virgin
areas and the integrated planning and development of specific subnational
regions are the prospe~tive possibilities in this area of development.
Any of the above program options constitute part of national urbanization policy and policy on industrialization.
It .is not the purpose of
this study to define the most effective method as this requires careful
study and analysis..
However, any of these methods or their combinations
suggest guidelines towards schieving the desired e~fect of reducing city
bound migration.
Reduction of Unemployment
The objective of reducing unemployment
by job generation and mobilising total participation of the effective
working force is to provide better opportunities for economic mobilities
and to strengthen the economic base of the low income people.
Employmen:t generation" is vested in programs of industrialization
agricultural develQpment, 'development of trade, conunerce, construction
and other sectors of employment, which from integral parts of urbanization
policy.
Labour intensive industries and local processing of raw
materials are two common measures that are adopted'for generating employment.
The economic mobility ~an be achieved by programs '~f education, vocational .
training and training in professional skills.
Alleviation of Absolute Poverty and Reducing Income Disparities
The
objective of poverty alleviation is to uplift the economies of those people
who are forced to lead a life below the subsistance level, in a state of
total deprivation.
This may be achieved by direct m~ans of redistribution
of financial and capital resources.
The objective of reducing income disparities .is to reduce the relative
poverty that prevails between different inc¢>me groups, between cities
and rural areas and between regions and to increase vertical economic
mobility.
Poverty alleviation may be achieved by welfare programs or by selfhelp.
Participat"ion'in employment and other economic activities.
Educational and profession?l training programs are some of the other
measrues commonly employed.
The redi~tribution .of'-financial and capital resources in a free economy
may be achieved by.a suitable taxation policy on personal income, capital
gains, estate and gift tax and by manipulating the pricing system.
Increasing literacy and training in professional skills are some of the
other measures that may be. adopted.
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is insufficient.
It is essential that redistribution of wealth must be
followed up in 'good measur~ by the redistiibution of the facilities goods
and services, such as education and helath and increase of access to them
all." The lat.ter measure has been imp li~d in the coqtrol measures
suggested in the population' programs with'specific reference to migration.
Control and Distribution of Urban Land
The prime objective of
land policy and land reform is to ensure that a plot of l~nd where basis
facilities are provided is to be made available to a~l families.
In a free economy, as in Thailand, the land mark~t operates under
the principles of "Laissez Faire".
Land speculation and high land values
in the city create a hostile land market for low incqme earners, which
results in an .irrational distribution of land among the differen income
groups.
Urban land reform is the tool by which land· 'distributions can be
ordered among the different income groups.
Urban land 'reform is required to:(1)

bring about public control over the-supply.of urban land

(2)

to control land speculation and resulting land pricing

(3)

to facilitate' speedy expropriation of land for public purposes
including houstng·

(4)

to rationalise the distribution of land among different income
groups for housing.

The functions of urban land reform

c~n

respectively be achieved by:-

(1)

Public ownership of land; promulgating law to alienate private
decisions on the use of private property

(2)

Public oWnership, taxation on capital valu~ of land, land
ceilings and' taxation on sale and registra~ion of property
owners~ip.
.

(3)

Revision of exis~ing Land Acquisition Act to incorporate
comprehensive coverage of expropriation functions.

(4)

Land ceilings coupled with compulsary public acquisition
of excess land, redistribution of excess la~d among low income
groups.

It may be clarified that the policy implications are long term in
scope and the desired e'ffects enumerated above may not be:;fully achieved
in totality.
There is a d~stinct possibility that a ~Iresidual population"
may still find its way' into squatter settlements.
.The succeeding stage
of control policy is propo~ed to safeguard against t~ts possibility.
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Distribution of Land, Uses
The objective of policy for the distribution of land uses is to re~tor~ order to the spatia~ utilization of urban
land and to ensure against,haphazard urban developme~t.and sprawl.
Land utilization patterns' in Bangkok are organic and unplanned.
There is no Statutory'Development Plan for the city.and haphazard urban
growth is qui te evident ~
'Non ·conforming 'use'S and mixed land uses have
given rise to an irrational dtstribution of l~nd.
The restoration of
spatial order and optimum use of land in respect of maximum utility and
function is v.ital.
Metrop·oli~an Development Planning supported by sound
implementation,is the instr~ent by which this goal may be attained.
The functions of the Development Plan,for the
fulfilled by:-

m~tropolis

may be

(1)

Enactment of the·DeV"~lopment Plan.to provide it with statutory
backing

(2)

Substantiative z9ning, 'and subdivision regulation

(3)

Adequate administrative and executive machinery for implementation.

A1levaition of the Housing Shortage
. Bangkok is posed with a problem
of housing shortage. . The pri~ate sector has been 'incapable or unwilling
to cope with the backlog of hqusing stock and it is left to the government
to substantiate this backlog o·f undertaking an intensive program of house
construction.
The objective of City Housing Policy' is to make u:p the backlog of
housing shortage and to assur'e accomodation of reas~nable standards to
every houseless family.
Housing policy may be able to fulfil its function by any or all of
the following ,features:(1)

Supply of low .cost housing.

(2)

Encourage self

(3)

Financing for

(4)

Acquisition and.?istrioution of land for low income housing.

(5)

Tecnnical assistance in low cost building.

(6)

Servicing and infrastructure.

help~ethods

,priv~te'

to build houses.

sector

h~using.
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of administration:(i)
(ii)
(iii)

,.

th~'following

ancillary functions

Registration of all dwelling units, irrespecFive of current
legal status.
Policing of all new constructions.
Housing estate management.

The Squatter Settlement, Level
Action programs are initiated and
imp lemented at this level.
The programs, ,envisageq. at the city level are
instrumental in isolating each squatter settlement as individual cases
for localised development action.
The act~on programs for the development
of squatter settlements should take advantage of the prospects for such
developments as have bee~ revealed from pre~eeding studies and this is done
below.
Development Prospects and Limitations
The key issue that is centered
on squatting is tnat of the definition of illegal occupation of-land.
Th~
objective of squatter settlement development programs is therefore to restore
legal status to such occupation.
The,development options that fulfil this
objective are as follows:
(1)

Eviction without resettlement

(2)

Evic~ion

(3)

Regularisation' of land title in site

and resettlement

Recapitulating from th~ preceeding studies, the situation in Bangkok
has exposed cert;,in features, which should assist in making the choice of
options mentioned:1.

There is an existing housing shortage'of 92,000 houses that currently
prevails in Bangkok Metropolis. ,Current trends of private sector
construction display very limitted prospect for ever maintaining a
sufficient pace of construction to cover this backlog.

2.

The N.H.A. has only,very recentlY,come'into operation and proposed
a target of 170,000 hduses to be built' over the 'next ten years out
of these 98,000 houses 'have been proposed for accomodating families
carrying'less than, ,'B 1500/- per month.
However, the N. H. A. is not
yet financi'ally equipped to undertake this program and will not be
for the next two yecirs.

3.

The N.H.A. is ac~essible only to lands, presently under its custody
for house buildings. ' Whereas current land availability at the N.H.Als
disposal is not known; enquiries, have shown that, they \.lould run short
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of land before the target of house building is reached.
Conservation
of land can only be effected by resort. ing to high rise construction.
Earlier studies have illustrated that squatters are not amenable to
high rise living and'as such the hous~ng option made by the N.H.A is
inappropriate.
4.

Appropriation of land for housing is'a tortuous process, and currently
untenable.
Financial incapabilities restrict the opportunities of
the low income people to acquire land.
But yet, the squatters display
their willingness to invest and to devote their time and energy to
house construction.

5.

There are no hous~ng financing agencies operative in Bangkok which
cater to the needs·of. poor people.
Low income people are 'shut'
off from receiving financial aid; whereas this reduces financial
viability of constructing adequate qwellings, it does not hinder the
low income people from putting up basic shelters on their own.

It is clear from the above discussion that house construction by
public agencies to resettle squatter is a duplication of what squatters
can do themselves and such programs are out of fqcus.
There is high
propencity for undeterred house building by squatters despite any
intimidation or alienation from financial assistance by public agencies.
It may be con~lud~d'that government does not necessarily have to involve
itself in house construction to solve the P!oblem of squatters in Bangkok.
Land and financing are the two key elements th~t play a crucial role
in the squatter problem in Bangkok.
Government agencies need limit their
action to the adequate proviSion of serviced land, and financial aid for
house constru~tion.
House construction by public agencies need be resorted to only for
the indigent poor, destitut·es,_ aged and the sick, 'who are physically
incapable of putting up their own houses._
House construction for middle
income and upper income groups on a.profit basis is another possibility.
Both these aspects however have no direct bearing on housing policy for
squatter settle~ents, and hence not elaborated.
The policy guidelines ·for the development of. squatter settlements
should be framed on the aforementioned principles. Policy for Squatter Settlement Development in Bangkok
The objective
of policy on squatter settlement is to restore legal status to all occupation
of land in the city and thereby eliminate the phenome~on of squatting.
Programs for Squatter Settlement Deve10pment
are recommended for squatt'er settlement development.
(1)

Two parallel programs

Programs for the. acquisition, serv1c1ng and-distribution
of i,and for squatter resettlement.

..
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Programs for the supply of ~inancial aid for house construction
or lknd acquistion~

The Mechanis of Land Development Projects
Land development projects
are intended to provide developed and $erviced plo~s to low income earners
desirous of constructing their own houses; with a view to provide them with
legal occupation rights ~n~'security of t~nure.
The operational

~eatures

of the projects,may be enumerated as follows:-

1.

Advance acquisition of land zoned. for residential purposes
by the Housing Authority.

2.

Site Planning :and subdivision of plots according to prescribed
subdivision regulations.

3.

Provision of services, infra-structure and and community
facilities.

4.

Selection of tenants for allotment of serviced plots and
distribution of plots.

5.

Organization of financial aid, financing and mortaging arrangements
for land purchase.

6.

Arrangements for collection of repayment of loans and recycling
of financial reserves for land purchase and development.

7.

Issue of legal title deeds and regisiration.

,

,

Emphasis in land development programs, is to be placed on selecting
sites close to job location; and assuring ready availability of developed
land.
The housing authority is currently in an advantageous position having
custody of some public land 'which may be utilized for the purpose, at the
start.
More land may be acquired in course of time as succeeding projects
are undertaken.
If the lan~ expropriation laws are amended and compulsory
acquisition o~ excess land' following the fixation of land ceilings as .
recommended earlier are implemented, in course of time, vast extents of
land can be assembled.
Controls reconunended on,'land'pricing can make the
acquisition of extensive land parcels for 'housing proj~cts feasible.
Presently there are 'large extents of public lands',which are accupied
by squatters.
In the instance of these areas not bei,ng required for
other non-residential uses, as prescribed by the development plan for the
metropolis one of the mo~t prospective,method is to transfer the ownership
of such publi,c lands to t'he Housing Authority by whom ,the status of
occupation may be formalised and regularised.
Servicing, site improvement
and registration may follow.
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purposes, evicted squatters can avail of the facili~y of land distribution
from the' Housing Authority.
Eligibility for availing of the facility of developed land is restricted
to squatters and to low income group .people only.
Tixation of terms, and
loan per~od of repayment, of land purchas·.e ~osts, are '~o be fixed on individual merits.
All such transactions'are to be
of the land holdings itself.

register~d

and securities will comprise

The Mechanics of Financing Projects
Financing projects provide
financial aid for house purchase or construction only.
Only low income
earners and squatters come u~der the scope of.these programs.
Financing
of land comes under the purView of land development programs.
The objective of, financing programs i$ to provid'e supplementary aid
for hous~ construction 'to low income earners. who are unable to provide
adequate financial arrangements by themselves ..
The' operational features of the program are to be:(1)

(2.)'

Acquisit'iori of hulk financial resour'ces from Government budgets,
. loans from commer~ial banks, insurance companies and other
financing ag~ncies, international loans, bonds and debentures
raised from public etc.
Institution building for the redistr.ibution of finance among
eligible clients.

(3);.· Selection or. eligible clients from among low income groups.
(4)'. Fixation of amounts, terms and periods of
(5)

19~ns ..

Aiding and mortaging.
Aiding may be either in the form of
capital or'building materials.

(6) . Arrangements for the collection of loan repayment and allied
. activities.
(7)

House registration.

The .Agenc'y for Land Development and .Financing Programs
The Housing
Authority is to be the agency in charge of handling land development and
financing prog·rams.
Authority to execute each function is to be vested in
two departments viz. the Land Development qnd the Financing Department.
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The Overall Perspective
At National Level
The implementation of national policies formulated
on the basis of the above mentioneq guidelines may b~ expected to culminate
in the following effects, ~ong~~ia~ .to squatter contr~l.
1.

Reduction of population growth in cities by mutual increase reduced
the pressure on land, services a~d infrastructure.
This will be
reflected in the reduced :demand fQr urban la,nd and housing.

2.

Reduction of 'migration: into the city reduces the number of potential
squatters.

3.

Increasing employment oppor.tunity leads to vertical economic
mobil.i·ty and improves the 'financial status of the low income
earners.
In the 'process, ,he becomes equipped to acquire and
take legal possession, of ~,and and/ or housing by utilizing his own
finances.
This tends to fu~ther reduce the possibility of his
rever,ting to squatting for p~rsonal accomodation.

4.

Alleviation
poverty arid r~duction of income disparities are
long time measures t~ bring about vertical economic mobility.

5.

Control and distribution,of land among various income groups
provldes the low. income': earn~r wi,th bet ter access to acquiring
urban land for dwelling '~urp~ses and tends to eliminate the
necessity of his h~ving t? ,illegally occupy land.

of

Summing up the overall, effects, it is evident ·that the policies that
may be recommended are instrumental in reducing the magnitude of potential
squatters.
In spite of the policy scope at the national level, it is not possible
to completelY',disregard the possibility of low income personnel infiltrating
into squatter' settlements 'or illegally occupying new areas of land.
Some
developments at the National level may even attract more potential squatter
to the cities.
Programs f~r '.the co~trol of such unauthorised developments
are therefore'a fundamental necessfty.
Development Programs are required at the city level to focus on the
rational distribution of land.uses anq on.the'acute shortage of housing
stock.
At City Level
The implementation of policies formulated at the
City Level, on the basis of the aforementioned guidelines may be expected
to culminate in the following' effect~, conducive to squatter control.
1.

The distribution of land uses in the cities will ensure the
adequate provision pf land for residential purposes.
Zoning
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Sub-division regulat ions 'guarantee minimum
spatial requirements.for healthful living and ~afntenance of
environmental quality.'
2.

Housing progr8;ms.provide a range of housing requirement choices by way
of offering. accomodation, financing, land, or services depending on
actual needs.
Th.is is beneficial t<:> "low incqme earners since they
may avai~ of the appropriate facility," according. to their budget.
By
incorporating this flexibility of choice, it is assured that low
income earners do .not have to indulge in illegal,practices of squatting
to provide.'~ccomo~ation for themselves.
House Construction in the
private se~tor is, to be·promoted.
This will 'contribute to reducing
the overall housing sho·rtage.
Self-help efforts have to be harnessed
and encouraged for house building wherever possible.
By recognising
the potential for' inde~endent house construction r a considerable
financial burden of building houses,'can be reduced.
Technical assistance
to low cost housing will stimulate improved building design and generate
cost saving.'
Improved technologies facilitate, maximising outputs without sacrificing building quality for a given investment.
-Provision of
services and infra-structure even at a minimum" level will increase the
habitability, and motivate house construction. '

Registrat'ion of "dwelling units will facilitat.e the identification of
of violation ~f legal tepure;
Policing of all new c6nstructions will
curb all illicit practices.
Estate management will'maintain the quality
of housing servic~s and environment.
The overall effect of policies founded on the principles suggested
help to prevent the formatiqn of new settlements and expansion of existing
squatter areas~ and simultaneously bestows the potential squatter with
land, endowed ~ith legal tenure.
The result of this measure is to render
the existing squatter settlements as static and lo~altsed phenomena in the
city and facilitate direct :action towards the squatter resettlement or
rehabilitatio~' at the third level of the hierarchy.'
The prog'rams at City Level tend to isolate and localise the squatter
settlements in·the city.
The objective of these ~rograms is to arrest
the physical e~pansiqn:of existing settlements and to curb the growth 6f
squatter population and formation of new settlements in the city.
The
programs at Settlement Level come into operation at',this stage.
At Settlement Level
The land development programs provide the
potential and:seasoned squatters with legal status of occupation on
land that is develop.ed aild equipped with servie;es 'and facilities.
This
eliminates the :possihility of the low income potential squatter of
having to resort to illegal occupation" on the one hand, and restores the
legal tenure to the land, on which the squatter was: originally settled,
and on which he is to be resettled.
I

"

';..
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land development progr.ams.' They provide the new occupant of land with
monetary assistance or.building materials to supplement his own resources
for house building.
This is a coercive measure to ensure that he
stabilises his :occup'ation on the land allotted to him, and puts up his
dwelling unit there~
Sustained action on these lines eventually leads to squatter settlements
in the city becoming exti~ct.
In general it must be ,stated that the squatter problem is one' of
diversity and comp~exity, and any development project ~ust take cognizance
of the unique,featu~es' in each settlement, . individually.
Projects should
be adpated to" take 'maximum, advantage of such features.
The Time Spec·trum
All preventive measures recommended ~9r the control of squ.atter .
settlements are long term.' All the curative measures recommended are
in the form of projects and are the short term phases. of a long term
program.
A fair generalizati9n.of this could be-made.
The
policies envisaged at ·t'he National Level and City Level
while the programs and,projects at the settlement level
within the long term perspective of squatter settlement
the city.

programs and
are long term,
are short term,
extinction in

Conclusions
The Merits of the Policy
The Policy proposed for the development
of squatter settlement·s takes the most advantage of development prospects
within the given set-up in Bangkok.
The Housing .Authority provides the land is conformity with the attributes
desired by the prospective occupants, viz. security and legal tenure. _ The
squatters provide t,he manpower, organization and their full share of
available resources for house construction.
Both these potential development
features are int'egrated 'by t.he housing finance, which provides the linkage.
The main merits of the policy proposed are:
1.

Action programs provide the maximum leverage for Government
action within its 'financial limitations, and is flexible
enough to permit squatters and low income people to utilize
their own potentials for house building.
In the process, the
Government is not looked upon tQ'do more than what is called
for
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2.

Government is able ·to conserve considerable resources by not having
to build housing units.
This implies the high propencity for
benefitting a larger magnitude of squatters and low income people,
Considerable savings can be effected
than would have been possible.
~
on overheads.

3.

By incorporating the regularization of squatted areas insitu,
additional savings in resett1emerit· programs are effected.
At
. the same time, a sizeb1e number of squatters are not subjected to
mass eviction and spatial dislocation •.

4.

By advance privision of land, dev'e10pment of residential areas
automat.ica11y comply with zonin'g regulations with little or no
possi"bi1ity of. alienation.
This is conducive to maintaining city
growth in c.onformity with projected growth patterns in the Metropolis.

5 •. The program is' congenial to cons.tructive addition to housing stocks
with v·ery little o:r no demolition.
6.

By not meticulously stipulating and maintain~ng housin~ standards,
emphasis on maximising output within the limitations of scarce
finantial resources is restored.

7.

The squatters are 'provided with security and supplementary financial
grants required ·as·incentives for house building.
This eliminates
the barriers which impede construction.

8.

The houses represent the embodime~t of vested interests to the
squatter) .which coerce him to maintain the buildings and prevent
its deterioration into slum conditions.

9.

The squatter community is organized and equipped to carryon the
informal po1icing.of the new colonies which is more effective than
the formal procedure by the Government.

Limitations
T~e success of the policy will depend upon the
successful formulation and . implementation of policy at. the two higher order
levels of hierarchy.
The main limitations of the policy proposed, are:
1.

.~,

..

The actual availability of urban lands in the·city that fulfil
the coriditions of proximity to. job locations, and acceptable to
squatters, is limited.
It is however expected that with the
improvement of transportation facilities, and with the
improvement of economic mobility· of the low income residents, this
may not pose such.a major problem.
This can further be alleviated
~y incorporating the distribution 9f urban work centers, into the
Deve1.opment Plan for the Metropo1~tan City. .
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The quantum 'O'f fi~ance that may pe raised for redistribution is
relatively inadequate.
However, since ~he Housing Authority in
Thailand is endowed with the authority to raise their own
finances from local or foreign sources directly, without having
to exclusively depend on Gover~ment grants; this problem may not
be acute.

3.

The risk fact.or· involved in recovering loans from benefited
squatters may be. relatively high.
This is ~ delicate issue,
as any stringent means for loan recovery such as confiscation of
security (which are usually the land and building occupied and
mortag'aged 1;>y them) will only witness the return of the occupant
to illegal occupation, and the resurgence of squatter settlements.
It i.s possibie,ho.wever, to incorporate financial provision for
such losses whil~'working out the loan repayment terms, as a means
of r~ducing ~uch risks.
It may be stated t~at such losses may at
most be small, al1d Government may b'e able to: absorb such losses,
if the progr~ss of programs on all other counts if favourable.

4.

The most crucial factor for the success of t'he programs recommended,
however,is delay...
In practice,"n~erous delays occur: in policy
formu~ation~ enactment, fund raising, land a~quisition and distribut ion,. .etc. . During this period, 'the dynamic' squat ter problem
continues to swell in magnitude '~nd dimension.
The need for prompt
action is vital for the success of such p'rog.rams.

It is p~s~ible tq provide a safety f.actor to absorb the impact on the
problem arising out of such delays.
This' may be in 'the form of Interim
Transit Camps to absorb th~ potential squatters in advance, before land
and finance are offered to them under the regular program provisoes.
Such
interim camps ·shou.ld be m~i.ntained as "buff.ers" to accomodate for any
unforeseen circumstances that could sabotage the success of the recommended
programs.
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CONCLUSIONS

Concluding Remarks
The squatter problem fs brought about by the interaction of various
forces, which eventually manifests itself, physica~ly ,. in the form of
illegal occupation of land in the city.
The various forces whic·h contribute to squatter s.ett1ement formation
can be traced at three 1~ve1s of spatial hierarchy viz. the Nation, the
City, and the Settlement itself.
Policies for the control of squatter 'sett1ement,s must therefore be
formulated and their implementation carried through consistently at each
level of the hierarchy •.
The squatter problem is one which has its foundations enmeshed in the
socio-economic fabric 'of 'the whole Nation.
Socio-ecO,nomic welfare and
change can be effected by long range deliberative meas~res, and this implies
that squatter contio1 itself is a long proces~.
It may be finally concluded that the control of·squatter settlements
can contribute much to orderly spatial growth in cities and the general
well-being of low income groups as a whole. .
Utility 6£ the Study
The major contributions of this

study~re ~n

its providing:-

1.

a rationale for the proper identification of,' and distinction
betwe,en slums and 'squatter settlements;

2.

a comprehensive identification of the squatter problem in the
Bangkok Metropolis with its entire r'amifications;

3.

guidelines for a comprehensive policy for
squatter se'ttlements in Bangkok;

4.

recommendation of, outline programs for the successful implementation
of such policy.

~he

control of

The first contribution has universal.applicability and clarifies the
ambiguity that surrounds the definition of the twotetms.
The latter
three, provide the administr-ators in Thailand with a more practical insight
of how the problem of ,squatters should be percieved, ,'and how its control
should be manipulated.
. (..

'.
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Subjects for Further Research
The preceding study has attempted to work out logical and rational
principles bas'ed" on which squatter conti·ol. policy can be formulated.
There are various specialized fields in whi"ch ~o're intensive research can
be carried out to substantiate the findings or recommendations.
A few
of these are mentioned beldW:1.

Quantitative techniques'.may be applied for identifying the slum
settlement.
A method for the quantification of the various
parameters that compos~ a slum settlement may be perfected, so as
to provide 'a scientific base for identification.
'

2.

A Cost-Benefit study fOT comparing ,the v~rious dev.elopment approaches
discussed in Chapte~ VIII is another topic for extended research.
Such a study could explore the prospects and affinities of each approach
and relate them to sit~ations where each would b,e most successful.
A
study of this nature co~ld prove to be ext~emely useful to planners in
making a rationai choice of development approaches' in the practical
field.

3.

A useful study- to p,lanners and administrators would be that on
financing for the ,control of squatter settlements as worked out in
this study.', A working ,'model for raising.finance, distribution,
recovery could provide ~dministratqrs with,the key to the implementation
of squatte~~ontrol policy.

4.

Much contreversy can be avoided by making an int~nsive study on the
effects of'regu1arisi~g the tenure of squatters in-situ as has been
recommended in this study.
Regularising settlements has been
stated to be the chepest· and "instant" method of squatter control.
In a case study, if a cost-benefit analysis of r~settlement-versus
regularisati9n of squatters should be conducted to substantiate the
efficacy or inva1i,dity of such a measure to cont:r;~l squatters.

Numerous other subjects of research in various fields of science, arts
and engineering may be conducted as extensions to.the study, but are not
being enumerate,d here.
Det'ai1e studies' into each e~ement of policy can
generate a com~r~hensive working mechanism for practical'application in
conclusively solving the' pr~~lem of squatte~s.
'
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ABRAMS (1965) Classification of Squatter Sett'~ements

1.

The owner, squ'atter

own building on squatted land.

2.

The squatter tenant

rented building on

3.

The squatter holdover

no rent ."payment witn:''1)uilding
and rent not owned.. .,

4.

The squatter landlord

squatter who rents dwellings on
squatted land.

5.

Th~

squatter W?O organis~s squatting
as a business venture.

6.

Occupational Squatter'

squatting for business

7.

The semi-:-squat'ter

squatter tenant who comes to
terms with the landlord.

8.

The floating squatter

squatters in boats

9.

Squatter

part of the' group that shares
the common' foothold and. protects
it against intruders, public
and· priva'te.

10.

specuiator squatter .

co-oper~ter

The mobile squatter

-,

.'

~atted

land.

\

purpos~

pavement dweller with no fixed
10catioI).
.

only.
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B

Table C - Compilation of data regarding Weak Economi~ Base for the three
settlements 2 Klong, Toey, Manangkasila, and Din Daeng.
I

Characteristic

Criterion

1. Low wages

Income less
than !1000
per month

,

I

Qualifying
percentage

. 50%

I

Klong
Toey

96.1

Manang 'Din
l<asila Daeng

33.0

37.0

:

2. No savings

50%

N.A.

50.0

50.0

3. Indebtedness

50%

31.0'

30.0

42.0

.50%

7.0

38.0.

42'.0

nil

nil

nil

50%

yes·

yes

yes

. 50%

nil

nil

nil

4. External assistance
5. Regular pawning of

50%

goods"'c-

6. Chronic shortage

.'

of cash*

7. No food

reserves;'~

..

8. Unemployment

50%

9. Second hand clothing
10. Supp lementary income
.-

7.9

4.0

nil

50%.

N.A

N.A.

N. A.

50%

less
'than

more
than

more
than

50%

50%

50%

I

I
I

I
I

I

1

I

I

I

All figures given for settlements are percentages.
Sources of Information

1.

Klong Toey

MORELL AND MORELL (1972) and HONGLADAROMP (1973)

2.

Manangkasila

RAJ AT ANON (1971)

3.

Din Daeng:

NATIONAt~. HOUSING AUTHORITY (1973).

Information from

persona~

interviews with random residents in December 1973.
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Table D - Compi'lation of data .regarding: Low' Prospe~ts 'of Economic Mobility
in the three Settlements, Klong Toey, Manangk~sila and Din Daeng
;

Qua~ifying

Criterion

Charac terist tc

per<;entage

1. Poor earning
capacity

Klong
Toey

Manang..
kasila

96.1

33.0

32.0

37.0

59.0

. Inc,ome less
than ilOOO
per month

:50%

Non escalating jobs*

50%

71~0.

50%·

7._ 9

2. Little prospect
of salary increase

3. Unemp loymentl
Under employment

Din

Daeng

.'

'

.'

4. Inadequate,
savings

5. Unskilled labour

nil

4.0

50% .

N.A.

50.0

50.0

:50%

33.-4

17.0

56.0

50%

97.4

28.0

Yesi!

6. Fatalistic
attitude

All figures for the three settlements are precentages, of squatter
population.
Sources of Information:
(~972).,

and HONGLADAROMP (1973)

1.

Klong Toey:

MORELL AND MORELL

2.

Manangkas.i la:

RAJATANON (1971) and MORELL

3.

Din Daeng:

NATIONAL HOUSING AUTHORITY (1973)

ANp

MORELL (1972)

Finding from personal interviews with 'random residents - Residents
feel they are not financially compete.nt t~ improve themselves.
Non escalating jobs include:

manual labo~ress, dock workers,
samlor workers, garbage collectors,
last grad'e'Goverrunent servants, etc.

I
I
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'Table E - Co~pilation of data regarding Lo.W Prospec'ts of Social !viobility
in'the three S'ettlements, Klong Toey, Manangkasila and Din
Daeng

Qualifying
percentage

Klong
Toey

Manangkasila

Din
Daeng

1. Low literacy

50%

52.2

82.0

81.0

,2. Restrictions on social
sanctions

50%

nil

nil

nil

3. Prejudices

50%

nil

nil

nil

4. Fatalism

yes

yes*

,yes#

Characteristic

no+

All figures for the three settlements are,percent~ges of the squatter
population, in each settlement.
Sources of Information
l~

~,

Klong Toey:

MORELL AND MORELL (1972) and HONGLADAROMP (1973)

Manangkasila:

RAJATANON (1971) and'MORELL AND MORELL (1972)

Din Daeng:

NATIONAL HOUSING AUTHORITY (1973)

It is informed by Father J. Maier, on of the Comm~nity Organizers in
Klong Toey, that if the settlers in Klong Tgey are asked to vacate
the slum, the majority.wi1l leave without question.
This is
considered as an index of fatalism, in ,thi~ case.
RAJATANON (1971) states that most of the dwellers in Manangkasila
do not want to venture in any change' ,which might 'lead to serious
damage for their life'.
(Ref. pp. 62).
This is taken as the
index of fatalism, in this case.

+

The residents in Din Daeng have vehemently expres,sed their desire
to leave the slum, and to live in flats.
They are also very
concerned on improving' their own lot.,' (Information from personal
interviews with random' r'esidents in Din Daeng in ,December 1973)

